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ABSTRACT 

Opera, though admittedly an important part of our 

musical heritage, is rarely included in the performance 

schedule of high school vocal music students. This disser

tation suggests a practical method of enriching the tradi

tional choral curriculum with the study and stage production 

of selected operatic scenes. 

There are two main divisions to this study. The 

first section deals with the "excerpt" approach to opera 

production. A performance consisting of excerpts from 

several operas offers certain advantages over the presenta

tion of a single full-length work. The excerpt production 

may be freely constructed on the basis of abilities and 

limitations of students available in a given semester; it 

affords many students the opportunity to sing solo roles, 

yet does not unduly tax any one voice since individual 

scenes are short; it requires fewer outside-of-school re

hearsals; it gives young singers a performing experience 

with the music of many composers and allows the inclusion of 

scenes from works which in their complete form are beyond 

the range, technique, or stamina of adolescent voices. 

Sixty-six opera scenes, selected on the basis of 

certain stated criteria, are listed and briefly annotated. 

The scope of the materials included is purposely as wide as 

xv 
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possible. The forty-one different works span four centuries, 

and represent eight countries, thirty-three composers, and 

many styles and types of opera. All are available in English 

translation and can be presented effectively with piano ac

companiment; approximately half involve chorus. 

It is possible to combine separate excerpts in vari

ous ways when planning a production. "Recital" programming, 

the use of a general subject or theme, and the "contrived 

plot" are some of the alternatives discussed. Aspects of 

production which must be adjusted in the performance of ex

cerpts include accompaniment, costuming, and scenery. A 

complement of easy-to-build platforms is suggested in place 

of traditional sets. 

The second part of this work consists of staging 

directions for three typical productions entitled "Scenes 

from the Opera," "A Trio of Operas," and "Laughter and 

Tears," the latter comprised of excerpts which deal with 

various human emotions. Each suggested program is approxi

mately an hour in length and includes several choral scenes. 

The simple drawing of a platform arrangement precedes the 

staging directions for each excerpt. Sample narration is 

included for the second production. 

Three scenes are made available for the first time in 

English translation. The musical notation of excerpts from 

Lully's Alceste and from Representation of Soul and Body by 

Cavalieri, both with an English singing adaptation by the 
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author, and the "sneezing-yawning" Trio from Paisiello's 

The Marriage of Figaro, with an English translation by Diran 

Akmajian, are included in Appendix A. A fourth excerpt, from 

Storace's No Song No Supper, with piano reduction by the au

thor, is also included. 

These materials and suggestions are presented in an 

attempt to aid the high school choral director in enriching 

the vocal music experiences of his students through the 

study and production of appropriate excerpts from opera. 



PART I: THP EXCERPT APPROACH TO 

OPERA PRODUCTION IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOL 

1 



CHAPTER 1 

AN INTRODUCTION 

Progress in education is achieved through change. 

For this reason and because the educative process itself is 

constantly evolving, there will always be room for new ideas, 

approaches, goals, and methods of instruction. This disser

tation deals with a single innovation recommended for the 

secondary school choral music curriculum: the study and per

formance of operatic excerpts. 

Education: The Past Decade 

Some Innovations 

There has been, perhaps, more change, in the broad 

field of education during the past decade than in any previ

ous equal period of time. Educators have raised questions 

concerning the curriculum. Do the traditional "three R's" 

adequately prepare today's young people for a lifetime of 

maximum joy and self-fulfillment? Will their innate abili

ties be recognized and developed? Can changes in the cur

riculum make their future more meaningful? Many aspects of 

the curriculum at various levels have been revised; some 

schools now combine the study of history and English in an 

attempt to make both more stimulating. The effectiveness of 

traditional methods of instruction has been challenged; 

2 



teaching teams in several arrangements have been formed. 

Flexible, or modular scheduling has in some schools replaced 

the older six-fifty-minute-period daily schedule. The de

sign and production of new instructional media now available 

to teachers and students alike provide educational opportu

nities which were undreamed of a few years ago. These and 

many other developments have contributed to the remarkable 

progress in education during the 1960's. 

The Fine Arts' 

Within this decade, too, considerable recognition 

and impetus has been given to the Arts and Humanities, not 

only in education but within American society as a whole. 

Private foundations and governmental agencies have allocated 

vast sums of money for a variety of endeavors in the arts. 

One event of exceptional importance, the Tanglewood Sympos

ium, was held during the summer of 196 7. Participants in

cluded "musicians, sociologists, scientists, labor leaders, 

educators, representatives of corporations,'foundations, 

communication, and government, and others concerned with the 

1 many facets of music." One of the participants, Sarah 

Caldwell - artistic director of the National Opera Company -

spoke on the "Future of Opera in the United States." Among 

other things she stressed the importance of introducing 

1. Music Educators National Conference. Documen
tary Report of the Tanalewood Symposium, Washington, D.C., 
1968, p. iii. 
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opera to young people ("...our Director of Student Program

ming now looks at every teenager and says, 'There goes a 

little opera lover;' and we are hoping that we can make this 

1 ' ' the case"). 

Issues raised at Tanglewood and discussed throughout 

the country have brought about or encouraged changes in mu

sic education. The curriculum in some schools now includes 

a course in the humanities which involves the music teacher 

as a member of the instructional team. Music of nonwestern 

cultures is being studied. Various educators have continued 

the crusade for the inclusion of electronic music, of popu

lar and folk music in the secondary curriculum and have 

succeeded to the degree that these subjects are gradually 

appearing as approved courses or are being added as units of 

study to existing courses in secondary schools. 

Need for Further Change 

Changes are made more rapidly in theory than in 

practice. Revision of the music curriculum in many schools 

has not been as complete as might be desired. Numerous 

challenges lie ahead; many theories await practical applica

tion in the 1970's; much remains yet to be done. 

1. Music Educators National Conference, Op. cit., 
p. 66. 
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The Secondary School Music Curriculum 

Despite suggested curricular innovations the course 

offerings in music in most secondary schools presently in

clude instrumental and choral performing groups, a class in 

music appreciation and an occasional section in music theory. 

The number of these classes varies with the size of the 

school, with community interest in the arts, and with other 

factors. While some high schools may support as many as 

eight choral groups, others maintain only three or four. 

Generally these are concert choir, a select and smaller vo

cal ensemble, a mixed chorus which is an auxiliary of the 

larger choir, a girls chorus, and less frequently, a boys 

chorus. 

Premises Upon Which This Study is Based 

This dissertation is based upon several premises 

which may at first appear obvious to some music educators, 

but which have not to date been widely adopted in actual 

practice: first, that high school singers should be intro

duced to, and perform, many types of vocal music; that opera 

is an important part of our musical heritage and should be 

studied and performed in the secondary school; and finally, 

that a new approach to the high school musical stage produc

tion is needed. Each premise will be explained. 
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High School: A Time of Discovery. Some educators 

have advocated, in addition to traditional course offerings 

in music, the inclusion of more specialized classes such as 

opera workshop. Others have severely limited the content of 

existing courses, feeling, for example, that the vocal en

semble should perform only strict madrigals. It is the 

opinion of the author that the secondary school is not the 

best educational level for courses of very limited content. 

The high school is not the proper place for a performing 

course in the French madrigal of the sixteenth century, 

though students should certainly perform some of this music. 

A singer in the secondary school should not be forced to 

choose between Opera Workshop and Oratorio Choir; performing 

experience with many types of music is essential and impor

tant to his musical growth. "An important objective in 

terms of the contemporary philosophy of American education," 

writes Ralph W. Tyler, "is the learning which 'opens' people 

rather than 'closing* them.... Everything that a student 

learns ought to be something that makes it possible for him 

1 to have more alternate choices rather than fewer." 

There are two chief reasons why the music curriculum 

at the secondary level should be inclusive rather than re

strictive. One involves the student for whom high school is 

1. Music Educators National Conference, Op. cit., 
p. 20. 
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the culminating point of formal education. For him there 

will be no other classroom opportunity to learn that there 

are delightful and challenging twentieth-century madrigals 

in addition to those of the sixteenth century, or that a 

composer named Lully once lived and wrote operas, excerpts 

from which the student himself can enjoy performing. The 

continuing musical involvement of this student after gradua

tion will be greatly enhanced by a variety of performing ex

periences while he is in high school. The other reason 

involves the college-bound student, more specifically, the 

prospective music major. This individual will be better 

qualified to make intelligent choices of elective classes as 

a university student if his previous musical experience has 

not been restricted to one or two types of music. On the 

basis of a broad acquaintance with vocal music (the "learn

ing which 'opens' people") he can select the more special

ized courses offered at college (where they rightfully 

belong). H. W. Janson, the noted art historian, makes an 

interesting observation regarding the effect of a person's 

experience in art on his ability to make choices: 

When they say, "I know what I like," they real
ly mean, "I like what I know (and I reject whatever 
fails to match the things I am familiar with)"; such 
likes are not in truth theirs at all, for they have 
been imposed upon them by habit and circumstance, 
without any personal choice.1 

1. Janson, H. W. History of Art. Englewood Cliffs, 
New Jersey: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1962, p. 16. 



The outstanding educator, especially at the high 

school level, rather than limiting the experiences of his 

students, will expand the curriculum to include as many en

riching opportunities and 'as many types of performing ex

periences as possible. High school is a time of discovery 

not of intense specialization. 

Activities in the choral classroom are almost en

tirely group-oriented, and with good reason. Choirs are 

economical and school budgets are limited. A single teacher 

can instruct and direct as many as eighty or ninety students 

at one time, so long as the music being rehearsed is choral 

music. Each of the eighty singers can learn to understand 

and enjoy through performance the choral music of lasting 

value which is a part of his musical heritage. In most 

cases,'students in choral classes graduate from high school 

with some knowledge about, and love for, many choral compo

sitions. 

But not all vocal music is choral. Equally impor

tant and also a part of our musical heritage is the art song 

and the opera. Many of the finest choral students graduate 

from high school aware of the choral works of Palestrina and 

Brahms, but with very little, if any, knowledge about, and 

even less actual performing experience with, the lieder of 

Schubert or the operas of Mozart. Yet these can be two of 

the richest and most rewarding areas of study in vocal mu

sic. It is possible for the choral director who is 
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interested in so doing to provide a performing experience 

for his students from a wide variety of vocal music; chiefly, 

but not exclusively, choral. 

Some directors, recognizing the attraction of high 

school students to musical stage productions, present an 

occasional operetta or musical comedy, usually in collabora

tion with the drama department. These all-school produc

tions extend the scope.of the choral curriculum, give 

opportunity for solo singing experience, and are enthusias

tically received by performers and listeners alike; there is 

a certain excitement associated with the stage by people on 

both sides of the proscenium arch. 

Opera, Important but Neglected. Though admittedly 

an important part of our musical heritage, opera, either 

complete or in excerpt form, is rarely performed by students 

in the secondary school. If it is studied at all, it is 

usually presented to the music appreciation class via re

cordings or it is performed by local or touring companies 

for high school audiences; the students themselves do not 

often sing it. It is true that courses in opera production 

are now included in the music curricula of many if not most 

colleges and universities, and there are a few secondary 

schools which offer some experience in this field. However, 

opera production by students in the majority of American high 

schools is generally rare. 
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There are several possible reasons for the omission 

of opera from the vocal curriculum and performance schedule. 

First, few high school choral directors have had preparation 

in stage production and even fewer have had experience as 

opera singers; some admit to a personal dislike for opera be

cause their own contact with the medium has been unsatisfac

tory. The drama instructor who has been trained in stage 

production is usually more oriented to the musical comedy, 

which is one reason why so many productions at the secondary 

level are of this genre. Some directors, concerned for the 

adolescent voice, feel that opera is beyond the ability of 

young singers. Others feel that a full-length stage produc

tion of any type - opera, musical comedy or operetta - due 

to the excessive number of required extra rehearsals, cannot 

be educationally justified; therefore they omit stage pro

ductions altogether. A few directors are attracted to the 

delightful contemporary chamber operas such as Menotti's 

The Telephone, but are faced with the challenge of how to 

involve the other seventy-eight members of the concert choir 

when only two persons are required onstage for the perfor

mance of this opera. Even the production of complete stage 

works offers a limited number of lead roles; all but the 

best six or seven soloists are relegated to the chorus. 
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The Need for a New Approach. If it is agreed that 

choral students deserve some experience in the production of 

opera as part of their high school vocal training, the ex

isting challenge is a complex one. An approach is needed 

which will involve the entire chorus but will not require an 

excessive number of extracurricular rehearsals; which will 

present an opportunity for an unlimited number of students 

to sing solo roles; which will not unduly tax or injure the 

adolescent voice; which will be flexible enough to fit the 

special abilities of students which vary from one class to 

another; and which will acquaint pupils generally with their 

musical heritage in the area of dramatic production and give 

them stage experience. 

The "Excerpt" Production 

The excerpt approach to staged musical production 

which is presented in this dissertation has evolved from the 

teaching experience of the author as choral director at a 

large high school in San Diego, California. His experience 

indicates that the stage production of selected scenes has 

several advantages over the presentation of complete works. 

This is not to suggest that complete works are impossible to 

produce or even undesirable on a high school level. The 

secondary schools which, in the past, have included some 

stage experience in the music curriculum have generally pro

duced complete works. In some respects a complete work is 



preferable. Members of the audience may find it more inter-

taining because they are able to become thoroughly involved 

with the drama. Students certainly achieve a greater know

ledge of the work. 

Related Studies Cited 

Two doctoral stud-ies have been completed to date 

which deal with the high school production of complete 

operas. One, by Victor A. Herr, presents an annotated list 

of operas suitable for high school production selected on 

the basis of a stylistic survey. Dr. Herr has included in

formation regarding the historical development and stylistic 

evolvement of opera from its beginning in 1600 to the mid-

twentieth century. This work is highly recommended to the 

choral teacher who wishes to include opera in the music cur-

2 riculum. The other writer is Robert D. Wolff, whose work 

deals with establishing the Opera Workshop as a regular high 

school course of study. He also presents information which 

is helpful to a would-be producer of opera in the secondary 

school. 

1. Herr, Victor Albert. "A Selection of Representa
tive Operas Suitable for High School Production Based Upon 
a Stylistic Survey," unpublished doctoral dissertation, 
Columbia University, 1966. 

2. Wolff, Robert Dell. "Opera Workshop as an In
tegral Part of the Arlington Heights, Illinois High School 
Curriculum," unpublished doctoral dissertation, Columbia 
University, 1961. 
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Advantages of Excerpts 
Over Complete Works 

But while there are many stage works, even operas, 
v 

which can be and have been successfully produced in their i 

entirety at the secondary school, the production of excerpts 

offers several important educational and practical advantages 

which are indicated in the following paragraphs. 

Flexibility. First, the excerpt production may be 

custom-built; individual scenes may be selected on the basis 

of vocal and dramatic limitations and/or outstanding abili

ties of available student soloists and also on the basis of 

the choral director's experience or interest in staging. 

Some directors who are unwilling to attempt a complete work 

can easily prepare several operatic scenes. 

Involvement. The excerpt production gives many stu

dents the opportunity to sing solo roles, yet does not un

duly tax any one voice since the individual scenes are 

relatively short. Even greater involvement is possible by 

double-casting a program which is to be presented more than 

once, and also by assigning understudies. A student can 

often benefit by watching someone else act his part or by 

exchanging ideas with a friend about a stage character which 

both are trying to portray. 

Fewer Outside-of-School Rehearsal Hours. The rehear

sal schedule is considerably simplified since solo roles for 

a particular scene can be assigned within one performing 
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group and most of the rehearsing done within the school day. 

Preliminary rehearsals need not take place onstage. In many 

schools the auditorium is unavailable for rehearsals over an 

extended period of time, or must be shared between depart

ments within the school and various community groups. When 

a production is presented without scenery, as is suggested 

in the excerpt approach, only the final two or three rehear

sals need to take place onstage. Initial study can be done 

in a classroom or other area. 

Contact With Many Composers. The performance of se

lected scenes from several operas allows students to learn 

through production the evolution of operatic style rather 

than concentrating on one work to the exclusion of all 

others; it also makes possible the inclusion of scenes from 

operas or other stage works which in their complete form are 

either beyond the ability of high school singers, or which, 

due to length or style, are unappealing to them. 

Dr. Herr writes, "It is unfortunate that the major 

works of Mozart do not meet the requirements for presenta

tion at the high school level. They are demanding in nearly 

all respects." This is true, of course, but only when these 

works are considered in their entirety. Many individual 

scenes from these operas, however, are appealing to high 

school students and easily within their performance ability. 

1. Herr, V. A., Op. cit., pp. 158-159. 
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Mozart's major works are perhaps the richest source of well-

known opera scenes suitable for adolescent singing-actors. 

Many of the characters in these.works are little older than 

teenagers. For example, Susanna in The Marriage of Figaro 

as well as Fiordiligi and Dorabella in Cosi Fan Tutte are 

roles with which students can easily identify. 

Cavalieri, Monteverdi and Gluck are composers impor

tant in the development of opera, but none of these works in 

its entirety is particularly appealing to high school stu

dents; yet isolated scenes from the operas of these composers 

are acceptable to them and appropriate for their performance. 

Limitation of and Plan 
for This Study 

While the excerpt production can effectively be con

structed of scenes from various types of stage works includ

ing opera, operetta, musical comedy, even selected cantatas, 

or a combination of these, this dissertation is restricted 

to scenes from opera. 

There are five main parts to this work. Chapter 2, 

which follows this introductory over-view, contains a list 

of sixty-six operatic scenes suitable for production at the 

secondary school; a brief annotation is included with each 

excerpt. Chapter 3 deals with programming possibilities and 

suggests ways of combining these isolated scenes into coher

ent productions. 
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Performance considerations such as costuming, scen

ery, accompaniment and properties are included in the fourth 

chapter. Chapters 5, 6, and 7 present suggested directions 

for staging three typical productions which have been enti

tled "Scenes From the Opera," "A Trio of Operas," and 

"Laughter and Tears." 

It is the hope of the author that the materials and 

information offered in this dissertation will encourage the 

high school choral director to enrich his music curriculum 

and enhance the vocal music experiences of his students with 

the study and production of appropriate operatic scenes. 



CHAPTER 2 

THE SELECTION OF OPERA SCENES 

The total number of operas composed since the year 

1600 has been estimated as high as 42,000. Many of these 

are not extant today, and of those which are, relatively few 

are currently in print. Even so, there are hundreds of opera 

scores available to the would-be producer. The challenge 

which faces a high school choral director is not to find 

enough operas, but to select materials which will suit the 

needs and abilities of his students. 

Scope of Selected Scenes 

The excerpts listed in this chapter have been chosen 

as representative of various countries, styles and periods, 

during four centuries of operatic evolution. They have been 

selected from forty-one operas by thirty-three composers. 

Thirty-four of the scenes are for solo voices only, thirty-

one involve chorus. Approximately ninety of the solo roles 

are for women, seventy for men. Nine.of the operas from 

which these scenes have been selected were written during the 

17th century, eight during the 18th, twelve during the 19th, 

and thirteen during the 20th. In the roster of composers 

eight countries are represented: Italy, Germany, France, 

1. See Opera News, Vol. 33, No. 20 (March 14, 
1969), page 33. 
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England, America, Russia, Bohemia, and Czechoslovakia. 

Operatic styles and types are also diverse and are given 

various terminology by opera authorities: sacred opera, 

ballad opera, reform opera, singspiel, opera buffa, grand 

opera, national opera, verismo, chamber opera, opera comique, 

folk opera and rescue opera. The works of Gilbert and Sul

livan, musical comedy and other stage productions contain 

numerous scenes which are suitable for presentation by high 

school students and are equally adaptable to the excerpt 

approach. Due to limitations of space they have not been 

included. Music for the stage - other than opera - is vast 

enough to merit a similar, but separate, study. Wagner's 

music dramas were examined on the basis of the criteria dis

cussed below, were found unsuitable for high school use, and 

have been omitted. With the exceptions and limitations 

noted, this selection has been made as inclusive and varied 

as possible. 

Suitability of Opera 
for Adolescent Singers 

There is some disagreement as to which operas are 

appropriate for production by adolescent singers. Dr. Rob

ert D. Wolff, in suggesting complete works "as vehicles for 

opera workshop" in the high school, lists among other works 

the following: "The Barber of Seville (Rossini), Carmen 

(Bizet), The Magic Flute (Mozart),...Don Giovanni (Mozart), 
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1 Riqoletto (Verdi), and La Traviata (Verdi)," and states 

that most of these have been successfully produced at the 

secondary school level. The American Academy of Teachers of 

Singing presents a contrasting point of view: 

...the range and tessitura of Grand Opera are 
usually beyond the normal capacities even of adult 
amateurs, and can be catastrophic for inadequately 
equipped adolescents. Such works, for example as 
..."Carmen," "Don Giovanni," "The Barber of Se
ville" or any other operas by major operatic com
posers should never be attempted by High School 
singers THERE SHOULD NEVER BE A SUGGESTION THAT 
GRAND OPERA IS SUITABLE FOR YOUNG, INEXPERIENCED 
SINGERS.2 

Based on personal experience with high school choral 

students, the opinion of the author more nearly parallels 

the philosophy of the American Academy of Teachers of Sing

ing. Opera production, however, need not prove injurious to 

adolescent voices if the director uses good judgement in 

selecting appropriate literature, especially if the produc

tion involves only excerpts rather than complete major works. 

Basis of Selection 

The purpose of this study is not to present an ex

haustive listing of all suitable excerpts from operas cur

rently in print. From the more than two hundred scores 

1. Wolff, Robert D., Op. cit. , p. 159. 

2. The American Academy of Teachers of Singing, 
"The High School Student and the Singing of Grand Opera," 
November, 1963. 
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examined by the author, sixty-six excerpts have been select

ed and are annotated in this chapter. Choral directors who 

have access to opera scores other than those examined by the 

author will no doubt discover additional excerpts equally 

suitable for high school production; some may prefer alter

nate excerpts from the operas included in this study. 

Criteria Used in 
the Selection of Scenes 

Criteria used in selecting the operatic excerpts for 

high school production include the availability of English 

translation, vocal range, technique and tessitura of solo 

roles and choral parts, dramatic challenges, production re-, 

quirements, possibility for student involvement, appropri

ateness of subject matter and the general appeal of the 

scene to adolescent singers. A more detailed explanation of 

each criterion is given below. 

English Translation 

While the controversy concerning opera in English 

continues, it applies chiefly to professional companies. At 

the high school level, presentation in English is a practical 

necessity. Therefore the first criterion for the selection 

of these scenes was their availability in English. Musical 

notation for three scenes from operas for which no English 

version is in print is included in Appendix A with an origi

nal English adaptation. 
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Vocal Range and Technique 

The practical singing range of the adolescent voice 

was the second criterion. In general it is more limited for 
i 

solos than for choral works simply because the confidence of 

many high school singers is greater when they are singing 

with a group. As soloists, their actual singing range is no 

different, of course, but the effective range may be more 

limited. In selecting these opera scenes the challenge has 

been to find music which can be sung easily both by soloists 

and ensemble. The exceptional or experienced student will 

also find ample stimulation for his further development. 

Even the most accomplished high school soprano can learn 

much from the role of Susanna (The Marriage of Figaro); at 

seventeen or eighteen years of age she still has adequate 

time to prepare for Lucia. 

Tessitura 

Even more important than range in the selection of 

scenes for adolescent singers, is tessitura. Most high 

school singers have had insufficient time and training to 

develop the stamina required in sustaining long passages 

which lie in their upper range; in most cases a high tessi

tura has been avoided in the selected solo roles and choral 

parts. Directors are reminded to exercise caution in the 

use of the few excerpts which include extended high passages. 
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The same is true of scenes which require unusual vocal dex

terity. These suggestions are included in the annotative 

comments. 

Dramatic Challenges 

One important purpose of opera production in the 

secondary school is to provide opportunities for students to 

learn stage techniques and to develop acting ability. Scenes 

which demand extreme histrionic ability have been avoided as 

have scenes involving emotions with which the adolescent 

cannot readily identify. It is questionable, for example, 

if any high school boy has the emotional maturity necessary 

for the role of Otello, even if the vocal demands were with

in his singing ability. The same is true of an Electra, a 

Salome, or even Baba from Menotti's The Medium. On the 

other hand there must be sufficient interest both musically 

and dramatically in the excerpts to warrant the use of valu

able student time in their production. The excerpts selected 

for this study provide challenges well within the capabili

ties of most students. 

Production Requirements 

Scenes which require elaborate or costly scenery, 

unusual lighting or expensive costuming, are impractical in 

the excerpt approach and have not been included in this 

study. It is possible, of course, to stage a scene in 

various ways. Some directors will prefer expensive costumes, 
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complicated lighting, or lavish scenery; some may wish to 

collaborate with the drama department in order to achieve a 

more professional production. Any of these scenes can be 
* 

"professionally" staged, but few of them require it. Most 

can be presented successfully, with little, if any, scenery, 

simple lighting, inexpensive costumes, and easily assembled 

props. 

Other Criteria 

Because one stated advantage of the excerpt produc

tion is the inclusion of many soloists, scenes which consist 

only of solo arias have been excluded from this study. Sev

eral anthologies of solo arias are readily available and are 

generally unsuited to adolescent voices. Excerpts which are 

not appropriate for high school students due to subject mat

ter have also been omitted along with those which involve 

little or no action. The few rather motionless scenes which 

are included have been chosen for historic reasons so that 

the choral director who so wishes can trace with his stu

dents the development of various types of opera. All ex

cerpts chosen can be presented with piano'accompaniment. 

String or woodwind instruments can be added in a few scenes 

which are discussed in Chapter 4. 

Many of the excerpts included have proved extremely 

popular with adolescent students in actual performances at 

Point Loma High School in San Diego, California. Others, 
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on the basis of subject matter, humor, and/or actions, should 

prove equally appealing. 

Additional Uses 

While these excerpts have been selected primarily 

for high school production they have several other potential 

uses. Directors of university or college opera groups will 

find a number of these scenes useful as separate rehearsal 

units for beginning opera singers. Many have served this 

purpose with students of the University of Arizona Opera 

Theatre. While they are relatively easy to sing and to act, 

they need not be considered inferior in any way'to La Boheme 

or Aida, nor deprecated by any singer no matter how accom

plished. Indeed, the world's greatest voices have sung much 

of this music. 

University professors who teach music courses in 

history and literature, especially concerning history of 

opera, will find a wealth of enrichment material which can 

be quickly prepared for live presentation in class. 

Explanation of Annotations 

Items to be included in the annotation of each ex

cerpt are listed below. 

Composer (birth and death dates) 

English Title of Opera (original title, if dif
ferent, in parentheses) and Date Composed 

Librettist 
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Publisher of Modern Edition 

Translator 

Available Recordings 

Excerpt Suggested for Study and Performance 

Score Location (page numbers) 

Duration of Excerpt in Minutes 

Solo Roles and Vocal Ranges 

Chorus Requirements (The customary abbreviation 
for soprano, alto, tenor and bass - SATB -
is used.) 

Synopsis 

Comments 

Plan for Notating Vocal Range 

The plan for notating vocal range to be used through

out this study is shown in Figure 1. Examples of specific 

pitches are shown at the right. Notes enclosed within paren

theses in the annotation are optional ranges. Note: Actual 

pitch is indicated. Frequently the melody for a tenor role 

is written in the treble clef, yet the actual pitch is an 

octave lower. 

Sixty-Six Operatic Excerpts 
Listed and Annotated 

Scenes listed below are arranged alphabetically ac

cording to the composer's last name. English titles are 

given preference except for famous works which traditionally 

retain the original. The duration given for each excerpt'is 
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Octave Range ' ' Pitch Name in 
Octave Range 

r)' 0, Example: -ffi-

CI to B1 G1 

2 
- O 

32: Example: 

C 2 to B2 E2 

-0- Example: frk • • 

C3 to B3 A3 

.J2 

zpz 

C4 to B4 

Example: 
-0-

F4 

Figure 1. Plan for Notating Vocal Range 



approximate. Synopses deal mainly with the selected excerpt 

rather than the entire opera; when knowledge of action pre

vious or subsequent to the scene is necessary for clarity it 

is supplied. An asterisk following the suggested excerpt 

indicates that the scene has been included in one of the 

typical productions comprising chapters 5, 6, and 7, for 

which staging directions are given. 

Composer: 

Title: 

Libretto: 

Publishers: 

Recordings: 

BEETHOVEN, Ludwig van (1770-1827) 

Fidelio, a "rescue" opera in two acts, 
composed in 1805; revised, 1814. 

By Joseph Ferdinand Sonnleithner from the 
original French of Jean Nicolas Bouilly. 
The 1814 revision of C. F. Freitschke is 
printed in modern editions. 

G. Schirmer (Translation by Dr. T. Baker) 
Boosey and Hawkes (Translation by Edward 
J. Dent) 

Angel S-3625 
London 1259 
Deutsche Grammophon 138390/1 

Act I, Scene I, No. 1 - Duet 

Score: Pages 10-21 (Schirmer) 

Duration: 4 1/2 Minutes 

Solo Roles: Marcelline (soprano) Range: E3 to A4. 
Jaquino (tenor) Range: E2 to F^3. 

Synopsis. Marcelline, the jailor's daughter, is 

ironing in the prison courtyard. Jaquino, the porter, at

tempts to propose to her, but is interrupted by a knocking 
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at the gate. (A similar interrupted proposal occurs in 

Menotti1s The Telephone.) 

Comments. Because of several florid scale passages 

the role of Marcelline is the more difficult vocally. Ja

quino 's part is relatively easy. This excerpt requires no 

scenery. Necessary props include an ironing board, iron, 

and a package which Jaquino receives when he answers the 

knocks at the door. Costumes should be simple, plain. Ado

lescent students can easily identify with Marcelline and 

Jaquino. 

Composer: 

Title: 

Libretto: 

Publisher: 

Recording: 

BERNSTEIN, Leonard (1918- ) 

Trouble in Tahiti, opera in one act, 
composed in 1952. 

By the composer 

G. Schirmer 

Heliodor (S) 25020 

Score: 

Duration: 

Solo Roles; 

Chorus: 

Scene I - Excerpt 

Page 16 to page 29, measure 4 

5 Minutes 

Dinah (mezzo) Range: A2 to F#4. 
Sam (baritone) Range: A1 to F3. 

STB (Greek chorus - this may be three 
soloists or a group) 
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Synopsis. Sam and his wife, Dinah, both in their 

thirties, are sitting at the breakfast table; Junior has 

just left for school. They argue about several items: the 

husband's language in front of the child, the burned coffee, 

the husband's attention to his secretary. The Trio sings, 

"Have a good day in the city." Dinah reminds Sam that today 

is the performance of the play in which Junior has the lead. 

Sam can't go because he's due at the gym for an important 

tournament. Dinah calls him selfish and bursts into tears. 

The excerpt ends with Sam's comment: "Once and for all, let's 

stop this brawling! Tonight we'll talk it over; relaxed and 

candid and free, as grown-up people should be." 

Comments. Solo ranges are wide in this scene. Even 

though the role of Sam is written for a baritone, a high 

school tenor voice is more appropriate, since the tessitura 

is generally high. The part of Dinah demands an exceptional 

high school girl. Directors are reminded to use caution in 

programming this scene. Costumes are contemporary. A table 

and three chairs plus breakfast utensils constitute the nec

essary props. 



Composer: 

Title: 

Libretto: 

Publisher: 

Translation: 

Recordings: 

BIZET, Georges (1838-1875) 

Carmen, opera comique in four acts, 
composed in 1875. 

By H. Meilhac and L. Halevy after the 
original story by Prosper Merimee. 

Boosey and Hawkes 

Virginia Card and George Houston 

Angel S-3613 
Victor LDS-6164 
London 1368 

Score: 

Duration: 

Solo Roles: 

Act I, No. 8 - Chorus * 

Pages 76-86 

2 3/4 Minutes 

Zuniga (bass) Range: B^1 to D3. 
Don Jose (silent) 
Soldiers (silent) 

Chorus: SS 

Synopsis. There is a violent disagreement among the 

girls of the cigarette factory. The two leaders in the riot 

are Carmen and Rosita. The girls take sides; some claim 

Carmen started the fight, others say it was Rosita. Zuniga 

sends Don Jose into the factory to investigate. 

Comments. Platforms are helpful in the staging of 

this scene, especially if a large group of girls is involved 

The music is easy and can be sung by many high school groups 

Zuniga's part presents no difficulties. A translation by 

Ruth and Thomas Martin is published by G. Schirmer. 
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Act III, No. 20 - "Card" Trio 

Score: Pages 262-278 

Duration: 7 1/2 Minutes 

Solo Roles: Carmen (mezzo) Range: B2 to F4. 
Frasquita (soprano) Range: C3 to A4. 
Mercedes (soprano) Range: C3 to A4. 

Synopsis. The three Gypsies read their fortunes in 

the cards. Frasquita discovers that her man will be hand

some, with black hair; Mercedes' lover is to be old, but 

rich. For Carmen the cards prophesy death. 

Comments. This scene is vocally difficult. The 

roles of Frasquita and Mercedes are the longest and most 

technically demanding. Carmen has a forty-measure solo 

which is dramatic, but rather easy. The only necessary prop 

is a deck of cards. 

Composer: 

Title: 

Librettist: 

Publisher: 

Recordings: 

BLOW, John (1649-1708) 

Venus and Adonis, composed in 1685. 

Unknown, based on mythology 

Editions de L'oiseau Lyre, edited by 
Anthony Lewis 

RCA Victor, History of Music in Sound, 
Vol. 5 (this excerpt only) 

Oiseau 50004 (complete) 
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Act II 

Score: Pages 53-65 

Duration: 5 Minutes 

Venus (soprano) Range: C3 to A!?4. 
Cupid (soprano) Range: C3 to E4. 

Solo Roles: 

Chorus: SA 

Synopsis. Cupid .asks his mother, Venus, how he can 

destroy all the mortals who scorn him. Then he "...instructs 

all the little Cupids (in the form of a spelling lesson) in 

the art of causing the wrong people to fall in love with 

true. Cupid answers, "use him very ill." Venus laughs and 

declares a holiday. 

Comments. The score calls for an accompaniment of 

solo cello and easy keyboard (harpsichord, if available, 

otherwise piano). A platform is desirable if many "little 

cupids" are included. Choir robes make the simplest cos

tumes. Bows and arrows are the only props needed. The 

scene is vocally easy, except for the role of Venus, which 

is moderately difficult. If a choreographer is available 

the dance might be included. 

each other." 1 Venus asks Cupid how she can make Adonis be 

1. Grout, Donald Jay. A Short History of Opera. 
New York: Columbia University Press, 1947, p. 137. 



Composer: 

Title: 

Librettist: 

Note: 

Recording: 

CAVALIERI, Emilio del (c. 1550-1602) 

Representation of Soul and Body (Repre-
sentazione di Anima et di Corpo), morali
ty play in three acts, set to music in 
1600. 

Agostino Manni 

No English version is available for this 
work. The notation for the excerpt sug
gested below with a singable English ad
aptation by Lewis A. Phelps is included 
in Appendix A. 

Haydn Society Records, A Treasury of Ear
ly Music, Vol. 3. HSE-9102 (in Italian). 
This recording includes only measures 
100-189 of the excerpt suggested below. 

Duration: 

Solo Roles: 

Chorus: 

Synopsis. 

Act II - Excerpts* 

5 Minutes 

Soul (alto) Range: D3 to D4. 
Body (bass) Range: F2 to D3. 
Echo (alto) Range: G3 to D4. 
Pleasure (alto) - Possible silent role. 
Pleasure's Escorts (tenor, bass) - Pos
sible silent roles. 

ATB 

In this short excerpt Soul is trying to 

convince Body that he should avoid Pleasure, but Body finds 

Pleasure attractive and her songs inspiring. Pleasure and 

her companions sing of the luxuries of life. Soul finally 

sends Pleasure away, and when Body complains, she decides to 

ask Heaven to settle the whole matter. The various ques

tions she asks are phrased so that Heaven's echo of the last 

few words is the expected answer. The scene ends with Soul 

summarizing Heaven's wise advice. 



Comments. This work has been called "neither laude 

1 ...nor an oratorio," but the "earliest example...of the 

2 sacred opera." "The participants in the drama are allegor

ical personifications....Its purpose is didactic, conforming 

3 to the ideas of the Counter-Reformation." 

Solos and chorus parts are very easy; ranges, limit

ed. The roles of Pleasure and her Escorts can be sung and 

acted by soloists or may be sung by a chorus while dancers 

pantomime the action. Instrumentation is unspecified; the 

composer merely gives the practical direction that the or

chestra's "size and composition should be adopted to suit 

4 the needs of each performance." A string quartet can be 

used, and a flute or recorder on the top line (especially on 

repeats of the ritornello) is effective. Otherwise piano 

alone will suffice (or harpsichord, if available). Scenery 

is unnecessary and choir robes are appropriate costumes for 

the chorus. This scene invites stylized staging; perhaps 

even face masks. Pleasure and her companions might wear ex-

pensive-looking clothes, Soul, a white robe, and Body, a 

1. New Oxford History of Music. London: Oxford 
University Press, 1968, Vol. IV, p. 836. 

2. Parrish, Carl. A Treasury of Early Music. 
New York: W. W. Norton and Company, 1958, p. 208. 

3. New Oxford History of Music, Vol. IV, p. 83 7. 

4. Ibid., p. 83 7 
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robe which contrasts in color with the others. A platform is 

useful if the chorus is large. 

COPLAND, Aaron (1900- ) 

The Tender Land, opera in- three acts, 
composed in 1954. 

Horace Everett 

Boosey and Hawkes 

Columbia MS-6814 (abridged) 

Act I - Excerpt 

Page 43 (rehearsal number 58) to page 67, 
measure 4, followed by a D Major chord. 
(Possible cut from page 54 to and includ
ing the first two measures of page 55.) 

5 Minutes 

Martin (tenor) Range: D2 to G(A)3. 
Top (baritone) Range: A1 to E(F )3. 
Laurie (soprano) Range: ,C3 to E4. 
Grandpa (bass) Range: BP 1 to D(E)3. 

Synopsis. Martin and Top, two "drifters," meet 

Laurie who explains that "Grandpa doesn't like me to talk to 

strangers." The men quickly introduce themselves ("We're 

not strangers to you now"). They tell Laurie where they've 

been and where they're going. Grandpa enters. The men in

troduce themselves; Laurie exits. Martin and Top offer to 

help Grandpa with the spring harvest, but Grandpa likes to 

"keep shy of strangers." Finally he agrees to "hire a 

stranger today." 

Composer: 

Title: 

Librettist: 

Publisher: 

Recording: 

Score: 

Duration: 

Solo Roles: 
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Comments. Martin and Top do most of the singing in 

this scene, and their vocal lines are not easy. Because of 

the high tessitura on pages 65 and 66 of the score, the 

author suggests an adjustment to suit the limitation of high 

school voices, sometimes by octave displacement, sometimes 

by exchanging lines between characters. Except for these 

pages the scene is within the ability of adolescent voices, 

providing the director exercises care in assigning these 

parts to students who have the necessary stamina. Neither 

costuming nor scenery need be elaborate. 

t • • • • 

DONIZETTI, Gaetano (1797-1848) 

The Elixir of Love or The Love Potion 
(L1Elixir d'Amore), opera in two acts, 
composed in 1832. 

Felice Romani 

G. Schirmer 

Ruth and Thomas Martin 

Angel SBL 3701 

Act I, Scene IV* 

Pages 85-115 

8 1/2 Minutes 

Dr. Dulcamara (bass) Range: A1 to E3. 

SATB 

Composer: 

Title: 

Librettist: 

Publisher: 

Translation: 

Recording: 

Score: 

Duration: 

Solo Role: 

Chorus: 
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Synopsis. Dr. Dulcamara, "a perambulating physi

cian, " arrives, introduces his cure-all potion, and sells 

small bottles of it to the townspeople. 
« 

Comments. The solo part is lengthy and difficult 

with rather high tessitura; choral parts are easy. A photo

graph of this scene in production is included in Great Op-

eras in Synopsis. Solo trumpet, in addition to piano, can 

be effective in this scene. 

Act II, Scene IV - Chorus* 

Score: Pages 281-291 

Duration: 3 1/2 Minutes 

Solo Role: Giannetta (soprano) Range: B2 to F#4. 

Chorus: SA 

Synopsis. Nemorino has inherited a great deal of 

money. The peasant women spread the news, saying, "We must 

not tell; it is a secret." 

Comments. Solo and choral parts are easy in this 

delightful gossip scene which takes place in a rustic court

yard. Costumes can easily be improvised by the students; 

scenery is unnecessary. 

1. Jacobs, Arthur and Sadie, Stanley. Great Operas 
in Synopsis. New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Co., 1966, p. 293. 
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Composer: 

Title: 

Libretto: 

Publisher: 

Translation: 

Recording: 

Score: 

Duration: 

Solo Roles: 

DONIZETTI, Gaetano (1797-1848) 

The Night Bell (II Campanello di Notte), 
opera in one act, composed in 1836. 

By the composer, based on a French vaude
ville, La Sonnette de Nuit by Brunswick, 
Troin, and Lherie. 

International Music Company 

Christopher Hassall 

Deutsche Grammophon 139123 

Scene XIV - Duet 

Pages 120-136 

4 1/2 Minutes 

Enrico (baritone) Range: C2 to E3. 
Don Annibale (bass) Range: D2 to EF3.' 

Synopsis. Don Annibale, a pharmacist, has just been 

married. This opera deals with Enrico's efforts to spoil 

his honeymoon. In this particular scene, Enrico, disguised 

and wearing a dressing gown and night cap, enters in frantic 

haste and demands medicine for his wife. He describes her 

ailments at great length, then reads the prescription. Prom

ising to return the next day to "fetch your handiwork," he 

leaves Don Annibale holding the prescription. 

Comments. This entire duet is a patter song and de

mands clear diction at a rapid tempo. Enrico does more of 

the singing, but neither part is difficult. Because the tes

situra is relatively high, adolescent tenors might sing both 

parts. A suggestion is included in the score which will 
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assist the singers with the very complicated medical and 

chemical terms: that is, simply to write the words on a 

long strip of paper which can be used during performance as 
« 

a cue sheet. 

Composer: 

Title: 

Libretto: 

Publisher: 

Translation: 

Recording: 

FLOTOW; Friedrich von (1812-1883) 

Martha, opera in four acts, composed 
in 1847. 

By F. W. Riese and W. Friedrich, from a 
ballet-pantomime. 

G. Schirmer 

Natalia MacFarren 

Urania (5) 217 

Score: 

Duration: 

Solo Roles: 

Act I, Scene II, No. 6 

Pages 65-80 

4 Minutes 

Sheriff (bass) Range: B^l to D3. 
Maids and Farmers - incidental solos 

Ranges: limited 

Synopsis. The Sheriff ceremoniously reads the proc

lamation of Queen Anne and reviews the rules of bargaining: 

maids agree to work for a year in various domestic capaci

ties for the farmers who have come to hire them. One at a 

time several maids announce their specialities (sewing, 

darning, etc.) and various farmers step forward to engage 

their services. The scene ends with the entire populace 

eager to begin work. 
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Comments. Except for the Sheriff, solo parts in the 

scene are very short; all are easy. Platforms are helpful. 

Costumes can be improvised. This excerpt offers excellent 

opportunity in the staging of crowd action. 

Act II, Scene I, No. 10 - Quartet 

Score: Pages 117-128 

Duration: 3 Minutes 

Solo Roles: Plunkett (baritone) Range: A1 to D3. 
Lionel (tenor) Range: G2 to A3. 
Lady Harriet (soprano) Range: Ff?3 to 

A(B)4. 
Nancy (alto) Range: C$3 to D4. 

Synopsis. The farmers are disturbed to learn that 

the two girls who have agreed to work for a year cannot spin 

the farmers attempt to teach them, but without success. The 

girls are unwilling to learn. 

Comments. The part of Lady Harriet is difficult and 

florid, with rather high tessitura. Lionel's tessitura is 

also high. Both Plunkett and Nancy have easy vocal lines. 

The only properties necessary in this scene are two spinning 

wheels. 
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Composer: 

Title: 

Libretto: 

Publisher: 

Recording: 

GERSHWIN, George (1898-1937) 

Porqy and Bess, opera in three acts, 
composed in 1935. 

By Ira Gershwin and DuBose Heyward from a 
play by' the latter. 

Gershwin Publishing Corporation 

Odyssey 323600/8 

Score: 

Duration: 

Solo Role: 

Chorus: 

Synopsis. 

Act I -'"My Man's Gone Now" 

Pages 152-161 • 

3 1/2 Minutes 

Serena (soprano) Range: E3 to B4. 

SAATTBB 

Crown, a tough stevedore, has killed 

Serena's husband with a cotton hook in an argument over gam

bling losses. The body lies on the bed in Serena's room, a 

saucer on its chest to receive possible countributions. In 

this wake scene Serena expresses her grief and the chorus 

joins her, singing in the manner of a spiritual. 

Comments. Serena's role is challenging both vocally 

(high range and sustained phrases) and dramatically. Chorus 

parts are easy, though divided. 
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Act II - "0, I Can't Sit Down"* 

Score: Pages 262-270, measure 5. 

Duration: 3 Minutes 

Solo Roles: None 

Chorus: SATB 

Synopsis. Residents of catfish row pour from the 

doorways singing and dancing with the band, ready for the 

picnic. 

Comments. This easy scene demands action. It is 

possible for a few students, with instruments, to pantomime 

the actions of a band, behind which the "residents" can 

march. Costumes can be easily improvised; scenery is un

necessary. 

Act II - "It Ain't Necessarily So"* 

Score: Pages 285-295 

Duration: 3 Minutes 

Solo Role: Sporting Life (tenor) Range: D2 to G3. 

Chorus: SATB 

Synopsis. Sporting Life, a dope peddler, indoctri

nates the townspeople with his skepticism. 

Comments. This familiar scene is easy and appealing 

to high school students. The soloist must be especially 

uninhibited. 
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Composer: 

Title: 

Libretto: 

Publisher: 

Translation: 

Recordings: 

GLUCK, Christoph Willibald (1714-1787) 

Orfeo and Euridice, "reform" opera in 
three acts, composed in 1762; revised in 
1774. 

By Raniero Calzabigi, from mythology. 

G. Schirmer 

Walter Ducloux 

Angel 3569 
Deutsche Grammophon 139268/9 
Victor LSC-6169 

Score: 

Duration: 

Solo Role: 

Chorus: 

Synopsis. 

Act II, Nos. 21-27 

Pages 35-48 

9 1/2 Minutes 

Orfeo (baritone) Range: B^l to E^3. 

SATB 

When his wife, Euridice, died, Orfeo, the 

mythological musician, ceased to sing or to play his lyre. 

He went down to the underworld to bring Euridice back again. 

With his singing he so charmed Cerberus (a three-headed dog 

covered with snakes who guarded the entrance to Hades), that 

he was allowed to enter. Persephone and Pluto were moved by 

his singing and allowed him to take Euridice back to earth. 

This excerpt deals with Orfeo's arrival at the gates 

of Hades and his pleading for admittance. It ends as Orfeo 

is allowed to enter. 
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Comments. Little motion is involved in this selec

tion. Choir robes can easily be used to costume the chorus; 

Orfeo might wear tights and a shorter robe. He might also 

carry a lyre and pretend to strum it while singing. If stu

dents prefer a contemporary adaptation, a guitar may be used. 

If a choreographer is available, the "Dance of the Furies" 

(which precedes this section) might also be included. 

Composer: GOUNOD, Charles Francois (1818-1893) 

Title: Faust, opera in five acts, composed 
in 1859. 

Libretto: By Barbier and Carre, based on Goethe. 

Publisher: G. Schirmer 

Translation: Ruth and Thomas Martin 

Recordings: Angel S-36 22 
London 143 3 

Act II - The Fair ("Kermesse") 

Score: Pages 36-58 

Duration: 4 Minutes 

Solo Role: Wagner (baritone) Range: C2 to E3. 

Chorus: SATTBB 

Synopsis. The male students sing of wine and women. 

The girls notice their glances and the boys notice the girls 

noticing. Five main groups are involved: students, sol

diers, burghers, young girls, and matrons. There is general 

flirtation and merriment to the end of this rousing excerpt. 
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Comments. Since the tenor and bass parts divide, 

this chorus demands a good male section. Wagner's solo could 

easily be sung by a group if desired. The scene presents a 

challenge in stage movement of a large crowd. For excellent 

staging suggestions, see Goldovsky's Bringing Opera to Life, 

page 317. Another English version, by Joseph Blatt, is 

available from the University of Michigan. 

Composer: 

Title: 

Libretto: 

Publisher: 

Recording: 

KLEINSINGER, George (1914- )._ 

Archy and Mehitabel, a "back alley" cham
ber opera, composed in 1954. 

By Joe Darion after the stories of Don 
Marquis 

Chappell and Company, Inc. 

Columbia OL-4963 

Score: 

Duration: 

Solo Roles: 

Chorus: 

Synopsis. 

Excerpt* 

Page 33, beginning at the alia breve sec
tion, through page 43, with an E Major 
chord added. 

4 Minutes 

Archy (baritone) Range: A1 to D3. 
Mehitabel (also) Range: B2 to D4. 

SSA 

Mehitabel, the cat, has returned to Shin-

bone Alley with a litter of kittens which she keeps in a 

garbage can. Her cronies ("a gang of rakish, bedraggled, 

low down alley cats") sing a lullaby to the kittens while 
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Mehitabel bewails the duties of motherhood ("My heart would 

bleed if anything happened to them - and I found it out"). 

Archy is horrified to learn that it is raining and that the 

garbage can is uncovered. He insists that Mehitabel rescue 

the kittens. As the scene ends, Mehitabel reluctantly goes 

toward the ash can to make the rescue. 

Comments. This easy scene, written in the jazz 

idiom, was especially popular with high school students when 

staged by the author. Simple "cat" costumes are desirable 

and the only prop necessary is a garbage can. This scene 

presents an excellent opportunity for stylized costume and 

makeup. Directors are referred to The Mask of Reality by 

Irene Corey, especially pages 28-35. 

Composer: 

Title: 

Librettist: 

Publisher: 

Recording: 

KREUTZ, Arthur (1906- ) 

Sourwood Mountain, opera in one act, 
composed in 1958. 

Zoe Lund Schiller 

Franco Colombo, Inc. 

None 

Score: 

Duration: 

Solo Roles: 

Excerpt 

Page 114, measure 10, to page 139, meas
ure 2, beat 1. 

5 Minutes 

Danny: (silent) 
Lucy: (silent) 
Ida (alto) Range: B2 to B3. 
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Ben (bass) Range: D2 to D3. 
Judge (tenor) Range: F2 to F3. 

Chorus: SATB 

Synopsis. Ben Porter has finally and reluctantly 

consented to the marriage of his daughter, Lucy, to Danny 

Lovell. He gives "'em a barbecue for the weddin'!" In this 

excerpt the crowd sings about the good food and fun; various 

townspeople square-dance. Danny and Lucy enter and the 

crowd forms a semicircle around Lucy. Several ladies ar

range Lucy's wedding veil as the crowd sings "something 

borrowed, something blue." The scene ends with the good 

wishes of the townsfolk and one last square-dance. 

Comments. Choreography is essential in this attrac

tive excerpt. Solos are short; most of the singing is done 

by the chorus. Costumes can be improvised to suggest a 

country setting. 

Composer: 

Title: 

Libretto: 

Note: 

Recording 

LULLY, Jean-Baptiste (1632-1687) 

Alceste, opera in five acts, composed 
in 1674. 

From the works of Euripides by P. Qui-
nault. 

No English translation of this opera has 
yet been printed. The musical notation 
of the excerpt suggested below with an 
English adaptation by Lewis A. Phelps is 
included in Appendix A. 

RCA Victor, History of Music in Sound, 
Vol. 5 (this excerpt only). 
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Act IV, Scene I* 

Duration: 4 1/2 Minutes 

Chorus: 

Solo Roles Charon (bass) Range: G1 to D3. 
Small Shade (soprano) Range: D4 to F4 

SSA (two phrases only) 

Synopsis. This is an "ombra scene" which takes 

place at the entrance to the Underworld (Hades) of Greek 

mythology. The situation is briefly explained in the follow

ing passage: 

Charon, the son of Erebus and Nyx, ferried the 
dead across Styx into the Underworld. He was old 
but still sturdy, had a large grey beard, and was 
clothed in a short cloak which was very dirty. He 
managed his boat by means of a long pole and sails. 
....The fee which Charon exacted for his services 
was a small silver coin, which was accordingly ^ 
placed under the tongue of the dead by the bereaved. 

In this scene, Charon (KAY ron) first explains that 

all disembodied spirits ("Shades") must, sooner or later, 

cross the river Styx in his boat; for this service he re

quires a fee. Since Hades offers them an abode of their 

own, the Shades are eager to gain admittance rather than to 

wander on the river bank alone. Several Shades pay Charon 

and are allowed to pass. One little Shade has no money and 

attempts to sneak aboard the boat. When caught, she begs 

for mercy ("I'll only take a tiny space"). Charon replies, 

"There is no compassion down here; you pay throughout your 

1. Oswalt, Sabine G. Concise Encyclopedia of Greek 
and Roman Mythology. Chicago: Follett Publishing Company, 
1969, p. 69. 
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lifej after death you pay again" (possibly a veiled protest 

of the high taxes imposed by Louis XIV under whom Lully 

served). Eight of the Shades exit offstage to board the 

boat as the lights dim. 

Comments. Appropriate costumes, make-up and proper

ties are suggested in the above quotation. The accompani

ment includes two violins, cello and keyboard, though the 

keyboard reduction alone is sufficient when other instru

ments are unavailable. Instrumental, solo and choral parts 

are easy. Charon himself dominates the scene. 

Composer: 

Title: 

Librettist: 

Publisher: 

Translation: 

Recording: 

MARTINU, Bohuslav (1890-1959) 

Comedy on the Bridge (Veselohra na Moste), 
opera in one act, composed in 1951 
(originally a radio opera). 

V. K. Klicpera 

Boosey and Hawkes 

Walter Schmolka 

None 

Score: 

Duration: 

Solo Roles: 

Scenes I and II - Excerpts 

Pages 1-19 

6 1/2 Minutes 

Josephine (soprano) Range: F3 to G4, 
The Brewer (bass) Range: B^l to EP3. 
Two Sentries: (speaking roles) 
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Synopsis. This scene takes place on a bridge across 

a river which separates opposing armies- An enemy sentry is 

at the left, a friendly sentry at the right, entrance to the 

bridge. Josephine enters from the left and is stopped by 

the enemy sentry. She presents her pass to him; he reads it 

and puts it in his pocket. She walks across the bridge. 

When the friendly sentry refuses to let her pass without a 

permit, she decides to return to enemy territory. This is 

impossible, too, because the enemy sentry explains that the 

pass which she presented is good only one way; it is not 

valid for re-entry. She is trapped on the bridge. Her 

friend, the Brewer, enters from the right and goes through . 

essentially the same routine. Both are trapped on the 

bridge. This scene ends with Josephine saying, "I am open to 

suggestions," and the Brewer asking, "any bright ideas?" 

Comments. Military costumes are necessary for the 

sentries. Josephine has the major singing role, and while 

the parts are not vocally demanding they are musically (in-

tervallically, rhythmically) complex. 
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Composer: 

Title: 

Librettists: 

Publisher: 

Translation: 

Recordings: 

MASCAGNI, Pietro (1863-1945) 

Cavalleria Rusticana (Rustic Chivalry), 
"verismo" opera in one act, composed 
in 1888. 

Giovanni Targioni-Tozzetti and Guido 
Menasci 

G. Schirmer 

Joseph.Machlis 

Angel S-3632 
Angel 3509-35 

Score: 

Duration: 

Solo Roles: 

Choruses: 

"Regina Coeli" Scene* 

Pages 42-68 

5 1/2 Minutes 

Santuzza (soprano) Range: D3 to A!?(B)4. 
Lucia (alto) - optional role since this 

part is always doubled by the chorus 
altos in this scene. 

SSATTB (external) 
SATTB (internal) 

Synopsis. There is little action in this scene 

which takes place on the front steps of a church on Easter 

day. A crowd gathers outside while the cathedral choir 

sings inside, then the outside crowd sings of the resurrec

tion of Christ. Santuzza has a brief solo passage and the 

choir joins her. Later she sings with the inner chorus, and 

as the scene ends, both choruses and soloist join forces. 

Comments. This familiar and moving chorus is not 

easy; solo and choral parts, especially the role of Santuzza, 

demand considerable stamina. Only very large high school 
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choirs will want to attempt this selection. Costumes can be 

improvised; scenery is unnecessary except for a possible 

painted backdrop. 

Composer: 

Title: 

Libretto: 

Publisher: 

Recording: 

MENOTTI, Gian-Carlo (1911- ) 

The Old Maid and the Thief, opera in one 
act, composed in 1939 (originally written 
for radio broadcast). 

By the composer 

G. Ricordi 

None 

Scene 1* 

Score: 

Duration: 

Solo Roles: 

Pages 13-42 

10 Minutes 

Laetitia (soprano) Range: E3 to G4. 
Miss Todd (mezzo) Range: B2 to F$4. 
Miss Pinkerton (soprano) Range: D3 to G4. 
Bob (baritone) Range: E2 to E3. 

Synopsis. One afternoon at tea, two old maids, Miss 

Todd and Miss Pinkerton, recount how their lives were ruined 

long before by men. Bob, a tramp, knocks on the back door, 

and Laetitia, the maid, who answers the knock, encourages 

Miss Todd to let Bob stay with them. Bob enters, says 

"thank you" and the ladies are immediately enraptured ("What 

a beautiful voice"). Since his clothes are wet the ladies 

remove his shoes, socks, coat and shirt, then stop with 



embarrassment. Both ladies are obviously infatuated, and 

the scene ends in ecstasy ("what a beautiful torso"). 

Comments. Tessitura for the part of Miss Pinkerton 

is rather high; she and Mi'ss Todd have the major vocal parts 

in this scene. The roles of Laetitia and Bob are easy. 

Necessary properties include a hat rack, at least two chairs, 

a coffee table, a platform which represents a stove, a tea 

kettle, cups, tray, and a bathrobe. Costuming can be sim

ple. High school students found this scene particularly 

appealing in actual performance. 

MENOTTI, Gian-Carlo (1911- ) 

The Telephone, a chamber opera in one 
act, composed in 1947. 

By the composer 

G. Schirmer 

Columbia OSL-154 

Excerpt* 

Page 5, to page 9, measure 2, beat 1; 
Page 12, circle 5, to page 14, measure 3, 

beat 1; 
Page 16, measure 5, to page 20, measure 

4, beat 3, with two C eighth notes 
added. 

4 1/2 Minutes 

Lucy (soprano) Range: E&3 to G4. 
Ben (baritone) Range: D2 to E3. 

Composer: 

Title: 

Libretto: 

Publisher: 

Recording: 

Score: 

Duration: 

Solo Roles: 
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Synopsis. Each time Ben tries to propose to Lucy he 

is interrupted by the ringing of her telephone. After sev

eral attempts he exclaims, "Oh, I'm going insane!" 

Comments. This opera can be produced in its en

tirety by high school students, though it takes exceptional 

voices to manage Lucy's florid passages and Ben's high tes

situra. For purposes of an excerpt program the author sug

gests the above excerpt which is within the range and 

tessitura of average adolescent singers. Necessary proper

ties include a telephone, at least two chairs, and a piece 

of modern sculpture which Ben presents to Lucy as a gift. 

Composer: 

Title: 

Libretto: 

Publisher: 

Translation: 

Recordings: 

MONTEVERDI, Claudio (156 7-1643) 

The Coronation of Poppea (L'Incoronazione 
di Poppea), opera in three acts, composed 
in 1642. 

By G. F. Busenello, after Tacitus. 

Faber Music 

Raymond Leppard 

Cambridge (1) 901 
Vox SOPBX-5113 

Score: 

Duration: 

Solo Roles: 

Act I, Scene 6 - Duet 

Pages 96-104 

5 Minutes 

Valletto (tenor) Range: D2 to G3. 
Damigella (soprano) Range: E$3 to F4. 



Synopsis. Two servants flirt in the palace garden. 

Comments. In the opera this scene serves as comic 

relief; it has no connection to the main plot, but is charm

ing in itself. Valletto does most of the singing. No props 

are required. Costumes may be Roman or contemporary. 

Composer: 

Title: 

Librettist: 

Publisher: 

Recording: 

MOORE, Douglas Stuart (1893-1969) 

Gallantry, a "soap opera" in one act, 
composed in 1958. 

Arnold Sundgaard 

G. Schirmer 

None 

Score: 

Duration: 

Solo Roles: 

Excerpt 

Page 3, to page 23, measure 8, beat 3. 

7 1/2 Minutes 

Announcer (mezzo) Range: B^2 to E4. 
Dr. Gregg (baritone) Range: B1 to F3. 
Lola (soprano) Range: D3 to F$4. 

Synopsis. The action takes place in a television 

studio. Another chapter in the soap opera, "Gallantry," is 

being presented by Lochinvar Soap and Billy Boy Wax. After 

a soap commercial, "Gallantry" begins. 

Lola, a beautiful nurse, is struggling to free her

self from the embraces of Dr. Gregg. The doctor tells Lola 

of his love for her. She explains that, although she is 

flattered by the attention of so famous a surgeon, she is 
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already engaged to Donald Hopewell who works at the cash

ier's office. Lola slaps the doctor's face when he tries to 

kiss her; then, after hearing him tell of his unhappy child

hood, she reminds him that it is almost time for the opera

tion. The announcer presents a commercial for Billy Boy Wax. 

Comments. This opera, written in the jazz idiom, 

presents some rhythmic complexities, but is not vocally tax

ing. Costumes are essential. Necessary properties include 

a stethoscope, a bar of "Lochinvar Soap," a spray can of 

"Billy Boy Wax," a table, advertising signs, and an optional 

television camera. 

Composer: 

Title: 

Librettist: 

Publisher: 

Translation: 

Recordings: 

Duration of 
the Excerpts 
Which Follow: 

MOZART, Wolfgang Amadeus (1756-1791) 

Cosi Fan Tutte (Women Are Like That or 
The School For Lovers K. 588, opera in 
two acts, composed in 1789. 

Lorenzo Da Ponte 

G. Schirmer 

Ruth and Thomas Martin 

Columbia SL-122 (in English) 
Angel S-3631 (in Italian) 

40 Minutes 
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Act I, Scene V, Nos. 8, 9, 10 

Score: Pages 57-71 

Duration: 8 Minutes 

Solo Roles: Fiordiligi (soprano) Range: E3 to A4. 
Dorabella (soprano) Range: D3 to F$4. 
Perrando (Tenor) Range: F2 to G3. 
Guglielmo (baritone) Range: C2 to D3. 
Don Alfonso (bass) Range: A1 to E3. 

Chorus: SATB 

Synopsis. Don Alfonso, a cynical philosopher, has 

wagered with two officers that the sisters, Fiordiligi (fyor-

dih-LEE-jee) and Dorabella, will not be true to them in 

their absence. The officers, Ferrando and Guglielmo (gool-

YELL-mo) pretend to be called to battle. Townspeople sing . 

"On to Glory, On to War." The sisters, with great show of 

emotion, say goodbye ("be sure to write me daily"), while 

Don Alfonso, aside, mutters, "This really is too silly." 

The chorus is repeated and the soldiers march away. The 

girls sadly v/atch the boat disappear into the distance, then 

sing, with Alfonso, the trio, "May Breezes Blow Lightly." 

Comments. The chorus and quintet are easy. The 

trio, containing several long, sustained passages, is of 

moderate difficulty. Period or modern costumes may be used. 

No scenery is necessary, but platforms are useful in staging 

actions of the crowd. 
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Act I, Scene XI, No. 13 

Score Page 94 to page 112, measure 5 

Duration: 5 Minutes 

Solo Roles: Don Alfonso (bass) Range: C2 to E3. 
Ferrando_ (tenor) Range: E2 to G(A)3. 
Guglielmo (baritone) Range: B1 to E3. 
Despina (soprano) Range: F3 to A4. 
Fiordiligi (soprano) Range: D3 to A4. 
Dorabella (soprano) Range: C3 to A4. 

Synopsis. The soldiers enter, disguised in fantas

tic costumes as Albanian noblemen. Don Alfonso introduces 

them to Despina, the maid, who is-amused at their dress, 

though she does not recognize them. The sisters enter, in

dignant at the presence of total strangers in their house. 

The soldiers beg for mercy and attention. The sisters al

ternate between feeling tender sorrow at the thought of 

their recently departed loved ones, and fury at these 

strange intruders. At the end of this scene they are even 

more outraged than before, though the soldiers feel their 

anger is a pose. 

Comments. This ensemble scene is technically diffi

cult and vocally demanding. It is perhaps the most chal

lenging scene included in this study and should be used only 

with outstanding high school singers who are also fine musi

cians, and who have considerable physical stamina. With the 

right students it can be delightful and entertaining. The 

high notes (E3 and G3) in measure 20 can easily be lowered 

a third, if necessary. The parts of Don Alfonso and 



Guglielmo have been reversed in the score at the top of page 

97 (notice the words). Costumes are essential, especially 

for the exotic Albanians. Scenery is unnecessary. 

i 

Act II, Scenes I, II, Nos. 19, 20 

Score Pages 200-219 

Duration: 8 Minutes 

Solo Roles: Despina (soprano) Range: D3 to G4. 
Fiordiligi (soprano) Range: D3 to BP4. 
Dorabella (soprano) Range: D3 to G4. 

Synopsis. Despina instructs the sisters in the art 

of "managing men," encourages them to entertain the fantas

tic Albanians while their own lovers are away at war, then 

exits. The sisters at first are horrified at Despina's 

flippant attitude toward love. Dorabella weakens first, and 

suggests that perhaps they should play along with the noble

men, since Despina has agreed to claim them as her suitors. 

Fiordiligi is finally convinced and the sisters make their 

selection ("I will choose the handsome dark one"). The duet 

ends with the words, "It may be a little naughty, but at 

least it will be fun." 

Comments. Despina's aria can be shortened by omit

ting the section from measure 51, beat 4, to measure 87, 

beat 4. The duet can be simplified by leaving out the ca

denza (measures 29 to 34). The recitative may be dispensed 

with entirely if desired, or it may simply be spoken. Vocal 
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parts are of moderate difficulty and the scene has proved 

appealing to high school students in performances staged by 

the author. 

Act II, Scene IV, No. 22 

Score: Pages 223-231 

Duration: 3 1/2 Minutes 

Solo Roles: Essentially the same as those listed on 
page 57, except that in this scene the 
sisters remain silent. 

Synopsis. The lovers have suddenly turned shy. Don 

Alfonso says, "Despinetta, if they can't talk for themselves 

I'll do it for them; you do it for the ladies."' Don Alfonso 

speaks for the officers (still disguised as Albanians), who 

echo the last part of each phrase. Despina speaks for the 

sisters and leads them to the men. The two ladies break 

flower-chains around the necks of the Albanians. Despina 

and Don Alfonso, having accomplished their purpose, dis

creetly retire ("And now that we have spoken, let's watch it 

from a distance"). 

Comments. Don Alfonso and Despina have the major 

roles in this scene. Comments regarding costumes and scen

ery which have been given in preceding scenes apply also to 

this one. 
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Score: 

Duration: 

Solo Roles: 

Act II Scene V, No. 23 

Pages 235-241 

4 Minutes 

Dorabella (soprano) Range: D3 to F4. 
Guglielmo (baritone) Range: C2 to D3. 

Synopsis. Guglielmo, in disguise, is wooing Ferran-

do's girl. He gives her a locket and asks for her heart in 

return. She says "The heart that you ask for is not here to 

give." He turns her face away, takes the locket which holds 

the portrait of Ferrando and puts a small metal heart in its 

place, then allows Dorabella to look. She is delighted with 

the trinket, and with Guglielmo. 

Comments. This duet is easy, attractive, and simple 

to stage. 

Score: 

Duration: 

Solo Roles: 

Act II, Scene XVII - Excerpts 

Page 330, measure 3 to page 340; 
Page 348, measure 8, beat 3 (piano only), 

to page 349, measure 6 (when the sis
ters begin to sing) to page 352, 
measure 5; 

Page 353, measure 16, to page 366. 

9 Minutes 

: Essentially the same, with ranges similar 
to those listed on page 58 . 

Chorus: 

Synopsis. 

SATB (offstage) 

Each of the officers, in disguise, has 

succeeded in winiiing the other's girl. The sisters have 

agreed to marriage and an important-looking notary is called 

in. It is Despina, who, besides wearing a wig and robe, 
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disguises her voice. She begins a long discourse in Latin 

and the lovers grow impatient. As soon as the ladies have 

signed the marriage agreement they hear the crowd outside 

singing "On to Glory, On to War" announcing the return of 

their former lovers. Stricken with panic they hurriedly 

push the Albanians out the door and wring their hands, won

dering how they will explain things. The officers quickly 

remove their Albanian trappings and reenter the room as if 

they were returning directly from the battlefield, eager to 

see their sweethearts. The trembling ladies confess, but 

put the blame on Don Alfonso. He, in turn, reveals the true 

identity of the notary. The officers then produce the outer 

clothing of their former disguises; the three ladies are 

shocked. All is explained and the opera ends happily. 

Comments. This scene is also vocally challenging. 

There would be little point in presenting it unless several 

earlier scenes from this opera had already been performed to 

introduce the plot. 
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Composer: 

Title: 

Libretto: 

Publisher: 

Translation: 

Recording: 

Score: 

Duration: 

Solo Roles: 

MOZART, Wolfgang Amadeus (1756-1791) 

Don Giovanni K. 526, opera in two acts, 
composed in 1787. 

By Lorenzo Da Ponte from a libretto by 
Bertati after a play by Tirso de Molina. 

G. Schirmer 

W. H. Auden and Chester Kallman 

Angel S-3605 

Act I, No. 7 - Duet 

Page 64 to page 68, measure 6. 

2 1/2 Minutes 

Don Giovanni (baritone) Range: E^2 to E3, 
Zerlina (soprano) Range: E3 to F$4. 

Synopsis. The famous lover seeks to win the hand of 

Zerlina. At first she is reluctant, worrying about what 

Mazetto, her fiance, will think. She quickly forgets about 

everything except the many charms of Don Giovanni. 

Comments. This selection is easy and may be pre

sented either with period costumes or modern dress. Another 

translation, by Edward J. Dent, is available from Boosey and 

Hawkes. 
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Composer: 

Title: 

Libretto: 

Publisher: 

Translation: 

Recordings: 

Duration of 
the Excerpts 
Which Follow: 

MOZART, Wolfgang Amadeus (1756-1791) 

The Magic Flute (Die Zauberflote) K. 620, 
singspiel in two acts, composed in 1791. 

By Emmanuel Schikaneder and Carl L. Gie-
secke after the story Lulu in Wieland's 
collection of oriental fairy tales. 

G. Schirmer 

Ruth and Thomas Martin 

Deutsche Grammophon 138981/2 
Angel S-3651 

17 Minutes 

Score: 

Duration: 

Solo Roles: 

Act I, No. 1* 

Pages 10-21 

7 Minutes 

Tamino (tenor) Range: G2 to Ab3. 
First Lady (soprano) Range: F3 to A4. 
Second Lady (soprano) Range: ,EP3 to G4. 
Third Lady (soprano) Range: A?2 to El>(G)4. 

Synopsis. Tamino, pursued by a serpent, rushes on

stage and sinks, unconscious, to the ground. Three ladies 

kill the serpent with their spears and announce that they 

have "saved this youth from certain death." Each of them 

notices how handsome the youth is and offers to stay with 

him while the other two ladies return to the queen. After 

singing of their love for the youth they decide it is only 

right that all three return. They bid the unconscious youth 

goodbye and exit. 



Comments. Tamino's part is too high for many ado

lescent tenors. It may be shortened or may simply be omit

ted. There is no message in Tamino's words which cannot be 

communicated through pantomime. Except for a few measures 

at the beginning this excerpt is sung by the three ladies 

whose vocal parts are moderately difficult. The tessitura 

of the First Lady is high. The subject matter invites im

aginative costuming. A long helium-filled balloon can be 

decorated grotesquely enough to resemble a "serpent". A thin 

string, invisible to the audience, can connect the balloon 

to Tamino. As he pulls it the "serpent" pursues. 

Act I, No. 5 - Quintet* 

Score: Pages 33-46 

Duration: 6 1/2 Minutes 

Solo Roles: Papageno (baritone) Range: BI?1 to D3. 
Tamino (tenor) Range: F2 to G3. 
First Lady (soprano) Range: F3 to A4. 
Second Lady (soprano) Range: D3 to F4. 
Third Lady (alto) Range: Bi?2 to D4. 

Synopsis. Papageno has claimed credit for killing 

the serpent, and as punishment for his lie the three ladies 

have placed a padlock on his mouth. As this scene begins he 

is humming because the padlock does not permit him to speak. 

Tamino sympathizes, but is powerless to help. The three la

dies enter, remove the padlock and announce that the Queen 

has forgiven Papageno. The First Lady presents Tamino with 

a golden flute ("its mystic music will defend you"). 
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Papageno starts to leave but is informed that the Queen has 

ordered him to Sarastro's temple. When Papageno reacts in 

terror at this suggestion, the ladies give him a small box 

containing bells ("magic power shall be yours in danger's 

hour"). "Three spirits young and wise" are to guide Tamino 

and Papageno on their way. The ladies bid them goodbye; all 

exit. 

Comments. The challenges of this attractive ensemble 

scene are easily within the performance ability of adoles

cent students. It can be effectively presented in modern 

dress. Properties include a box, padlock, bells and a fac

simile of a golden flute. 

Act II, No. 21 - Excerpt 

Score: Pages 153-158 

Duration: 2 1/2 Minutes 

Solo Roles: Papageno (baritone) Range: 0^2 to E3. 
Papagena (soprano) Range: D3 to A4. 

Synopsis. Three spirits have just brought Papagena 

in response to the magic bells. Papageno is delighted to 

meet his future wife. The two simple folk sing of their 

anticipated happiness together. 

Comments. This duet is a patter song and since the 

tessitura for Papageno's part is high, an adolescent tenor 

may more easily sing this role. Costuming can be tradition

al or contemporary. 
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Composer: 

Title: 

Libretto: 

Publisher: 

Translation: 

Recording: 

Duration of 
the Excerpts 
Which Follow: 

MOZART, Wolfgang Amadeus (1756-1791) 

The Marriage of Figaro (Le Nozze di Figa
ro) K. 49 2, opera in four acts, composed 
in 1786. 

By Lorenzo Da Ponte after the comedy of 
Beaumarchais. 

G. Schirmer 

Ruth and Thomas Martin 

Angel S-3608 

25 Minutes 

Score: 

Duration: 

Solo Roles: 

Act I, Nos. 1, 2 - Duets* 

Pages 14-32 

6 Minutes 

Figaro (baritone) Range: B!?1 to E^3. 
Susanna (soprano) Range F3 to G4. 

Synopsis. The setting is a room in the castle which 

the Count has promised to give Figaro and Susanna after 

their wedding. Figaro is measuring the floor to make sure 

the bed will fit. Susanna, sitting before a mirror, is try

ing on a small, flowered hat. She admires herself in the 

mirror and asks Figaro if he doesn't think the hat becoming. 

He is busy measuring,, Finally, when she insists, he looks 

at her and gives his approval. In the recitative which fol

lows the first duet, Susanna expresses her concern about 

their bedroom being so close to the Count's room. Figaro 

say£ •But I can't fathom why you find it so distasteful." 



She replies, "Because I'm Susanna and you are stupid." In 

the second duet, Figaro sings of the advantage of being so 

close to the Count and Countess; Susanna finally arouses 

Figaro's jealousy when she suggests that the Count might 

take advantage of her in Figaro's absence. 

Comments. This attractive scene is vocally easy. 

High school students will easily identify with these charac

ters. Figaro's high F's (page 24, measures 15 and 17) can 

be spoken, if necessary. Costuming can be period or modern. 

Necessary props include a dressing table, chair, yardstick, 

and hat. 

Act I, No. 5 - Duet* 

Score: Pages 54-63 

Duration: 3 Minutes 

Solo Roles: Marcellina (mezzo) Range: E^3 to G4. 
Susanna (soprano) Range: E3 to A4. 

Synopsis. Marcellina, a middle-aged woman, appears 

onstage, notices Susanna approaching, and decides to ignore 

her. The two ladies then exchange insults while exaggerat

ing their politeness to each other. Marcellina exits angri

ly after Susanna calls her an "old battle-ax." 

Comments. This is an ideal selection for high 

school performance and has proved effective and popular in 

actual production. The vocal lines are of moderate diffi

culty and the dramatic challenges are within the ability of 

adolescent girls. Various approaches can be taken in regard 



to staging and costumes. For example, a wooden frame can be 

used to represent the doorway through which the women are 

about to pass, but it is not essential. 

Act III, No. 16 - Duet* 

Score: Page 281, measure 2 to page 288. 

Duration: 3 1/2 Minutes 

Solo Roles: Susanna (soprano) Range: F3 to F$4. 
Count (baritone) Range: E2 to E3. 

Synopsis. The Count is in love with Susanna. She 

and the Countess have agreed on a plot against him. In this 

scene, Susanna agrees to meet him after dark in the garden, 

then adds an aside, "All those who know what love is will 

forgive this lie." 

Comments. The tessitura for the Count is rather 

high; this part can easily be sung by an adolescent tenor. 

Both roles are vocally easy; staging is simple. 

Act III, No. 20 - Duet and Chorus* 

Score: Page 341, measure 6, through page 349. 

Duration: 4 1/2 Minutes 

Solo Roles: Susanna (soprano) Range: F3 to Bb4. 
Countess (soprano) Range: D3 to G4. 

Chorus: SA 

Synopsis. This scene involves further development 

in the plot against the Count. The Countess dictates a 

letter ("To Romeo") which Susanna will take to the Count, 
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naming the place where she will supposedly meet him in se

cret. Country girls enter carrying nosegays which they pre

sent to the Countess. 

Comments. Solo vocal parts are moderately easy, and 

the chorus parts are very simple. Inclusion of the chorus 

is optional. 

Act III - Excerpts from the Finale* 

Score: Page 361, measure 17, through page 374. 

Duration: 4 Minutes 

Solo Roles: Young Girl (soprano) Range: D3 to G4. 
Young Girl (soprano) Range: G3 to G4. 
Count (baritone) Range: D2 to D3. 
Figaro (baritone) Range: D2 to D3. 

Chorus: SATB 

Synopsis. The chorus sings praises to the Count; 

a short dance follows during which Susanna gives the letter 

to the Count. He reads it with pleasure, then announces 

that the wedding will be celebrated in the evening. A cho

rus ("Oh, Come, Faithful Lovers"), ends the scene. 

Comments. All parts are extremely easy. This scene 

would probably not be presented unless earlier scenes from 

this opera had already introduced the plot. 



MUSSORGSKY, Modest Petrovitch (1839-1881) 

Boris Godunov, "national" opera in four • 
acts, composed between 1869 and 1872. 

By the composer, after a drama by Pushkin 

Oxford University Press 

M. D. Calvocoressi 

Angel S-3633 
Columbia M45-696 

Act II, Scene I - Excerpt 

Score: Pages 166-177 

Duration: 4 Minutes 

Solo Roles: The Old Nurse (mezzo) Range: B2 to G^4. 
Feodor (soprano) Range: D3 to G4. 
Xenia: (optional silent role) 

Synopsis. This scene takes place in the Tsar's 

apartment in the Kremlin. Feodor, son of Boris Godunov, has 

been reading while his sister, Xenia bewailed her fate (her 

husband-to-be died before they were married). The Nurse has 

tried to comfort her. This excerpt begins with the prepos

terous fairy tale which the Nurse tells about a flea. When 

she finishes, Feodor complains that it is a depressing song 

and sings one of his own. He and the Nurse clap their hands 

nursery rhyme fashion; the tempo gets faster and faster. At 

the end, Feodor smacks the Nurse on her shoulder. The ex

cerpt ends just before the entrance of Boris. 

Comments. The part of Feodor, like that of Hansel, 

is usually sung by a girl dressed as a boy. However, if a 

Composer: 

Title: 

Libretto: 

Publisher: 

Translation: 

Recordings: 



boy is available whose voice has not changed, he might prove 

effective in the role. The vocal parts are of moderate 

difficulty. 

Composer: 

Title: 

Librettist: 

Publisher: 

Translation: 

Recordings: 

Duration of 
the Excerpts 
Which Follow: 

NICOLAI, Otto (1810-1849)-

The Merry Wives of Windsor (Die lustigen 
Weiber von Windsor), opera in three acts, 
composed in 1849. 

Hermann von Mosenthal, after Shakespeare. 

G. Schirmer 

Josef Blatt 

Angel S-36149 (selections) 
Urania 214-3 (complete) 

16 Minutes 

Act I, Scene 1, No. 1 - Duet* 

Score: Pages 17-26 

Duration: 5 1/2 Minutes 

Solo Roles: Mrs. Ford (soprano) Range: A2 to G4. 
Mrs. Page (mezzo) Range: A2 to E4. 

Synopsis. The two ladies discover that they have 

received identical love letters from Sir John Falstaff. 

They compare the letters, then make plans for revenge upon 

Sir John. 

Comments. The scene is moderately difficult vocal

ly. Singers who have extraordinary ability may wish to in

clude pages 27 to 32; the earlier section however, makes a 
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satisfactory unit. Adolescent girls should have no diffi

culty with the dramatic requirements. Several platforms are 

useful in staging this scene; costumes may be traditional or 

contemporary. 

Act I, Scenes 6, 7, 8, 9* 

Score: Page 54 to page 66, measure 7. 

Duration: 7 Minutes 

Solo Roles: Falstaff (bass) Range: G1 to D3. 
Mrs. Ford, (soprano) Range: C3 to A4. 
Mrs. Page (mezzo) Range: G2 to F4. 
Two Male Servants: (silent roles) 

Synopsis. The ladies have encouraged Sir John in 

his advances. Mrs. Ford now calls him into the room as Mrs. 

Page hides behind the door. He tries to embrace Mrs. Ford. 

She asks him if he doesn't love Mrs. Page; he denies it and 

imitates Mrs. Page's funny walk. Mrs. Page knocks at the 

door as previously arranged. Sir John hides. Mrs. Page 

comes in and announces that Mr. Ford is "raving mad" because 

his wife is entertaining another man. He and "half the 

town" are coming! The ladies decide to hide Sir John in 

the laundry basket. When Falstaff appears he reaffirms his 

love for both ladies. With difficulty he climbs into the 

basket and the ladies pile dirty clothes on top of him. Two 

servants enter and carry the basket out with instructions 

from the ladies to "dump it in the pond nearby." The scene 

ends with the ladies' remark, "Now, tender lover, have your 

fun." 
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Comments. This excerpt is of moderate difficulty 

and maximum entertainment potential. Necessary properties 

include a very large basket which can be mounted on poles 

for carrying, and a pile of soiled laundry. Costumes are 

recommended. Falstaff must appear extremely fat, of course. 

Act III - Excerpts from the Finale* 

Score: Pages 211-223. The possible, cut from 
measure 9 to measure 58 is recommended 
unless earlier scenes have been presented 
as an introduction of the plot in more 
detail. 

Duration: 3 Minutes 

Solo Roles: Mr. Page (baritone) Range: D2 to E^3. 
Falstaff (bass) - In this scene he merely 

cries out in pain. 

Chorus: SATB 

Synopsis. In Windsor Forest, Falstaff is stabbed 

and pinched by "insects, beetles, flies and moths...for his 

villany" while the crowd watches with delight. 

Comments. This scene is complicated to stage, but 

only moderately difficult musically. Chorus parts can some

times be adjusted for easier high school performance. For 

example, the very high tenor line (page 219, measures 22 and 

25) can easily be reassigned to the alto section. Fantastic 

costumes and grotesque masks for the dancers (insects, moths) 

are desirable; choreography is essential. 



Composer: 

Title: 

Libretto: 

Publisher: 

Translation: 

Recording: 

Duration of 
the Excerpts 
Which Follow: 

OFFENBACH, Jacques (1819-1880) 

La Perichole, opera bouffe in three acts, 
composed in 1868. 

By Henri Meilhac and Lucovic Halevy, 
based on Merimee. 

Boosey and Hawkes 

Maurice Valency 

None 

18 Minutes 

Score: 

Duration: 

Solo Roles: 

Act I - Finale 

Page 51 to page 94, measure 5, beat 1. 

11 Minutes 

First Notary (tenor) Range: F2 to F3. 
Second Notary (tenor) Range: D2 to E?3. 
Don Pedro (baritone) Range: D2 to E3. 
Don Andres (baritone) Range: e|? 2 to D3. 
La Perichole (soprano) Range: C3 to. A4. 
The Count (tenor) Range: A2 to D3. 
Paquillo (tenor) Range: B1 to G3. 
Three Cousins (sopranos) Range: Limited. 

Synopsis. Perichole and Paquillo, two starving 

street singers, are in love. The Viceroy discovers Peri

chole and offers her a position at court; being hungry, she 

accepts. The Governor reminds the Viceroy of the rule that 

"none but married ladies living under the protection of 

their husbands are allowed to reside in the palace." The 

Viceroy orders a husband to be found for Perichole, but has 

difficulty persuading Perichole to marry a stranger. Pa

quillo, who thinks Perichole has deserted him, is the man 
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selected to become the bridegroom. So that neither bride 

nor groom will resist, they are encouraged to drink freely 

before the ceremony. 

This lengthy excerpt is the drunken wedding scene. 

Notaries, bride, and groom are quite tipsy when they enter 

in succession. At first Perichole objects to the wedding, 

but when she realizes that Paquillo is the bridegroom, she 

quickly agrees. Paquillo does not recognize Perichole. The 

notaries perform the ceremony and the chorus wishes the 

couple well. 

Comments. Perichole and Paquillo have the major 

singing roles. This scene is appealing to high school stu

dents, and is of medium difficulty despite its length. 

Perichole's "cadenza" at the bottom of page 71 can easily be 

simplified. Scenery is unnecessary; costumes may be elabor

ate or simple as the director chooses. 

Act II, No. 10 - Chorus* 

Score: Pages 104-108 

Duration: 2 Minutes 

Solo Roles: High Chancellor (silent role) , 
Ninetta (soprano) Range: AP3 to D/4. 
Brambilla (mezzo) Range: D&3 to C4. 
Frasquinella (soprano) Range: AO 3 to D4. 
Manuelita (alto) Range: DP3 to AP3. 

Chorus: SA 

Synopsis. The High Chancellor has fainted in an arm

chair, and the ladies-in-waiting anxiously do what they can 
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to revive him. They rub his head with brandy, fetch smell

ing salts, slap his face, hold his head down. Finally he 

sneezes and the ladies are relieved to know he is not dead. 

Comments. The four solo roles are short and limited 

in range. Chorus parts are also easy and the scene is de

lightful. A high school girls chorus can present this short 

excerpt with considerable enjoyment. 

Act II, No. 17 - Duet 

Score: Pages 184-194 

Duration: 5 Minutes 

Solo Roles: Perichole (soprano) Range: B2 to F$"(A)4. 
Paquillo (tenor) Range: E$p2 to F«3. 

Synopsis. When Paquillo realizes he has married 

Perichole and that she is now part of the Viceroy's house

hold, he becomes extremely jealous and suspects the worst. 

For starting a riot he is jailed. In this excerpt, Peri

chole has come to comfort Paquillo who is imprisoned in the 

Dungeon for Recalcitrant Husbands. He is suspicious of her 

intention in visiting his cell ("You've come to bid me go to 

hell"). She reminds him of his worthlessness ("nor are you 

burdened with ambition"), then says that she loves him just 

the same. He is finally convinced of her love. This selec

tion ends, "felicita, felicita, etcetera, etcetera." 



Comments. This duet is of moderate difficulty al

though the tessitura for the part of Paquillo is high. Cos

tumes and scenery are optional. 

Composer: 

Title: 

Libretto: 

Note: 

Recording: 

PAISIELLO, Giovanni (1740-1816) 

The Barber of Seville (II Barbiere di 
Siviglia, opera buffa in two acts, com
posed in 1782. 

By G. Petrosellini from the play by 
Beaumarchais. 

Since no English translation is now in 
print, the notation of this excerpt, with 
an English adaptation by Diran Akmajian, 
is included in Appendix A. 

Everest S-443/2 

Duration: 

Solo Roles: 

Act I, Part 2 - Trio* 

4 Minutes 

Bartolo (baritone) Range: B1 to D3. 
Svegliato (baritone) Range: C$2 to D3. 
Giovinetto (tenor) Range: E2 to F$3. 

Synopsis. Suspicious Dr. Bartolo is trying to find 

out if Figaro has secretly visited Rosina. His servants, 

Svegliato and Giovinetto, refuse to answer. One sneezes, 

the other yawns. Finally Bartolo loses patience and dismis

ses the servants, who reply, "Had it not been for Rosina, 

we'd have left you long before." 

Comments. These characters show the influence of 

Commedia del Arte on Opera Buffa. Simple costumes, 
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suggesting these stock comic characters, are effective. Stu

dents may even enjoy making and using masks in the presenta-

1 tion of this scene. In the absence of a tenor, the part of 

Giovinetto can easily be sung by a soprano (Giovinetta). 

Composer: 

Title: 

Libretto: 

Publisher: 

Translation: 

Recording: 

PROKOFIEFF, Serge (1891-1953) 

The Duenna, Op. 86, opera in four acts, 
composed in 1940. 

By the composer and Mira Mendelssohn, 
based on the play by Richard B. Sheridan. 

Leeds Music Corporation 

Jean Marsavina 

None 

Score: 

Duration: 

Solo Roles: 

Act II, Scene I 

Pages 64-76 

4 Minutes 

Louisa (soprano) Range: E3 to A4. 
Duenna (mezzo) Range: AP 2 to E(F)4. 

Synopsis. The setting is Louisa's apartment in her 

father's house. Her father has ordered her to marry rich 

old Mendoza, though she loves poor, young, handsome Antonio. 

She and her nurse, The Duenna, conspire to thwart her fa

ther. The Nurse will marry Mendoza for his money, leaving 

Louisa free to wed Antonio. 

1. See Irene Corey's book, The Mask of Reality, 
pages 26-27. 
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Comments. Louisa's part is rather high and should 

be sung by a soprano who has no difficulty with a sustained 

high tessitura. Vocal parts are moderately easy. 

Composer: 

Title: 

Libretto: 

Publisher: 

Translation: 

Recordings: 

PUCCINI, Giacomo (1858-1924) 

Madame Butterfly, opera in two acts, com
posed in 1904. 

By Giacosa and Illica after David Belas-
co's drama. 

Ricordi 

Ruth and Thomas Martin 

Angel S-3604 
Victor LSC-6160 

Score: 

Duration: 

Solo Roles: 

Act II, Part 1 - "Flower" Duet* 

Page 198, measure 8, to page 208, meas
ure 4, with an E-flat Major chord added. 

4 Minutes 

Suzuki (soprano) Range: C3 to G4. , 
Cio Cio San (soprano) Range: C3 to Br 4. 

Synopsis. A cannon salute has announced the arrival 

of Lieutenant Pinkerton, Butterfly's American husband, for 

whom she has been waiting three years. Butterfly (Cio Cio 

San), is ecstatic. She sends Suzuki, the maid, to gather 

blossoms from the garden. The two women strew flowers and 

decorate the house in anticipation of Pinkerton's arrival, 

recalling earlier days of happiness. 
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Comments. Vocal parts are moderately difficult. 

Authentic costumes enhance this scene considerably. It is 

necessary that the singers learn the "shuffle walk" of 

oriental women in the preparation of this scene. 

Composer: 

Title: 

Libretto: 

Publisher: 

Editors: 

Recordings: 

Duration of 
the Excerpts 
Which Follow: 

PURCELL, Henry (1659-1695) 

Dido and Aeneas, opera in three acts, 
composed in 1689. 

By Nahum Tate, based on Book IV of Vir
gil 's Aeneid. 

Boosey and Co., Ltd. 

Benjamin Britten and Imogen Hoist 

Oiseau 6004-7 
Angel S-36359 

19 Minutes 

Score: 

Duration: 

Solo Roles: 

Chorus: 

Synopsi: 

Act I - Excerpt 

Pages 12-22 

5 Minutes 

Dido (soprano) Range: A3 to D4. 
Belinda (soprano) Range: D3 to G4. 
Aeneas (baritone) Range: D2 to E3. 

SATB 

Dido (Phoenician name: Elissa) has re

cently founded the city of Carthage. Aeneas and his company 

are visiting the new city on their- way to Italy where they 

have been ordered by Jove, one of the gods. Dido has fallen 
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in love with Aeneas. In this excerpt the chorus encourages 

Dido ("Pear no Danger to Ensue"). Aeneas enters and admits 

his love for Dido. Belinda, the waiting maid, advises, 

"Pursue Thy Conquest, Love." A chorus ends the scene ("Let 

the Triumphs of Love and of Beauty be Shown"). 

Comments. Belinda has the major singing role in 

this excerpt. Dido sings only one phrase, and the brief 

part of Aeneas presents no vocal difficulties. Perhaps the 

simplest solution to costumes is to use choir robes for the 

chorus and robes of contrasting color for the soloists. 

* Acts I and III - "Witch" Scenes 

Score: Pages 24-33 and 55-59. 

Duration: 8 1/2 Minutes 

Solo Roles: Sorceress (mezzo) Range: C3 to G4. 
First Witch (soprano) Range: D3 to G4. 
Second Witch (soprano) Range: D3 to F4. 
Mercury: (Optional silent role) 

Chorus: SATB 

Synopsis. The Sorceress commands the appearance of 

two witches. The three women prepare to make Dido "most 

wretched prove, deprived of fame, of life and love." A "ho, 

ho, ho" chorus follows. The witches ask how they are to 

accomplish this foul deed, and are informed that the Sorcer

ess intends to send Mercury ("as sent from Jove") to Aeneas 

who is presently hunting with his friends and Dido. Mer

cury will instruct Aeneas to sail immediately for Italy, 

leaving Dido to languish alone. The two witches "conjur for 
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storm, to mar their hunting sport." The echo chorus, 

"In Our Deep-Vaulted Cell," follows. 

[if desired, the Witch scene from Act III can follow im

mediately with no break.] 'The Sorceress notices that the 

sails of the ship are being prepared for voyage ("Our plot 

has took...ho, ho, ho...Elissa's ruined"). She then ex

plains that they will "storm her lover on the ocean." A 

malicious and rousing chorus, "Destruction's Our Delight," 

ends the scene. 

Comments. The three solo roles in these scenes are 

vocally challenging; the witches' duet demands florid sing

ing. If necessary, one of the witches can sing the Sorcer

ess' solo, "Our Next Motion (p. 57)." Except for this short 

part, the role of the Sorceress is not difficult vocally, 

though of course it does require dramatic ability. High 

school students found these excerpts appealing when staged 

by the author. Although some professional directors of 

opera may disapprove, adolescent performers enjoy "authentic 

witches:" that is to say, they like the use of facial wrin-

1 
kles, long noses, warts, and unkempt wigs. 

1. See Richard Corson's Stage Make-up, pp. 268-269. 
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Act III - Excerpt 

Score: Pages 67-71 (From "Thy hand, Belinda," to 
the end of the opera.) 

Duration: 6 Minutes 

Solo Role: Dido (soprano) Range: F$3 to G4. 

Chorus: SATB 

Synopsis. Aeneas has left Carthage and Dido has re

solved to die. She sings her famous and moving aria, "When 

I am Laid in Earth," then dies as the chorus begins the 

quiet dirge, "With Drooping Wings" which brings the scene, 

and the opera to a close. 

Comments. Dido's aria demands both vocal and dra-

• matic sustaining power. It is not easy to sing despite the 

limited range of a minor 9th. A singer with well-developed 

acting ability is desirable if this scene is to be convinc

ing. The chorus is moderately easy. 

Composer: PURCELL, Henry (1659-1695) 

Title: The Fairy Queen, opera in five acts, 
composed in 169 2. 

Libretto: Anonymous adaptation of Shakespeare's 
A Midsummer Night's Dream. 

Publisher: 

Recording: 

Broude Brothers 

Oiseau 50/39/41 (complete) 
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Act I, No. 7 

Score: Pages 18-33 

Duration: 8 Minutes 

Solo Roles: Poet (baritone) Range: G1 to F3. 
First Fairy (soprano) Range: F3 to A4. 
Second Fairy (soprano) Range: C3 to G4. 

Chorus: SATB 

Synopsis. The scene begins with dancing and singing. 

The drunken Poet suggests a game of blind man's buff. 

Blindfolded, he is spun around and pinched "forty times... 

till he confess his crimes." Readily he confesses that he 

is not only drunk, but also a "scurvy fellow." Again he is 

pinched and finally driven away to "sleep 'till break of 

day." 

Comments. This is not an easy scene; both solo and 

choral parts are difficult. With capable students it can be 

enjoyable and entertaining, however. If necessary, the low 

G's can be sung an octave higher. It is scored for string 

quartet and keyboard, but the keyboard reduction alone can 

be used if strings are unavailable. 

Since high school students are keenly aware of the 

contemporary connotation given the word "fairy," it may be 

desirable to substitute "elf" or some other term. A direc

tor may wish to retain Shakespeare's title rather than using 

Purcell's. 
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Composer: 

Title: 

Librettist: 

Publisher: 

Recordings: 

PURCELL, Henry (1659-1695) 

King Arthur, composed in 1691 

John Dryden 

Novello and Company (abridged concert 
version) 

Oiseau 60008/9 (complete) 
Angel S-36332 (selections) 

Score: 

Duration: 

Solo Roles: 

Act III: The "Frost Scene 

Pages 59-72 

6 Minutes 

Cupid (soprano) Range: E3 to G4. 
Cold Genius (bass) Range: C(G)2 to E3. 

Chorus: 

Synopsis. 

SATB 

Cupid first wakes the Cold Genius who 

slowly rises and recognizes the "eldest of the gods." Cupid 

also warms the crowd who sing the famous "Shivering Chorus." 

After a dance, Cupid says, "'Tis I that have warm'd ye," and 

the chorus agrees, "'Tis Love that hath warmed us." 

Comments. Except for the role of Cupid this scene 

is easy. The Cold Genius has an easy vocal line; the choral 

parts are homophonic and present no difficulties. Dances 

may be included or omitted as the director desires. Choir 

robes can serve as costumes, except for Cupid and possibly 

the Cold Genius. The complete score, published by Broude 

Brothers, calls for string quartet and keyboard. If neces

sary, keyboard alone will suffice. Another version is pub

lished by Boosey and I-Iawkes, edited by Fuller-Maitland. 
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Composer: 

Title: 

Libretto: 

Publisher: 

Recording: 

Score: 

Duration: 

Solo Roles: 

PURCELL, Henry (1659-1695) 

The Tempest, composed in 1695. 

Anonymous adaptation of Shakespeare's 
play. 

Novello and Company (The 1912 version, 
edited by Edward J. Dent has been re
printed. ) 

None 

Act II - Excerpt 

Pages 115-123 

4 Minutes 

First Devil (bass) Range: G1 to C3, 
Second Devil (bass) Range: G1 to EP3. 

Chorus: 

Synopsis. 

SATB 

The First Devil asks where the "black 

fiend, Ambition" and "the Devil of Pride" dwell, and the 

Second Devil answers, "in Hell." The "chief leaders of the 

damn'd host" are identified as "proud Monarchs." The cho

rus announces that the Monarchs shall reign for ever and 

ever and suffer the pain. Several crimes are mentioned by 

the two devils and the question is raised, "can Heaven per

mit such crimes?" The chorus decides to disturb the sleep 

of the Proud Monarchs "with dire visions." The scene ends 

with the chorus pacing around "this cursed place (fugal sec

tion), while we compass in these mortals and their sin." 

Comments. Two violins and cello are indicated in 

the score. Piano alone can be used if the instruments are 
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unavailable. The Second Devil can easily be changed to a 

tenor role by raising the notes in measure 11, 12, and 49 

an octave in pitch. The alto and tenor choral parts are 

written in the old clefs which may present a reading prob

lem initially. Choir robes can serve as costumes. 

Composer: 

Title: 

Librettist: 

Publisher: 

Translation: 

Recordings: 

Duration of 
the Excerpts 
Which Follow: 

SMETANA, Bedrich (1824-1884) 

The Bartered Bride (Prodana Nevesta), 
"national" opera in three acts, composed 
in 1866. 

Karel Sabina 

G. Schirmer 

Marion Farquhar 

Angel S-354 2 
Vox OPBX-148 

14 Minutes 

Score: 

Duration: 

Solo Roles: 

Act I - The Opening Chorus 

Pages 16-31 

5 Minutes 

Jenik (tenor) Range: F2 to G3. 
Marie (soprano) Range: D3 to G4. 

Chorus: 

Synopsis. 

SATB 

The villagers gaily prepare for the spring 

festival. Jenik asks Marie why she looks troubled and Marie 

explains that her father is arranging her marriage to 
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someone else. The chorus ends in anticipation of the com

ing festival. 

Comments. This scene demands action; dancing is 

essential. Solo and choral parts are easy, and several cuts 

are possible. Costumes can be improvised easily. Another 

version is published by Boosey and Hawkes. 

Act I, Scene 3 - Trio 

Score: Pages 50-60, 63-70 

Duration: 6 Minutes 

Solo Roles: Drusina (baritone) Range: G1 to D3. 
Ludmila (soprano) Range: E3 to G4. 
Kecal (bass) Range: A(F)1 to E3. 

Synopsis. Kecal, the marriage broker, has found the 

perfect man for Marie; at least he thinks so. Marie's par

ents, Krusina and Ludmila, do not share his enthusiasm, and 

insist that Marie see the man herself. Kecal is offended 

("She must see him! One would think he was cross-eyed!"). 

In the trio Kecal describes the boy and convinces the par

ents that it would be a suitable match. 

Comments. Kecal's tessitura is high for a bass; 

otherwise this scene is easy and attractive. 
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Score: 

Duration: 

Solo Roles: 

Act I, Scene 4 - Quartet 

Pages 71-81 

5 Minutes 

Drusina (baritone) Range: G(D)1 to D3. 
Ludmila (soprano) Range: D3 to E4. 
Marie (soprano) Range: D3 to A4. 
Kecal (bass) Range: F$1 to E3. 

Synopsis. Marie's parents and Kecal, the marriage 

broker, tell Marie of the husband they have chosen for her; 

she rejects their choice. 

Comments. Kecal again dominates the scene. Some 

cuts are possible. Costumes for the three scenes suggested 

from this opera can be improvised easily. 

Composer: 

Title: 

Librettist: 

Note: 

Recording: 

STORACE, Stephen (1763-1796) 

No Song No Supper, comic (ballad) opera 
in two acts, composed in 1790. 

Prince Hoare 

Since no performing edition of this work 
is available, the musical notation for 
the excerpt suggested below, reduced for 
keyboard by Lewis A. Phelps, is included 
in Appendix A. 

None 

Act I, Scene IV, No. 7 - Duet' 

Duration: 3 1/2 Minutes 

Solo Roles: George (tenor) Range: D2 to E3. 
Dorothy (soprano) Range: D3 to F#4. 
Robin (speaking part) 
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Synopsis. George enters his house, and because his 

hands are full he leaves the door open. Dorothy, his wife, 

refuses to shut it since it was not she who left it open. 

They agree that whoever speaks first after George holds up 

his thumb will shut the door. Robin comes in and asks why 

the door is open. Neither man nor wife answers. After 

Robin has attempted futilely to converse with each of them 

he angrily threatens George. He mentions the punishment 

George would likely receive aboard ship for such insolence, 

then turns to Dorothy and asks her if such treatment would 

be deserved. Dorothy, forgetting the wager, answers, "Aye, 

that it would!" 

Comments. Vocal parts are easy in this short, at

tractive scene. A table and two chairs are suggested, but 

are not indispensable. George must have several packages 

to carry in. 

Composer: 

Title: 

Librettist: 

Publisher: 

Translation: 

Recordings: 

TELEMANN, Georg Philipp (1681-1767) 

Pimpinone, opera in one act, composed in 
1725. 

J. P. Praetorius 

Schott Music Corporation (Walter Bermann, 
editor) 

Norman Piatt 

Turnabout 34124 (complete) 
Angel S-36273 (selections) 
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Score: 

Duration: 

Solo Roles: 

No. 21 - Duet 

Pages 74-81 

5 Minutes 

Vespetta (soprano) Range: D3 to A4. 
Pimpinone (baritone) Range: D2 to By3. 

Synopsis. This is a violent lovers' quarrel. The 

man and wife each threaten to "beat you black and blue, and 

break your head in two." 

Comments. The tessitura is rather high for both 

roles. Even though the part of Pimpinone is written for a 

baritone, an adolescent tenor voice is more appropriate. 

This is not an easy duet; considerable flexibility is re

quired. The last few phrases are in the style of a patter 

song. No scenery is necessary; costuming can be contempor

ary or traditional. 

Composer: 

Title: 

Libretto: 

Publisher: 

Translation: 

Recording: 

VERDI, Giuseppe (1813-1901) 

Falstaff, opera in.five acts, composed 
in 1893. 

By A. Boito, after Shakespeare 

G. Schirmer 

Walter Ducloux 

Columbia M35-750 
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Act I, Part 2 - Excerpt* 

Score: Pages 47-67, beat 1. 

Duration: 5 Minutes 

Solo Roles: Alice (soprano) Range: B2 to B4. 
Nannette (soprano) Range: B2 to F$4. 
Meg (mezzo) Range: B2 to F$4. 
Mrs. Quickly (mezzo) Range: G\?2 to E4. 

Synopsis. Alice and Meg discover that they have re

ceived duplicate love letters from Sir John Falstaff. This 

scene is identical with the opening duet from-Nicolai's The 

Merry Wives of Windsor, except that Verdi includes four wom

en rather than two. 

Comments. This selection is not vocally difficult 

and it presents an excellent opportunity for ensemble sing

ing experience. High school girls will enjoy portraying 

these characters. The only properties necessary are the 

two letters. 

Composer: 

Title: 

Librettist: 

Publisher: 

WEILL, Kurt (1900-1950) 

Down in the Valley, "folk" opera in one 
act, composed in 1948. 

Arnold Sundgaard 

G. Schirmer 
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Excerpt* 

Score: Page 35, measure 9, through page 49, end
ing with a D-Major chord. 

Duration: 5 Minutes 

Solo Roles: Brack (tenor) Range: D2 to G3. 
Jennie (soprano) Range: D3 to F$4. 
The Preacher (bass) Range: B9l to C3. 

Chorus: SSATTBB 

Synopsis. Brack and Jennie are among the congrega

tion at prayer meeting. They whisper during the service and 

she agrees to let him walk her home. When the service is 

over the congregation leaves and Brack and Jennie are walk

ing alone. He asks her to the Shadow Creek Dance and she is 

pleased to accept. They each sing a verse and chorus of 

"Hop, up, My Ladies," then Brack leaves Jennie in front of 

her house and disappears down the road. 

Comments. This opera in its entirety has been pro

duced many times by high school groups. For purposes of an 

excerpt program the author suggests the above selection» 

Solos are easy, costumes and scenery, simple. The chorus is 

divided but not difficult. This scene, and, in fact, the 

whole opera, is delightful. 
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Composer: 

Title: 

Librettist: 

Publisher: 

WILDER, Alex (190 7- ) 

The Lowland Sea, opera in one act, 
composed in 1951. 

Arnold Sundgaard 

G. Schirmer 

Score 

Duration: 

Solo Roles: 

Excerpt - Duet 

Page 9 to page 14, measure 14. 

2 1/2 Minutes 

Johnny (baritone) Range: C2 to F3. 
Dorie (soprano) Range: C3 to F(A)4. 

Synopsis. Johnny is sailing away and Dorie agrees 

to wait for his return. 

Comments. This duet is easy, though the high tessi

tura for the part of Johnny may more suitably be sung by a 

high school tenor, or very high baritone. 



CHAPTER 3 

PROGRAM CONSTRUCTION 

Flexibility is one important advantage of the ex

cerpt production. Since physical facilities, experience of 

choral directors and abilities of students differ from one 

school to another, a wide gamut of possibilities is desir

able. 

Need for Multiple Approaches 

Choral directors differ in their approach to program 

building. This is appropriate and to be encouraged. One 

may wish to divide a concert into two parts: the first con

sisting of choral music sung by the choir in robes and on 

risers, the second involving only soloists in several easy-

to-stage opera scenes. Another director may prefer to fea

ture the entire choir or choirs in every opera excerpt on 

the program. Another may wish to prepare a-series of scenes 

of perhaps half-an-hour's duration which can be presented 

by only six or eight students for performance at service 

clubs or for special school occasions. Still others may 

wish to include scenes from a variety of stage works - opera, 

operetta, musical comedy - all in the same production. 

The author took this last approach in several programs en

titled "Scenes Prom the Theater" which proved extremely 
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popular, with high school students in Southern California. 

These are only a few possibilities; many more remain to be 

created and used by choral directors everywhere. 

Types of Production Designs 

After a director has chosen an approach, has ana

lysed the ability and limitations of his students and se

lected appropriate excerpts, he must then determine the 

sequence in which these scenes are to be presented in public 

performance. 

"Recital" Programming 

Perhaps the easiest solution in program planning is 

to group the scenes like the several sections of a song re

cital, remembering that contrast and variety are important 

considerations in any effective performance. An excerpt in

volving little action would ideally follow a rather lively 

one; chorus scenes should alternate with those involving 

only soloists. This design is perfectly acceptable, even 

customary. For example, few individuals are alarmed when, 

on a vocal recital, Mussorgsky's Songs and Dances of Death 

follow a group of Schubert lieder; nor are most persons 

disturbed to note that individual songs programmed in one 

group may be unrelated in subject, theme, or emotion. An 

excerpt production constructed in this way can be attractive; 

there is no reason why individual scenes need to be related. 
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Programs Unified by Subject 

It is also possible to select excerpts which are in 

some way related and which can be combined into unified seg

ments of a production. There are several alternatives. 

Scenes Related in Subject. First, excerpts can 

easily be grouped according to subject matter. For example, 

three or four scenes dealing with The Supernatural might 

form one section of a program. Other possible topics in

clude Love Duets, Maladies and Cures, Unusual Situations, 

and Conflicts. Excerpts listed in Chapter 2 which fit these 

categories are shown below. Many other topics and excerpts 

can be used as well. These are suggested merely to show a 

few of the possibilities. 

SCENES OF THE SUPERNATURAL 

Dido and Aeneas - The "Witch" scenes. 

Alceste - Charon transports Shades across the river Styx. 

Representation of Soul and Body - Heaven echoes the cor
rect answer. 

The Magic Flute - Magic instruments are presented. 

The Tempest - Two devils converse. 

Carmen - Three women read their fortunes in the cards. 

Orfeo and Euridice - He is admitted into Hades. 
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UNUSUAL SITUATIONS 

The Merry Wives of Windsor - Two ladies receive iden
tical love letters from the same man. 

Fidelio - A man tries to propose to a girl, but is in
terrupted. 

The Telephone - Another interrupted proposal. 

Comedy on the Bridge - Two people are trapped on a 
bridge in wartime. 

LOVE DUETS 

Don Giovanni - Giovanni and Zerlina 

The Magic Flute - Papageno and Papagena 

The Marriage of Figaro - Susanna and the Count 

Cosi Fan Tutte - Dorabella and Guglielmo 

La Perichole - Perichole and Paquillo 

The Lowland Sea - Johnny and Dorie 

MALADIES AND CURES 

The Barber of Seville - Two servants appear to be af
flicted with drowsiness and hay fever. 

La Perichole - The Marquis has fainted and must be 
revived. 

The Night Bell - A very long and complicated prescrip
tion must be filled. 

The Fairy Queen - A drunk poet is punished "to cure him 
of his crimes." 

The Elixir of Love - The doctor sells his magic potion 
to the townspeople. 

The Magic Flute - Papageno's lips are padlocked to cure 
him of lying. 

The Merry Wives of Windsor - Falstaff is tormented by 
insects because of his crimes. 
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CONFLICT 

Carmen - Girls of the cigarette factory take sides in a 
riot. 

No Song No Supper - Man and wife wager about which of 
them can remain silent longer. 

Martha - The farmers attempt to teach two unwilling 
girls to spin. 

Trouble in Tahiti - Man and wife disagree about a varie
ty of topics. 

The Marriage of Figaro - Marcellina and Susanna exchange 
insults. 

The Magic Flute - Three ladies cannot agree on which of 
them is to stay with the handsome young man. 

Pimpinone - Man and wife trade violent threats. 

Aspects of One Subject. Some directors may wish to 

build an entire program around various aspects of a single 

subject, for example, "Human Emotions," or "The Battle of 

the Sexes." A few possibilities are suggested below. 

HUMAN EMOTIONS 

Elation: Porgy and Bess - "0, I Can't Sit Down" 

Grief: Porgy and Bess - "My Man's Gone Now" 

Skepticism: Porgy and Bess - "It Ain't Necessarily 
So" 

Frustration: Comedy on the Bridge - Two people are 
trapped on a bridge. 

Fidelio - A marriage proposal is inter
rupted. 

The Telephone - Another interrupted pro
posal 
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Jealousy: 

Indignation: 

Contention: 

Nostalgia: 

Stubborness: 

Infatuation: 

Exultation: 

Malice: 

Despair: 

The Magic Flute - Each of the ladies 
wants the young man for herself. 

The Marriage of Figaro - Susanna dis
turbs Figaro by suggesting that the 
Count might take advantage of her. 

The Marriage of Figaro - Marcellina and 
Susanna are both after Figaro. 

Cosi Fan Tutte - The sisters, sorrowing 
at the departure of their lovers, 
discover two Albanians in the house. 

Falstaff - Two ladies receive identical 
love letters from the same man. 

The Merry Wives of Windsor - Same as 
above 

Carmen - Girls of the cigarette factory 
take sides in a riot. 

Pimpinone - Marital discord 

No Song No Supper - Same as above 

Trouble in Tahiti - Same as above 

Madame Butterfly - The women recall 
pleasant times as they prepare for 
an important arrival. 

Martha - The girls refuse to learn the 
fine art of spinning. 

The Old Maid and the Thief - One old and 
one young lady fall in love with a 
tramp. 

Cavalleria Rust.icana - The street crowd 
joins the Cathedral choir in praises 
to the risen Lord on Easter morning. 

Dido and Aeneas - Witches devise a meth
od of destroying Dido and her lover. 

Cosi Fan Tutte - The girls say goodbye 
to their lovers who are going to 
battle. 
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Exasperation: The Barber of Seville - The servants re
fuse to answer their master; instead 
they sneeze and yawn. 

Mercilessness: Alceste - One person is refused passage 
across the river Styx because she 
has no money. 

BATTLE OF THE SEXES 

Fidelio - An interrupted proposal 

The Telephone - Same as above 

The Marriage of Figaro - Many scenes dealing with this 
subject. 

Falstaff - The identical love letters 

The Merry Wives of Windsor - Same as above 

Pimpinone - Marital strife 

No Song No Supper - Same as above 

The Old Maid and the Thief - A tramp knocks on the back 
door; the old maid is eager to shelter him. 

The Contrived Plot. It is even possible, in a rath

er disconnected way, to construct a program in which a "plot" 

is developed by the sequence of scenes. For example, a 

production might deal with the various stages of courtship 

as outlined below. 

Cupid Prepares: Venus and Adonis - The "Spelling" 
Lesson 

The Arrow Strikes: The Coronation of Poppea - Two 
servants flirt. 

Bashful Lovers: Cosi Fan Tutte - Despina and Don 
Alfonso give instruction in 
the School for Lovers. 
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Flirtation: 

Matchmaking: 

The Love Letter: The Merry Wives of Windsor - Mrs. 
Ford and Mrs. Page receive the 
same letter from Falstaff. 

Falstaff - Same as above 

Faust - The boys notice the girls 
in the crowd scene. 

The Bartered Bride - The Marriage 
Broker claims he has the per
fect husband for Marie. 

Cosi Fan Tutte - The sisters 
choose new lovers. 

Fidelio - Jaquino proposes to 
Marcelline. 

The Telephone - Ben proposes to 
Lucy. 

Wedding Preparations: Sourwood Mountain - A group of 
ladies help arrange Lucy's 
wedding veil. 

The Marriage of Figaro - Susanna 
sews her wedding hat while 
Figaro measures their future 
bedroom. 

La Perichole - Everyone who at
tends this wedding is tipsy. 

The Proposal: 

The Wedding: 

Additional Possibilities 

Approaches, topics and combinations possible in pro

gramming are virtually unlimited. Some of the ideas pre

sented above have been used in constructing the three 

typical programs which comprise Chapters 5, 6, and 7. It is 

hoped that these ideas will stimulate choral directors to 

design appropriate programs of their own. 



CHAPTER 4 

PRODUCTION CONSIDERATIONS 

The excerpt approach to the performance of opera at 

the secondary school level requires major adjustments in 

several areas of production. What is an asset in the pre

sentation of a complete work may be a liability in a produc

tion of extracted scenes. The requirements of a professional 

opera company are often totally inappropriate for high school 

students. 

Goals of High School Productions 

The objectives of a secondary school music depart

ment differ markedly from those of a major opera house. The 

latter is interested primarily in entertainment; the high 

school is, or should be, concerned first with education. 

Certainly performances by adolescents can be entertaining 

too, but entertainment is not the chief goal at this level. 

Opera production in the secondary school should be an intro

duction, a point of departure, an inviting path which leads 

eventually to the professional opera house, both to the 

stage door and to the ticket window. 
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Necessary Adjustments in 
Production of Operatic Excerpts 

Because the high school presentation of operatic ex

cerpts is chiefly an educational endeavor, special consider

ation must be given three main areas of production: accom

paniment, costuming, and scenery. Each will be discussed 

below. 

Accompaniment 

One of the most important.elements of a profession

al operatic performance is the orchestra. To hear Birgit 

Nilsson sing a Wagnerian excerpt in recital accompanied by 

a mere grand piano is to realize how much the full orchestra 

contributes to the aesthetic experience that is opera. In 

an educational stage performance, however, the importance of 

orchestral accompaniment is somewhat reduced. Since many 

members of high school orchestras, especially players of 

wind instruments, cannot play softly enough, and since ado

lescent voices are relatively weak, piano accompaniment for 

high school stage productions is usually preferable to or

chestra. Exception can be made with scenes which employ 

only strings and/or very few woodwinds. When selections 

from several works are presented on the same program, rental 

fees for instrumental parts become prohibitive, making or

chestral accompaniment impractical for the excerpts approach 

to stage production. 
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All of the scenes listed in Chapter 2 can be pre

sented effectively with piano accompaniment. Additional in

struments, if available, are suggested for use in excerpts 

from the following works: 

Blow: Venus and Adonis - Cello 

Cavalieri: Representation of Soul and Body - String 
quartet and flute or recorder 

Donizetti: The Elixir of Love - Trumpet 

Lully: Alceste - Two violins, cello 

Mascagni: Cavalleria Rusticana - Organ 

Purcell: Dido and Aeneas - String quartet 

Purcell: The Fairy Queen - String quartet 

Purcell: The Tempest - Two violins, cello 

It may be possible in rare cases to improvise an 

accompaniment using whatever combination of instruments is 

available, but such an approach would require exceptional 

musicians. In isolated cases it may also be feasible to 

involve students in the orchestration of a scene. However, 

both of these approaches are beyond the scope of this dis

sertation. 

Costumes 

The type and extent of costumes to be used depends 

on the finances available and also on the taste, imagination 

and ingenuity of the director. Because budgets are often 
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severely limited and since many directors have had little 

experience as designers, several costuming alternatives 

might be considered. 
i 

Borrowed or Rented Costumes. Sometimes a local 

playhouse is willing to cooperate with the schools and will 

loan, for a small cleaning fee, some of the costumes needed 

for a production. If only a few very costly or elaborate 

costumes are needed they can be rented from a local or re

gional costume supply house. It is seldom possible to 

obtain all the costumes necessary for a production in this 

way, but such an approach is worth investigating. 

Modern Dress. Professional drama troupes during the 

past twenty-five years have demonstrated that many plays, 

including Shakespearean Tragedy, can be presented effective

ly in modern dress. Naturally some opera scenes are more 

suitable to this approach than others, yet nearly any scene 

listed in Chapter 2 (excepting those which involve fantasy, 

or which, like Madame Butterfly, depict a specific locale) 

can be costumed in this manner. 

Costume Units. Laura Zirner of the University of 

Illinois, after much experience with costuming on a limited 

budget, has designed what she terms "convertible costumes." 

These are separate items of apparel - blouse unit, bodice 

unit, tunic unit, pants unit, etc. - which can be altered 
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and used in many combinations from one year to the next. 

Such a practical and flexible approach is especially useful 

in the excerpts production. The reader is referred to her 

publication on this subject. Color schemes, fabric tex

tures, details of design and construction are all important, 

but are beyond the scope of this dissertation. These items 

are considered in Professor Zirner's booklet or in any num

ber of books on costuming. 

The director who has had no experience in costume 

design should not hesitate to consult an expert in this 

field if one is available. Many professional designers are 

willing to spend a few minutes giving helpful suggestions on 

behalf of the schools. Even if a consultation fee is re

quired, such professional advice is vaulable for the educa

tion of both the choral director and his students. 

Improvised Costumes. The cost of making original 

costumes for even one scene involving an eighty-member group 

can be prohibitive, and with the excerpt approach several 

crowd scenes from different operas may likely be included in 

the same program. Two solutions to inexpensive costuming of 

large groups are possible. First, for scenes which can be 

performed in concert style (that is, with the choir on ri

sers or platforms with a minimum of action, and with 

1. Zirner, Laura. Costuming for the Modern Stage. 
Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1957. 
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soloists performing downstage), choir robes can often be 

used. Excerpts from Gluck's Orfeo or Purcell's Dido listed 

in Chapter 2 can be costumed in this manner. For crowd 

scenes which demand more action and where robes are inappro

priate the students may be able to improvise their own cos

tumes to which simple accessories can be added. 

These economical approaches to costuming require 

members of the audience to use imagination in supplying what 

is missing from the stage. A commentator is sometimes help

ful in this regard. Such a solution will not satisfy the 

needs of a professional company, but it is entirely adequate 

for high school productions, so long as the basic goal is 

education. 

Scenery 

Many of these excerpts can be produced without scen

ery of any kind; some require an occasional chair or table; 

some, especially the crowd scenes, require a few platforms 

of various heights. None of the sixty-six excerpts annota

ted in Chapter 2 requires elaborate scenery. 

The lack of scenery may initially disturb the direc

tor who is accustomed to realistic and/or elaborate sets. 

Readers Theatre productions and plays such as Wilder's Our 

Town have proved, however, that realistic scenery is not es

sential for effective stage production. With the excerpts 

approach, complicated scenery is not only unnecessary, but 
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Figure 2. Complement of Platforms Suggested for the Staging of Operatic £ 
Excerpts. o 
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cumbersome. The general rule is: the simpler the scenery, 

the smoother the performance. Painted backdrops which can 

be raised and lowered quickly and a few platforms are the 

only items of scenery suggested by the author. As with cos

tumes, members of the audience must use their imaginations 

to picture a setting which is merely suggested onstage. In 

some excerpts it may be necessary for a narrator, like the 

stage manager in Our Town, to describe the missing scenery 

to the audience. In most of the scenes, however, no such 

explanation is needed. 

A suggested complement of platforms is shown in Fig

ure 2. The dimensions indicated may require some adjustment 

to.fit stages of various size. Staging directions for the 

three productions which comprise Chapters 5, 6, and 7, are 

based on this complement of platforms. 

Methods of Presentation 

Traditional Stage Action. Traditional theaters are 

designed so that members of the audience observe the actors 

through an invisible wall, represented by the proscenium 

arch. As the curtain rises the audience is able to look, 

for example, into a ballroom, but can see only three of its 

walls since they are looking through the fourth wall, as it 

were. In this stage arrangement singers must learn how to 

move so that their lines are delivered toward the audience. 
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While this dramatic arrangement will no doubt be the most 

useful in staging opera scenes, it is by no means the only 

one. 

Theatre-in-the-Round. It may be desirable, even 

necessary in some instances'because of seating-staging fa

cilities, to perform in a round or oblong acting area with 

the audience seated on three or four sides. Techniques of 

staging must be adapted to this arrangement so that singers 

do not always face the same portion of the audience. 

Readers' Theatre. This method of presentation is as 

suitable for opera as for many other forms of drama and lit

erature, and it might be an ideal approach in schools which 

have a very small stage. The Readers' Theatre technique re

quires actors to project the suggested action into the aud

ience, where it is completed in the minds of those who are 

listening and watching. Sometimes the characters interact 

with each other directly as in traditional stage action, but 

more often they "look at and speak to" the reflection of 

each other in an imaginary mirror near the back of the audi

torium. Since it is impossible to adequately treat this 

dramatic technique within the confines of this dissertation, 

the reader is referred to the writings of three experts on 

1 this relatively new art form: Wallace A. Bacon, Louise M. 

1. Bacon, Wallace A. The Art of Interpretation. 
New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1966. 
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1 2 Scrivner, and Alethea S. Mattingly. Further suggestions 

on the adaptation of opera to Readers' Theatre style are 

available in an article by Professors James R. Anthony and 

3 Eugene T. Conley of the University of Arizona. 

Choreography 

For this specialized activity the choral director 

may wish to enlist the assistance of the dance teacher, or 

he may prefer to delegate this aspect of production to a 

student who is especially able and experienced in the dance. 

Choreography, when it is to be used in an operatic scene, 

must be considered in the staging plans. A director who is . 

especially oriented in the dance may find uses for various 

types of this art: ballet, modern dance, stylized movement 

and pantomime. 

Several of the operatic excerpts annotated in Chap

ter 2 which require or permit the inclusion of dance are 

listed below: 

1. Scrivner, Louise M. A Guide to Oral Interpreta
tion. New York: The Odyssey Press, 1968. 

2. Mattingly, Alethea Smith. Interpretation. Se
cond edition. San Francisco: Wadsworth Publishing Company, 
Inc., 1970. 

3. Anthony, James R., and Conley, Eugene T. "Read
ers' Theatre Approach to Opera," Music Educators Journal, 
Feb./Mar., 1960, pp. 64-67. 
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Representation of Soul and Body 
Act IX - Excerpts 

Orfeo and Euridice 
Act II - Nos. 21 - 27 

Sourwood Mountain 
Excerpt 

The Marriage of Figaro 
Act III - Excerpts from the Finale 

The Fairy Queen 
Act I, No. 7 

The Tempest 
Act II - Excerpt 

The Bartered Bride 
Act I - The Opening Chorus 

Creating a Stage Character 

Perhaps the greatest and most complex challenge 

which faces a high school choral director in the staging of 

opera is that of helping a young person to ."become someone 

else" onstage. How does an actor outwardly show his inward 

thoughts? In what way can an opera singer indicate by his 

stance and walk that he is portraying a character of ad

vanced years? Why is psychological insight of a role help

ful to the actor? These questions are applicable not only 

to opera, but to any stage presentation. Performances of 

opera, however, have been criticized in the past because 

some singers have been notoriously poor actors; their effort 

was directed only toward the music, the melody, the vocal 

production. The current trend is toward believeable acting 

Cavalieri: 

Gluck: 

Kreutz: 

Mozart: 

Purcell: 

Purcell: 

Smetana: 
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as well. A beautiful tone and adequate vocal technique is 

only the beginning. Audiences want to be convinced dramati

cally as well as entertained vocally. 

It is important that emphasis on the dramatic as

pects of opera also be made at the high school level, yet 

most choral directors feel even less qualified in this area 

of production than in lighting and make-up. One helpful 

1 source book, which cannot be recommended too highly, has 

recently been written by the noted authority, Boris Goldov-

sky. It is helpful for would-be directors of opera at any 

level. While many of the specific scenes discussed by Mr. 

Goldovsky are beyond the ability of high school singers, his 

suggestions can be adapted to excerpts which the choral di

rector has chosen for performance. The reading and re-read

ing of this book will stimulate original staging ideas and 

increase the confidence of teachers in the secondary school. 

Other Areas of Production 

Good lighting and make-up are essential to a fine 

stage presentation of any type, but these technical areas of 

production cannot be discussed here adequately. There is 

less adjustment required with these aspects of the excerpt 

production than in the items mentioned above. For assistance 

1. Goldovsky, Boris. Bringing Opera to Life. 
New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1968. 
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in the areas of lighting and make-up the reader is referred 

1 2 to the writings of Richard Corson, Harald Melvill, 

3 Wilford Oren Parker and Harvey K. Smith, and Samuel Seldon 

4 and Hunton D. Sellman. 

1. Corson, Richard. Stage Make-up. Fourth edition. 
New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 196 7. 

2. Melvill, Harald. The Magic of Make-up. New 
York: Theatre Arts Books, 1965. 

3. Parker, Wilford Oren and Smith, Harvey K. Scene 
Design and Stage Lighting. New York: Holt, Rinehart and 
Winston, 1968. 

4. Selden, Samuel and Sellman, Hunton D. Stage 
Scenery and Lighting. Third edition. New York: Appleton-
Century-Crof ts, 1959. 



PART II: STAGING DIRECTIONS FOR 

THREE TYPICAL PRODUCTIONS 
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CHAPTER 5 

PRODUCTION I - "SCENES FROM THE OPERA" 

This program, the format of which appears in Figure 

3, has been designed for the director who wishes to involve 

several choral groups and a number of solo voices in a full 

evening of operatic excerpts. Three of the scenes involve 

girls chorus and four, mixed chorus. Three scenes are for 

soloists only. There are twelve solo singing roles for boys 

(4 minor, 8 major) and eighteen for girls (7 minor, 11 ma

jor). Five silent roles are included. String accompaniment 

is optional with three of these excerpts and a trumpet may 

be used in the final scene; otherwise piano (or harpsichord) 

accompaniment is suggested. Duration of the entire program 

is approximately sixty minutes. 

Representative works from the early seventeenth cen

tury to the present day are included, providing a natural 

opportunity for the teaching of operatic evolution. Con

siderable care has been taken to select scenes which are 

especially appealing to high school students. Most are 

easy; two or three are of moderate vocal difficulty. Sug

gested properties are listed at the beginning of each ex

cerpt. Specific items of wearing apparel which are 

essential to these particular staging directions are includ

ed in the list of properties. 
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PROGRAM 

THE SUPERNATURAL 

Representation of Soul and Body. . . . Cavalieri 
Excerpt from Act II 

Alceste Lully 
Act IV, Scene I 

The Magic Flute Mozart 
Act I, No. 5 

Dido and Aeneas Purcell 
Witch Scenes from Acts I and III 

AH, LOVE! 

Down in the Valley Weill 
Excerpt 

The Old Maid and the Thief Menotti 
Scene 1 

WHAT A SITUATION! 

La Perichole Offenbach 
' Act II, No. 10 

The Barber of Seville Paisiello 
Act I, Part 2 - Trio 

Archy and Mehitabel Kleinsinger 
Excerpt 

The Elixir of Love Donizetti 
Act I, Scene IV 

Figure 3. Format of the printed program for Pro
duction I: "Scenes From the Opera". 
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The diversity of these scenes invites a variety of 

approaches to staging, costumes and make-up. Stylized dance 

movements, pantomime, face masks, and robes of various col

ors and textures can be used by soloists and dancers in 

Representation of Soul and Body. Grotesque make-up and sug

gestions of the supernatural are effective in the witch 

scenes from Dido and Aeneas. Masks in the style of the 

commedia del arte are appropriate for the selection from 

Paisiello's The Marriage of Figaro. Animal characters in 

Archy and Mehitabel can be made up and costumed in a highly 

fanciful manner. The excerpt from The Magic Flute has pro

ven effective in production when costumed in modern formal 

dress. Simple choreography is needed in the scene from 

Down in the Valley. Just as students should become ac

quainted with the works of many composers, so they should 

learn of various styles of staging, costumes and make-up. 

In the pages which follow specific measures are in

dicated by a capital letter M followed immediately by the 

measure number underscored and indented. A drawing of the 

suggested platform arrangement precedes the directions for 

each scene. In this production items I, II, III, IV, V, and 

VI of the Complement of Platforms (Figure 2) are used; 

Platform VII is omitted. Occasionally an additional chair 

or other item of furniture is required. 

A brief review of traditional stage terminology may 

assist the director who has had little dramatic training. 



curtain 

upstage center 

"above" Platform 

right of Platform Platform left of Platform 

"below" Platform 

offstage right offstage left 

downstage center 

front edge of stage 

Figure 4. Pictorial explanation of traditional stage terminology 



Figure 5. Platform arrangement for Representation of Soul and Body 
(Cavalieri): Act II - Excerpts. 
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"Downstage" refers to the stage area closest to the audi

ence, "upstage" to the area farthest from the audience. 

"Left and "right" directions are always given from the 

actor's frame of reference. Drawings of the stage are made 

from the view point of the audience (see Figure 4). 

Choral directors are reminded that these directions 

are only suggested and in many cases will need to be altered 

for various reasons. In a musical stage presentation, as in 

the other arts, there is no definitive "right" way. 

CAVALIERI: Representation of Soul and Body 

Act II - Excerpt 

Properties: An expensive-looking robe (for Pleasure) 
Optional rhinestone jewelry 

Note: It is assumed in these staging directions 

that Pleasure and her Escorts do not sing. It is possible, 

of course, when a chorus is unavailable, for these three 

characters to sing the choral parts as a trio. In this 

program they are dancers. 

M3: Chorus members are in place on and around Plat

forms II, III, and VI (see Figure 5) as the curtain rises. 

Soul and Body are standing above (behind) Platform IV. 

Pleasure and her two male Escorts enter from stage left. 

She walks between the men, her wrists gracefully interlocked 

with their extended elbows. They promenade slowly and 
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stately across the stage, below Plaitform I, arriving down

stage, a little right of center, about measure 12. 

M13: Pleasure releases her escorts' arms and pre

pares for the dance. Soul and Body cross above Platform I 

and watch the dancers from stage left below (in front of) 

the chorus. 

M17: A minuet-like dance begins and is confined to 

the space downstage right (left of Platform IV). The dan

cers, at measure 23, are extreme downstage right. 

M24-M27: (These measures are repeated.) Pleasure 

and her companions promenade as before, crossing below Plat

form I to below Platform V. Soul and Body cross above 

Platform I to just left of Platform IV. 

M40: The dance is repeated, this time, downstage 

left. 

M47: The Escorts assist Pleasure in removing her 

elegant outer robe. One of them folds and lays it across 

the left end of Platform V. Pleasure then sits on the right 

end of Platform V. Body stands left, Soul stands right, of 

Platform IV. 

M55: Soul crosses below Body, steps onto Plat

form I. 

M61: Pleasure stands and promenades with her Es

corts as before, across the stage below Platform I to ex

treme downstage right. Soul moves to the right corner of 

Platform V; Body moves to above Platform I. 
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M88: Soul puts her palms together, finger tips 

touching her chin, in an attitude of prayer. 

M92. Pleasure and Escorts move upstage, cross above 
< 

Platform IV, and stop at right corner of Platform I. Body 

crosses below Platform IV to stage right and watches atten

tively. 

M100; Soul points offstage left. 

M119: Pleasure and her escorts walk downstage be

tween Platforms IV and I and repeat part of their dance. 

Soul moves to left of Platform I; Body joins in the dance 

about measure 126. 

M128: Pleasure and her Escorts move toward Plat

form V. Soul crosses above Platform I and walks between 

Platforms IV and I, grasps Body's arm to restrain him when 

he begins to follow Pleasure. 

M135: The dancers have reached Platform V. The men 

help Pleasure as she puts on her robe. 

M137: The three dancers turn and promenade between 

Platforms I and V, and exit stage, left. Pleasure turns and 

waves invitingly to Body just before she exits. Chorus mem

bers exit also. 

M14 2: Soul and Body are now alone onstage, standing 

in front of and between Platforms IV and I, Body on the left. 

M149: Soul crosses below Body and steps onto Plat

form I. Body sits on Platform IV. 



Figure 6. Platform arrangement for Alc'este (Lully): Act IV, Scene I. 
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M160: The echo will have to be positioned according 

to the design of the auditorium, perhaps in a balcony or 

simply in front of the stage near the piano. Soul should 

look heavenward regardless. 

M178: Soul addresses Body. 

M189: Soul looks smugly stage left as the last ri-

tornello is heard, as if to say to the absent dancers, "I 

won; after all, Heaven is on rtr£ side!" 

LULLY: Alceste 

Act IV, Scene I 

Properties: Moneybag 
Coins 
Long coarse rope 
Thick rope connected to the "boat" 
Dock post fastened to Platform I 
Retaining cord 
Two poles, mounted on stands (see Figure 6) 

M2: As the curtain opens, the platforms can be seen 

as shown in Figure 6. A long, coarse rope lies in a heap 

near the upper corner of Platform I. Charon has just ar

rived on the dock; his "boat" is offstage left, attached to 

the rope which he holds (someone offstage left must keep the 

rope semi-taut). Charon is tying a large loop in his end of 

the rope. Three girls are descending Stairway III, other 

girls are on Platform VI, still others are ascending 
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Stairway II. They are bodiless spirits and move slowly and 

mournfully, without sound. 

M6: Charon places the loop over the dock post. The 
I 

semi-taut rope is adjusted offstage so that it arcs grace

fully from the post to the offstage "boat" as shown in Fig

ure 6. 

M7: Charon sings both to the Shades and to the 

audience. 

M12; He picks up the long rope which is heaped on 

the upper corner of Platform I and begins to coil it slowly, 

untwisting it as necessary. The three girls are midway be

tween Stairway III and the Retaining Cord, the next group is 

descending Stairway III, others are on Platform VI. 

M18: Charon sings, almost to himself, as he contin

ues to coil the rope. 

M23: He rests his right foot on top of the dock 

post and sings louder. 

M31; He stands with both feet on the platform and 

again sings as if to himself. Two girls hurry across Plat

form VI, descend Stairway III (in view of the audience) and 

join the group which has formed next to the Retaining Cord. 

M36: Charon replaces the coiled rope near the upper 

corner of Platform I, steps down from the platform, releases 

the Retaining Cord from the downstage pole and refastens the 

loose end to the upstage pole. 

M41: He steps onto Platform I. 
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M45: The crowd surges forward at first, then seven 

or eight girls form a line from Stairway III to Platform I 

and the others go to the end of it, on the steps, even on 

Platform VI if necessary, in a group. 

M49-M51: Charon takes the moneybag from his belt, 

holds it up on the word "paid". 

M53; One at a time the girls put a coin into the 

moneybag which Charon holds open, and pass in front of him 

to stage right on their way to the "boat". Some of the 

girls who have passed Charon stand at the extreme right of 

Platform I, others stand on the floor in front of it, right 

of Charon. 

M60: The Small Shade begins making her way slowly 

from Platform VI toward the front of the line, below the 

other Shades so she can be seen by the audience. The person 

ninth in line steps back and admits her. 

M69: The Small Shade tries to sneak past Charon. 

He grasps her arm and pulls her back to left of Platform I. 

M75: She steps away from Platform I toward Stair

way III. 

M85: Charon steps from Platform I to the floor and 

takes several steps toward the Small Shade. The other 

Shades shrink from him. 

M90: The Small Shade sits on the third step, right 

side of Stairway III. 
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Figure 7. Platform arrangement for The Magic Flute (Mozart): Act I, 
No. 5 - Quintet. 
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M91: Charon again holds up the moneybag, then walks 

toward Platform I, replacing the moneybag under his belt. 

M93: He turns again toward the Small Shade and re

places the retaining cord to its original position. 

M95: Several girls go over to comfort the Small 

Shade who is silently weeping. 

M98: Charon releases the loop from the Dock Post 

and begins to pull the "boat" toward the dock. His eight 

passengers stand on Platform I and left of it, ready to 

board. The Shades who are waiting for the next crossing 

ascend Stairway III in various-sized groups as the lights 

fade. 

MOZART: The Magic Flute 

Act I, No. 5 - Quintet 

Properties: A large padlock 
A box, containing: 
One "golden flute" 
One set of bells 

Ml: As the curtain rises, Papageno is standing on 

Platform VI, Tamino right of Platform I. 

M7: Papageno descends Stairway III and walks toward 

Platform I. 

Mil: Tamino walks below Platform I to Papageno. 

The two meet midway between Platform I and Stairway III 

about measure 15. 
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M27: Papageno crosses below Tamino to Platform I. 

M29: Tamino follows him. The Three Ladies ascend 

Stairway II. 

M33: Papageno crosses below Tamino, meets the First 

Lady at the bottom step of Stairway III about measure 37. 

M39: The other Ladies descend Stairway III. Lady 

One crosses above Papageno, goes to Tamino who is still near 

Platform I. 

M42: The Second Lady shakes her finger at Papageno. 

The characters are now in this position (viewed from the 

audience): T, LI, P, L2, L3. 

M46: The First Lady crosses below Papageno, joins 

the other ladies, gives the padlock to the Third Lady who 

crosses below the Second Lady to receive it. The characters 

are now in this position between Platform I and Stairway III: 

T, P, LI, L3, L2. 

M53; The Third Lady deposits the padlock in her box 

(or, if the padlock is too big, she places it on Platform 

VI). 

M76: The First Lady takes the Golden Flute from the 

box which the Third Lady is holding. 

M86: The First Lady crosses below Papageno to 

Tamino. 

M90: She places the flute in Tamino's hand. Ladies 

Two and Three cross below Papageno to Tamino, so that the 

five are now in this position: T, LI, L2, L3, P. 
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M1Q8: All five, in the same relative position move 

directly below Platform I, so that the Second Lady is at the 

front corner (but not on the platform). 

M138: The Second Lady steps backward, onto the 

front corner of Platform I.' 

M146: Papageno backs toward the stairs. 

M168: The First Lady crosses below the Second Lady, 

takes the bells from the Third Lady. 

Ml 70; The First Lady crosses below Lady Three to 

Papageno. 

M175: Ladies Two and Three join Lady One. The five 

are now in this position between Platform I and Stairway 

III: T, L3, L2, LI, P. (Tamino is next to Platform I.) 

M182: Tamino joins the group. 

M202: Papageno walks downstage extreme left. The 

Ladies start up the steps. Tamino walks to the point a lit

tle above where Stairway III meets Platform VI, and turns so 

that he is still facing the audience. 

M205: The Ladies stop, Lady One on top of Platform 

VI, Lady Two on the next step down, and Lady Three on the 

step below that. 

M206: Papageno steps onto the lowest step at ex

treme left. 

M213: The Ladies descend, cross the stage and step 

onto Platform I. Tamino and Papageno meet midway between 
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Figure 8. Platform arrangement for Dido and Aeneas (Purcell): Acts I, III -
"Witch" Scenes. 
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Platforms VI and I. The Ladies turn on count four of meas

ure 216 to face the men. The position is now: L3, L2, LI, 

T, P.' 

M223: The men walk to a position just left of the 

front corner of Platform I. 

M232: Tamino and Papageno cross below the Ladies to 

stage right. 

M235: The Ladies walk toward Stairway III. 

M242: The Ladies mount the steps and stop on three 

different levels as before, to sing. 

M244: The Ladies descend Stairway II, and exit off

stage left. Tamino and Papageno walk offstage right as the 

lights dim. 

PURCELL: Dido and Aeneas 

Properties: Large black cauldron 
Smoke bomb 
Dry ice, water 
Bottles of unusual shapes 
Small table 
Chair 
Golden caduceus 
Cap 
Short cloak 

Act I - "Witch" Scene 

M2: The curtain opens to reveal the chorus in place 

on and around Platforms IV, V, and VI, and Stairways II and 

III (see Figure 8). The two witches are behind Platform VI 

near Stairway II, unseen by the audience. The Sorceress is 
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seated on the chair on Platform I, slowly and ritualisti-

cally pouring "potions" from various bottles into a large 

black cauldron on the table; smoke (dry ice in boiling water 

\ 
or other devise ) is issuing from the cauldron. Mercury, 

wearing a robe over his costume, stands near the right cor

ner of Stairway II. 

M6: The Sorceress makes conjuring motions above the 

cauldron. 

Mil, beat 3: More "potion" is added so that the 

amount of smoke increases. 

M16: The Sorceress moves toward the front corner of 

Platform I. 

M17: She looks right, then slowly lets her eyes 

sweep to the left as if looking into the balcony. 

M26: The Sorceress steps to the floor and looks 

stage left. 
p 

M33, beat 1: An explosion (optional) takes place 

at the left corner of Stairway II; the Two Witches step 

through the smoke, holding their breath until they are free 

of it. 

M37: The Witches walk to Platform I and greet the 

Sorceress. They end in this relative position: Wl, S, W2, 

1. See Parker and Smith, Scene Design and Stage 
Lighting, page 306. 

2. Ibid., p. 306. 
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the Sorceress standing directly below (in front of) the 

lower corner of Platform I. 

M50: The Sorceress steps backwards onto the front 

corner of Platform I. 

M81: The Sorceress steps to the floor, takes sever

al steps to the left, crossing below Witch Two to center 

stage. The position of characters is now: Wl, W2 - - S. 

M86: Witch One cups her ear and listens, trying to 

discover the direction of "the cry." 

M87, beats 3,4: Both Witches lean slightly to the 

left and listen. 

M90: The Witches walk to the Sorceress and the 

three of them listen left, cupping their ears. 

M94: The Sorceress walks to the front steps of 

Stairway II to Mercury. 

M99: The Sorceress and Mercury return to Plat

form I. 

M115-M129:(no repeat) The two Witches play "follow 

the leader," the Second Witch imitating the gestures of the 

First. They walk slowly until they are on stage left. The 

Sorceress meanwhile removes Mercury's choir robe, places 

wings on his sandals, gives him a short cloak, a golden 

caduceus, and a cap. 

M129-M144: (no repeat) The Witches continue their 

game which leads them to extreme stage right, and back to 

left of Platform I. 
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M145: The Two Witches consult with the Sorceress; 

they approve of Mercury's costume and bid him goodbye. 

M154: Mercury crosses below the Witches to stage 

left and exits (measure 162). There are more incantations 

over the cauldron by the Witches and the Sorceress. 

Act III - "Witch" Scene 

MO: Before the B-flat arpeggio which opens the 

witch scene of Act III (p. 55), the Sorceress suddenly no

tices a distant something in the direction where Mercury 

went; she steps from the left side of Platform I and points 

offstage left. 

M3: The two Witches join the Sorceress. 

M4: The Sorceress returns to Platform I, crossing 

above the Witches. 

M6: The Sorceress adds more potion to the cauldron. 

The Witches walk ecstatically toward Stairway II. 

M10: The Witches return to the Sorceress (Platform 

I); the Second Witch mimics whatever gesture of victory the 

First Witch used on "Elissa's ruined." 

M20: The Sorceress steps to the floor between the 

two Witches near the front corner of Platform I. 

M39; The Witches and Sorceress congratulate each 

other. 

M46: The Sorceress notices Mercury returning and 
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Figure 9. Platform arrangement for Down in the Valley (Weill): Excerpt. 00 
VD 
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crosses below Witch Two to meet him about center stage. 

There are more congratulations. The two return to Plat

form I. 

M61: From this point to the end the solo characters 

remain in this relative position: Wl, M, S, W2, the Sor

ceress standing on Platform I, the others on the floor. 

WEILL: Down in the Valley 

Excerpt 

Ml: The curtain rises. Chorus members are seated 

in chairs arranged in rows on and to the left side of Plat

form I, facing downstage right (note the letters in Figure 9 

each of which represents a chair). These singers represent 

the congregation. Brack and Jennie sit in two chairs down

stage left ("S" and "T", respectively) in full view of the 

audience. 

M35: The leader (Preacher) enters from stage right 

and stands behind Platform IV as if this platform were a 

podium. 

M72: Each member of the choir stands, picks up his 

chair and carries it as he exits on either side of the stage 

(two boys who have been sitting near Brack and Jennie carry 

their chairs). . 



Ill 

Optional hanging 
old-fashioned lamp shade 

VI 

II 

Iv 

Figure 10. Platform arrangement, for The Old Maid and the Thief (Menotti): 
Scene 1. 
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M80: Jennie and Brack, arm in arm, walk very slow

ly from downstage left to downstage right. They stop before 

reaching Platform IV. 

M99: Brack, delighted with Jennie's answer, runs to 

Platform I and steps onto it (on the sforzando chord in 

measure 100). 

M102-M138: This section demands considerable motion 

and should be choreographed. 

M140: Brack walks Jennie to Platforms IV and V. 

M141; Jennie walks between the Platforms, then 

turns to watch Brack. 

M143: Brack hops onto the front corner of Platform. 

I, then continues to stage left. He exits about measure 47 

as the lights dim. 

MENOTTI: The Old Maid and the Thief 

Scene 1 

Properties: Ironing board 
Iron 
Hat rack 
Tray 
Tea kettle 
Two cups and saucers 
Mantelet 
Overshoes 
Bathrobe 

Ml; As the curtain rises, Miss Pinkerton is seen 

walking from right to left along the front edge of the stage 
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toward Platform I. Laetitia is ironing. Miss Todd is 

carrying the tea kettle to the "stove" (Platform V) from 

Platform I. 

M5: Miss Pinkerton rings the doorbell at the left 

side of Platform I. Miss Todd sets the tea kettle on Plat

form V, crosses below the chairs, steps onto Platform I. 

M8: Miss Todd opens the "door" inwardly. 

M9: Miss Pinkerton steps onto Platform I. Miss 

Todd closes the "door". 

M13: Miss Pinkerton removes her overshoes. Miss 

Todd takes them, places them on the floor next to the hat 

rack and hangs the mantelet on the rack. 

M16: Miss Pinkerton steps from Platform I, walks 

to and sits in Chair X. Miss Todd crosses below her, goes 

to the tea kettle to see if the water is boiling. 

M20: Miss Todd walks to and sits (measure 23) in 

Chair Z. 

M27: On the word "awful" both ladies nod their 

heads simultaneously in agreement.. 

M35; Laetitia walks between Platform V and Stair

way II, places the tea kettle and two china cups and saucers 

on a tray, then carries the tray between Platform V and Chair 

Z (walking above chair) to Platform IV, where she sets it. 

She then returns to her ironing. 

M49; The ladies nod their heads again on the word 

"awful". 
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M63: Miss Pinkerton sighs during the fermata. 

M78: Miss Pinkerton puts down her tea cup, stands, 

walks slowly downstage to a point a little right of center. 

Laetitia folds the ironing board, carries it above the 

chairs, and exits stage left. 

M93, beat 1: Miss Todd puts down her tea cup, 

stands, slowly walks to join Miss Pinkerton. Each is alone 

with her thoughts. 

M119: They look at each other. 

M137: The ladies turn and walk to Chairs X and Z, 

sitting in them at measure 140. 

M140: Bob knocks. 

M142: Laetitia enters from stage left, runs to the 

upper corner of Platform IV, arriving at measure 47. The 

ladies drink tea. 

M149: Laetitia runs above Platform V, up Stairway 

II, onto Platform VI, down Stairway II, to answer the knock. 

M153: Laetitia runs up Stairway III, the length of 

Platform VI and stops on the top step of Stairway II (meas

ure 155), to sing "Ma'am," then continues to above Platform 

IV, arriving at measure 157. 

M159: Miss Todd puts down her tea cup. Miss Pink

erton looks stage right, remembering her "man" with a look 

of rapture. 
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M164: Miss Todd removes her glasses on "the idea!" 

Laetitia goes to an imaginary mirror at the upstage side of 

Platform VI and arranges her hair, facing the audience. 

M168, beat 2: Miss Pinkerton stands, followed by 

Miss Todd. 

M172: Miss Todd crosses below Miss Pinkerton and 

steps onto Platform I. 

M175: Miss Pinkerton reaches Platform I. 

M176: Miss Todd picks up the overshoes and mante

let and holds them out for Miss Pinkerton to take. Miss 

Pinkerton does not stop to put them on, she merely takes 

them and leaves, walking across the lower (front) edge of 

the stage, and exits stage right. 

M184, beat 1: Miss Todd closes the "door." 

M185: Miss Todd steps from Platform' I, crosses 

below Chairs X and Z. Laetitia walks between Platform V 

and Stairway II. 

M187: Miss Todd turns toward Chair Z, then back 

toward Laetitia. 

M193: Both women ascend Stairway II and walk to 

the upper end of Platform III. 

M197: Bob enters, walks quickly to downstage end of 

Platform' VI. 

M200: Miss Todd and Laetitia follow him. 



IV 

Figure 11. Platform arrangement for La Perichole (Offenbach): Act II, 
No. 10 - Chorus. 

if* 
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M215: Miss Todd takes Bob's right arm and they de

scend Stairway II, stopping at the bottom. Laetitia follows, 

coming on Bob's left. 

M231: Miss Todd, embarrassed, looks stage right. 

M236; Laetitia hurries up Stairway II, looking back 

at Bob. 

M240: Bob walks to Point A (the "Fireplace"). 

M242: He warms himself by the fire, holding his 

palms out and rubbing them together. 

M245: Laetitia returns with the bathrobe; both 

women stand below (in front of) Stairway II. 

• • • • • 

OFFENBACH: La Perichole 

Act II, No. 10 - Chorus 

Properties: Vial of smelling salts 
Brandy bottle 
Fans 
Handkerchief 

Ml: As the curtain opens the ladies can be seen be

hind and on both sides of the armchair in which the Marquis 

has fainted. They are worried, some have fans, others wave 

handkerchiefs to "clear the air." 

M12: Ninetta is so upset that she swoons and sits 

on Platform V. 

M24: Ninetta goes to left side of armchair. 
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M26: Brambilla is at the right side of the arm

chair. 

M28: Frasquinella brings a large brandy bottle from 

Platform IV, crossing below Brambilla, and pours the "con

tents" on the Marquis' head. She then crosses back again to 

Platform IV. 

M30: Brambilla and Ninetta rub the Marquis1 head. 

M32: Ninetta yanks his head down. The characters 

M are now m this relative position: F, B, ̂  N; Manuelita 

is standing on Platform I, the others are standing on the 

floor. 

M34: Brambilla motions for Frasquinella to come and 

rub the Marquis' wrists; Brambilla yanks his head up; Ninet

ta rubs his wrists. 

M37: Brambilla and Ninetta continue to rub his 

wrists; Franquinella steps away, right, and looks helpless. 

M40, beat 4: The Marquis sneezes. The ladies stop 

rubbings wrists, etc. 

M45-M47: The ladies immediately around the Marquis 

"pass on" the news to those further away. 

M48: The soloists begin again to rub his wrists. 

M55-M58: Brambilla and Ninetta alternately slap 

his face from side to side on counts 1 and 4 of each measure. 

M59-M65: This is more wrist rubbing. 

M65: Ninetta once again brings her smelling salts. 



Figure 12. Platform arrangement for The Barber of Seville (Paisiello): 
Act I, Part 2 - Trio. 

Hi 
VD 
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M70: The ladies continue their gestures of anxiety 

to the end. 

PAISIELLO: The Barber of Seville 

Act I, Part 2 - Trio 

Property: A large handkerchief (for Giovinetto) 

M3: As the curtain rises, Svegliato is sitting on 

the left corner of Platform I, leaning his back against 

Platform IV. Bartolo stands between Platforms I and V. 

M29: Svegliato exits stage right. Bartolo wanders 

downstage left. 

M33: Svegliato walks below Platform I, stops at the 

left corner. 

MS5: Giovinetto enters from stage right, alternate

ly walking and sneezing. He continues to Platform V on 

which he sits (measure 39). Svegliato sits on the left cor

ner of Platform I as before. 

M37: Bartolo crosses below Giovinetto to center 

stage. 

M40: Bartolo addresses Giovinetto. 

M61: Bartolo walks to Platform I, hoping to"learn 

something from Svegliato. 

M62: Bartolo runs to Platform V, hoping for word 

from Giovinetto. 



Figure 13. Platform arrangement for Archy and Mehitabel (Kleinsinger): 
Excerpt. i-* 
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M63-M65: Bartolo turns first to one servant, then 

to the other. 

M72: Svegliato stands. 

M77; Giovinetto stands and walks to Bartolo. 

M79: Bartolo crosses below Giovinetto to Platform V. 

M95: Bartolo sits on Platform V. Giovinetto and 

Svegliato walk to him. 

M103: Bartolo stands, pushes Svegliato and Giovi

netto toward right stage (they are facing right). 

M112: The three are now extreme downstage right. 

M114: Bartolo pushes them offstage right, returns, 

exhausted, to Platform V. 

KLEINSINGER: Archy and Mehitabel 

Excerpt 

Property: Garbage can 

Ml: The curtain opens to reveal the arrangement of 

platforms shown in Figure 13, but without the garbage can. 

Archy enters from downstage right and steps onto Platform I. 

M9: Archy looks offstage right, notices that Mehit

abel is not alone. 

M10: He steps to the floor left of Platform I and 

walks to center stage. 
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M20: The cats enter from stage right, Mehitabel 

leading the way. Two cats carry the garbage can which they 

place in the position shown in Figure 13 (on beat 1 of meas

ure 23). Mehitabel continues to stroll until she reaches 

Archy, stage left. The cats take imaginary kittens out of 

the garbage can, fondle them in their arms as they sit and 

stand on Platform I and Stairways II and III, and on the 

floor. 

M30: The cats put the "kittens" back into the gar

bage can, and carry the can onto Platform I. Holding the 

handles, they swing the garbage can gently back and forth 

during the lullaby as if it were a cradle, stopping ("freez

ing") during the fermatas when Mehitabel talks, and resuming 

the rocking motions when the music starts again. 

M45: Mehitabel strolls toward the garbage can, 

stopping a little left of Platform I, downstage. 

M64: Archy runs to Mehitabel, upset. 

M65: The cats quietly set the garbage can in the 

center of Platform I and exit stage right. 

M68: Archy takes a couple of steps, looks at the 

"sky," extends his palms to feel "raindrops." 

M73: Mehitabel wanders stage left, unconcerned. 

M83: Archy follows her. 

M91: Mehitabel very slowly moves toward the garbage 

can, crossing below Archy. Archy looks helpless and gives 

a "she's incorrigible" look. 
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Figure 14. Platform arrangement for The Elixir of Love (Donizetti): Act I, 
Scene IV. cn 
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DONIZETTI; The Elixir of Love 

Act I, Scene IV 

Properties: Papers 
Black bag 
Small bottles 
Reins for "horses" 

N.B. Before attempting to stage this or any other 

"crowd" scene, the director should read carefully Chapter 

Eight and pages 58 to 63 of Goldovsky's book, Bringing Opera 

to Life. 

M6: As the curtain opens, a group of men, standing 

downstage right of Platform I, are looking offstage right; 

small groups of people enter from either side of the stage, 

some from upper center stage. Several ladies are standing 

on Platform VI visiting casually. 

M15: Several people join the group of men and try 

to see over their shoulders. A very short person is lifted 

up to see over the crowd. 

M20: A few more people join the group. One member 

of the crowd goes up the stairs to tell the ladies. 

M30: Some of the ladies descend the stairs and 

join the group. 

M35: A few men motion for other ladies to join them; 

the ladies do. 

M4 2: About ten people point to the rear right cor

ner of the auditorium (viewed from the stage); everyone then 
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talks excitedly. They follow with their eyes the approach

ing "carriage" to the center of the rear auditorium wall. 

M46: They point again, this time to the center of 

the rear auditorium wall. 

M58-M74: Omit. 

M75: The crowd continues to watch the arrival of 

the "carriage". 

M83: The "carriage" is now at left rear corner of 

the auditorium. 

M95: The "carriage" can be "seen" offstage left by 

the townspeople. 

M98: The "carriage" appears onstage, entering from 

stage left. It stops downstage center, just left of Plat

form I. Note: A real carriage is clumsy; it is much easier 

to have four boys pantomime the actions of horses, with Dr. 

Dulcamara holding the reins behind them. A similar and very 

effective sequence appears in the movie, "Oliver." 

Act I, Scene V 

Ml: Dulcamara gets out of the carriage. He has 

bottles in all pockets, and is carrying a large black bag 

which he drops next to the front corner of Platform I on 

count 1 of measure 1. He leaves it there. The "horses" 

exit stage right. 

M7: The Doctor steps onto Platform I. The people 

gather around on either side of and above (behind) him. 
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Throughout the scene, Dulcamara should make outlandish ges

tures on the loud chords of the accompaniment (measures 22 

and 25). 

M26: Dulcamara steps onto Platform IV. 

M40: He takes small bottles from inside his coat. 

M47: He takes a handful of papers (testimonials) 

from inside his coat. 

M61: He steps to Platform I, then to the floor, 

and walks stage right. The crowd is awed. 

M81: He walks stage left, crossing below Platform 

I. The crowd closes in or makes way for him whenever he 

moves. 

M97: He starts toward Platform I. 

M105: He steps onto Platform I. 

M132: He steps onto Platform XV. 

M169: Women look in their purses or ask their hus

bands for money. 

M174: He begins selling the bottles of potion which 

are in his coat pockets. 

M190: His supply of bottles is depleted. He steps 

from the platforms to the floor, goes to his black bag and 

takes a few bottles from it. 

M205: He sings an "aside" to the audience as he is 

kneeling with one knee next to the black bag. 

M221: Dulcamara returns to Platform IV, arriving 

about measure 225. 
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M246: He steps onto Platform V. The crowd now 

circles him on all sides. 

M270-M277: Omit. 

M286; The lights dim. 



CHAPTER 6 

PRODUCTION II - "A TRIO OF OPERAS" 

This program consists of excerpts from three operas: 

Orfeo and Euridice by Gluck, The Merry Wives of Windsor by 

Nicolai, and Mozart's The Marriage of Figaro (see the print

ed format, Figure 15). There is one easy chorus for mixed 

voices included from each opera, and from Figaro, an addi

tional chorus for girls voices. Scenes from the operas by 

Nicolai and Mozart are especially appealing to adolescent 

performers. 

There are twelve solo roles, five for boys (4 major, 

1 minor) and seven for girls (5 major, 2 minor). Solos 

range from very easy to moderately difficult. Two silent 

roles are included. 

The necessary "sets" consist of two doorframes in 

addition to the platforms shown in Figure 2. Drawings of 

the platform arrangements are included as in Chapter 5. 

Piano accompaniment is suggested throughout. As before, a 

list of essential properties precedes the staging directions 

for each scene. 

Choreography is required in two of the scenes. A 

choral director who is not experienced in this area will 

need to rely on the assistance of a dance expert, since 
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PROGRAM 

Orfeo and Euridice Gluck 

Act II - Excerpts 

The Merry Wives of Windsor Nicolai 

Act I," Scene I, No. 1 

Act I, Scenes 6, 7, 8, and 9 

Act III, Scenes 13 and 14 

I N T E R M I S S I O N  

The Marriage of Figaro Mozart 

Act I, Nos. 1, 2 - Duets (Figaro and Susanna) 

Act I, No. 5 - Duet (Marcellina and Susanna) 

Act III, No. 16 - Duet (Count and Susanna) 

Act III, No. 20 - Duet (Countess and Susanna) 

Act III - Finale 

Figure 15. Format of the printed program for Pro
duction II: "A Trio of Operas". 



Figure 16. Platform arrangement for Orfeo and Euridice (Gluck): Act II, 
Nos. 21-27. 
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choreographic directions are not included. Imaginative cos

tumes are needed for the insect dancers in The Merry Wives, 

and period dress enhances the solo roles of Figaro. Other

wise robes or improvised costumes are sufficient. 

It is possible, since this program is relatively 

short (about an hour in length), to introduce each excerpt 

with a brief narration. Sample introductions are supplied 

and are enclosed in brackets. 

For the choral teacher who is so inclined, there are 

several opportunities to correlate the preparation of these 

scenes with other areas of the high school curriculum. Stu

dents of English literature who are studying the works of 

Shakespeare may wish to compare and contrast his play, The 

Merry Wives of Windsor, with the Nicolai opera. Students of 

history may wish to investigate possible influences of the 

philosophy expressed in The Marriage of Figaro on the French 

Revolution in order to understand Napoleon's remark guoted 

in the introductory narration for that work. The subject of 

Gluck's opera is often included in the study of Greek My

thology. 

GLUCK: Orfeo and Euridice 

Narration: [Good evening, ladies and gentlemen. We 

have prepared and are presenting tonight, scenes from three 

well-known operas: Orfeo and Euridice by Gluck, The Merry 
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Wives of Windsor by Nicolai, and Mozart's The Marriage of 

Figaro. 

In 1762, fourteen years before the American Declara

tion of Independence, Christoph Willibald Gluck composed in 

Vienna what is now the oldest opera in our modern repertory. 

He chose as a basis for his libretto the mythological ac

count of Orfeo which has inspired more operas than any other 

story. The plot is familiar. Orfeo, the legendary musician, 

is so grieved at the death of his wife, Euridice, that he 

begs and gains permission to visit the infernal regions in 

search of her. There he sings so beautifully that the Fu

ries open the gates of hell and allow him to enter and wan

der the Elysian Fields looking for his beloved. The scene 

we are presenting is from Act II of Gluck1s opera and takes 

place at the entrance to Hades.] 

Special Note: If the "Dance of the Furies" which 

immediately precedes the suggested choral sections is not 

included, a piano introduction is necessary. Measures 5 

through 10 of No. 21 will suffice. During this introductory 

section the curtain rises to reveal some of the Furies (a-

bout three-quarters of the choir) standing on and in front 

of Platforms II, III, VI, and VII. The gate is visible to 

the audience. 
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No. 21 - Chorus 

Ml: The Furies are watching Orfeo's "approach". 

At first they look at the right rear corner of the auditor

ium (viewed from the stage). 

M10: The Furies pretend to watch Orfeo who is now 

about midway along the right auditorium wall. Two or three 

of them walk ("float") across the stage from right to left 

pointing to "Orfeo". 

M26: Additional Furies enter from stage left and 

ascend Stairway II; others enter from stage right and ascend 

Stairway III. 

M31: Several Furies walk from left to right below 

Platforms VI and VII. 

No. 22 - Solo and Chorus 

Ml: Orfeo enters from stage right. A few Furies 

descend Stairway II and walk to the area between Points A 

and B. 

M3: Orfeo has reached Platform IV. He crosses be

low it, addressing the Furies on stage left. Several Fur

ies descend Stairway III and move to the area between C and 

D. 

M6: On the word "no" the Furies on stage left 

thrust their right hands (palms forward) toward Orfeo and 

turn their heads left. 
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M7: Orfeo looks stage right. On the word "no" the 

Furies on stage right repeat the same gesture with their 

left hands and turn their heads right. 

M9: Both groups repeat the gestures on the word 

"no". 

M13: Orfeo crosses above Platform IV to address 

the Furies on stage right. 

M20: He crosses again to stage left. 

M24, M25, M27: The Furies repeat their previous 

gestures on the word "no" as in measures 6, 7, and 9. 

M36: Orfeo walks to Platform IV. 

No. 23 - Chorus 

Ml: Orfeo, dejected, sits on Platform IV. 

M5: The two Furies at Points D and B walk toward 

the gate. The other Furies between D-C and A-B follow them 

in a column. The "leaders" of these two lines meet below 

the gate about measure 18 where they stop. Those following 

them also stop and they all turn toward the audience. 

M19: Ten Furies (more or less, depending on the 

total choir enrollment) descend Stairways II and III and 

move slowly toward Points D and B in a column. The "lead

ers" of these lines arrive at Points D and B at measure 31. 

M3 2: Orfeo stands. 
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No. 24 - Aria 

Ml: Orfeo strums his lyre (or guitar), backs two 

steps and addresses the Furies on stage right. 

M19: Orfeo crossed the stage below Platform IV to 

address the Furies near Point B. 

M23: He returns to Platform IV. 

No. 25 - Chorus 

Ml: Orfeo sits on Platform IV. 

Mil: The Furies who before descended the stairways 

toward Points D and B now return to the Platforms in reverse 

order. The two Furies who met below the gate, lead their 

groups back toward Points D and B into their earlier posi

tion. 

No. 26 - Aria 

Ml: Orfeo stands directly below Platform IV. While 

singing he walks slowly toward Point D, and at measure eight 

is halfway there. 

M9: He turns and walks toward Point B, arriving 

about measure 15. 

No. 27 - Chorus 

Ml: Orfeo turns his back to the audience and looks 

at the gate. The Furies who are between Points D-C and A-B 

now ascend their respective stairways so that they are on 
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and in front of Platforms II, III, VI, and VII. The gate 

must be fully visible to the audience. 

M27: One Fury ceremoniously opens the gate toward 

the audience. 

M37: Orfeo begins walking toward the gate. 

M42: He passes between Platforms VI and VII and 

disappears from view. 

M45: The Fury closes the gate and the lights begin 

to fade. They are completely out on the last "prevailed". 

NICOLAI: The Merry Wives of Windsor 

Narration; [More than seventy years after the first 

performance of Orfeo, Otto Nicolai set to music one of the 

most rollicking of Shakespeare's comedies, The Merry Wives 

of Windsor. It is in this play that we meet that larger-

than-life-size character, Sir John Falstaff. 

Fat, flabby Sir John is in love with two beautiful 

ladies, Mrs. Ford and Mrs. Page. The fact that they are 

married does not deter Sir John at all. He writes a pas

sionate love letter and sends Xerox copies of it to both 

ladies. What he has failed to realize is that the ladies 

are friends. In our first scene, Mrs. Ford and Mrs. Page 

compare letters, realize what Sir John is up to, and decide 

to unite their efforts in revenge. We present, from Nico

lai' s The Merry Wives of Windsor, the opening duet.] 
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Figure 17. Platform arrangement for The Merry Wives of Windsor (Nicolai): 
Act I, Scene I, No. 1. 
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Act I, Scene I, No. 1 - Duet 

Properties: A shawl 
An apron 
Two letters 

M3: As the curtain opens Mrs. Ford, wearing an ap

ron, is reading a letter as she stands on Platform I. A 

shawl is hanging on the hatrack. 

M10, beat 3: She looks at the audience and covers 

her mouth with her hand as if to say, "Of all the nerve!" 

M16: She steps from the right side of Platform I to 

the floor. 

M28: She sits on Platform IV. 

M38, beat 1; She stands. 

M48: She wanders downstage a little right of center. 

M55: She stops. 

M57: She folds the letter and pockets it. 

M66: She starts toward Stairway III, arriving about 

measure 70. She stops left of Stairway III, takes the let

ter out again. 

M74: She opens the letter; the sight of it in

creases her desire for revenge. She refolds and re-pockets 

the letter. 

M77: She steps onto the bottom step of Stairway 

III, turns suddenly left, noticing the apron. She then 

quickly returns to Platform I, removing her apron as she 
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walks. She exchanges her apron for the shawl and again 

starts for Stairway III, about measure 85. 

M77: Mrs. Page, furious and out of breath, ascends 

Stairway II. 

M83: Mrs. Page is now on Platform VI. 

M88, beat 1: Mrs. Page notices Mrs. Ford who is 

about center stage. 

M89, beat 2: Mrs. Page descends Stairway III, one 

step on each quarter rest, reaching the floor at measure 92, 

beat 1. The two ladies meet at the right of center stage. 

M98: Mrs. Ford leads the way to Platforms V and IV. 

M100: The ladies sit on Platforms V and IV. 

M111-M123: Each lady looks at her own letter as she 

reads, then at the other lady during the rests. 

M126, beat 1; Both look straight at the audience, 

mouths open, dumbfounded. 

M127, beat 1: They stand abruptly. (N.B. The meas

ure of the key and meter change is a continuation of measure 

126.) 

M129: They fold the letters and pocket them. 

M141: Mrs. Ford walks stage right, arriving just 

left of the lower corner of Stairway III at measure 150. 

M151: Mrs. Page walks downstage left. 

M155: Both women start toward center stage, arriv

ing about measure 160. 



Piles of 

Clothes 

Figure 18. Platform arrangement for The Merry Wives of Windsor (Nicolai): ^ 
Act I, Scenes 6, 7, 8, 9. 
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M174: The ladies shake hands on each quarter note, 

ending on count 1 of measure 175 (the fermata) as the lights 

dim. 

Act I, Scene 6 

Properties: An assortment of clothes, including 
several sheets. 

A huge basket 
Two door frames 
A large key 

Narration; [The ladies decide that it is possible 

to thwart Falstaff's plans and at the same time tease their 

own jealous husbands. Mrs. Ford invites Sir John to her 

house while her husband is away. The ladies send an anony

mous letter to Mr. Ford, informing him of Falstaff's visit. 

In our next scene you will see "round one" of the ladies' 

revenge upon Sir John.] 

Dialogue: Mrs. Ford is sorting soiled laundry down

stage right. Mrs. Page enters through the right doorway, 

walks above Mrs. Ford to center stage. The servants bring-

the basket through the right doorway, and set it in center 

stage. The servants walk through the right doorway and exit 

stage right. Mrs. Page walks through the right doorway, and 

sits on Platform IV to eavesdrop. 
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Act I, Scenes 7, 8, 9 

Ml: Falstaff enters through the left doorway. Mrs. 

Ford is still sorting clothes, stage right. 

M2-M4: He takes a'large key from his pocket and 

"locks" the door (pantomime), replacing the key in his 

pocket. 

M5: He turns toward Mrs. Ford, and gazes upon his 

"prize" with a look of rapture. 

M7: Falstaff walks to the left side of the basket. 

M9: He walks below the basket, and sits on the left 

end of Platform V. 

M13: Mrs. Ford demurely walks toward Platform V and 

sits on the extreme right edge of it. 

M17: Falstaff, his eyes closed in anticipation of 

ecstasy', extends his arms to embrace Mrs. Ford. 

M18: Mrs. Ford stands quickly, turns right, and 

runs above Platform V and the basket to the left doorway. 

Falstaff's embrace closes on empty space (count 1 of meas

ure 18). 

M20: Falstaff first looks right, then upon hearing 

her voice, he looks left at Mrs. Ford. 

M21: Falstaff stands. 

M27: He walks toward Mrs. Ford. 

M31: He reaches her. 

M33: She crosses below him and walks to the clothes, 

downstage right. 
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M35: Falstaff walks to the basket. 

M40: Mrs. Page, hearing her name, peeks through the 

"keyhole". 

M44: Falstaff imitates Mrs. Page, walking toward 

Mrs. Ford. Mrs. Page, watching through the "keyhole", is 

offended. 

M48: Mrs. Page walks upstage extreme right, crosses 

to upstage left and walks downstage left to the left door

way, arriving at measure 58. 

M50: Mrs. Ford bashfully offers her hand to Sir 

John. The two move toward Platform V, sitting on it at 

count 1 of measure 59. . 

M80: Mrs. Ford hides Falstaff on the floor behind 

Platform V and the basket. 

M85: She runs quickly to the doorway, arriving at 

measure 87. The door, however, is "locked". She quickly 

returns to Falstaff, gets the key, returns to the door and 

opens it (measure 93). 

M93: Mrs. Page, breathless, steps through the left 

doorframe, immediately crosses below Mrs. Ford, and walks 

to center stage. Mrs. Ford follows her. 

M118: Mrs. Ford points toward the hidden Falstaff. 

M121: Mrs. Page walks downstage extreme right. 

M129: Mrs. Ford walks downstage left. 

M140: The ladies both walk to center stage. 

M168-M169: Mrs. Page notices the basket. 
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Figure 19. Platform arrangement for The Merry Wives of Windsor (Nicolai): 
Act III, Scenes 13, 14. 
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M170; Mrs. Page walks to right corner of the basket. 

M177: Mrs. Ford walks to the left corner of the 

basket. 

M186: The ladies drag the basket downstage. 

M188: Sir John stands, with difficulty, and walks 

to left of Mrs. Ford. 

M199: Mrs. Ford crosses above (behind) the basket 

and Platform V to the clothes, and begins selecting various 

items with which to cover Falstaff. Mrs. Page moves to left 

corner of the basket. 

M221: Mrs. Ford takes a sheet or bedspread and puts 

it on top of Falstaff. 

M248: The servants enter with a pole to carry the 

basket. The ladies move to above the basket. 

M275: The servants carry the basket through the 

right doorway and exit stage right. 

M287; (1st measure of Scene 10) Blackout. 

Act III, Scene 13 - Dance of the Insects 

Properties: None 

Narration: [The final round of vengeance upon Sir 

John occurs near the end of the opera - at midnight, in 

Windsor Forest where the ladies have agreed to meet him. 

Falstaff arrives, disguised as Heme, the hunter, with ant

lers on his head. When ghosts appear, the ladies run away, 

leaving the terrified Falstaff to face the supernatural 
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creatures alone. "Insects, beetles, flies and moths" pinch 

and stab Sir John as punishment for his sins. Jealous Mr. 

Ford, who has suffered frustration and embarrassment 

throughout the opera in his futile attempts to catch his 

wife alone with Falstaff, shouts encouragement to the insect 

tormentors. And now, from Act III, the midnight scene in 

Windsor Forest.] 

M1-M8: The curtain rises. Chorus members are 

standing on Platforms II, III, VI, and VII. Sir John, ter

rified and wearing antlers, stands left of Platform V. The 

dancers, in imaginative costumes, enter from upstage between 

Platforms VII and II and circle Sir John, running. He is 

bewildered. Mrs. and Mrs. Page, and Mrs. Ford stand in 

front of Stairway II. 

M10 through M57: Omit. 

M58-M80: The dance continues. Mr. Page moves from 

Stairway II to downstage left. 

M8 2: Insects attack Sir John from the rear as he is 

facing left. He quickly turns right. 

M86: Others attack from the left. 

M89-M93: Other attacks are made, alternately left 

and right. 

M97-M98: Omit the words of Dr. Cajus and Slender. 

M100: Sir John sits on Platform IV. 
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Act III, No. 16 - General Dance and Chorus 

During the recitative Mr. Page stands downstage left 

as before. Throughout this number additional dancers enter 

and continue to torment Falstaff in various ways. Choreog

raphy must be designed on the basis of the number and abili

ty of the dancers, the size of the stage, types of costumes 

used and other items. No further staging directions are 

supplied. Individual directors who feel unqualified in the 

area of choreography will want to consult a dance expert. 

MOZART: The Marriage of Figaro 

Narration: [The premier performance of Mozart's 

The Marriage of Figaro took place May 1, 1786 at the Imperi

al Court Theater in Vienna. Several years earlier the ori

ginal French play by Beaumarchais had been banned both in 

Paris and Vienna as subversive because it ridiculed the up

per class and its privileges. It was considered immoral by 

some. Napoleon later said that the play was "the Revolu

tion already in action." 

The Marriage of Figaro is a sequel to The Barber of 

Seville and its setting is the Count's castle near that 

famous city in Spain. Figaro and Susanna, servants of the 

Count, are engaged to be married. The Count is now sorry 

that he publicly renounced that ancient custom, droit de 

seigneur, the right of a nobleman to spend the first night 



Figure 20. Platform arrangement for The Marriage of Figaro (Mozart): 
Act I, Scene 1, Nos. 1, 2 - Duets. -j 
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with any bride who happens to be his subject. In our first 

scene, Figaro is measuring their future bedroom while Su

sanna prepares her trousseau. From The Marriage of Figaro, 

the two opening duets.] 

Act I, No. 1 - Duet (Figaro, Susanna) 

Properties: Arm chair 
Dressing table, chair 
Small bridal hat 
Yardstick 
Pencil 
Paper 

M2: As the curtain rises, Susanna is sitting in 

Chair X, sewing flowers on her bridal hat. She threads the 

needle, ties a knot in the thread, and attends to other de

tails of sewing. Figaro is measuring line C-D with a yard

stick, his back to the audience. A pencil is above his ear, 

a small pad of paper in his pocket. 

M15: Figaro takes the paper and pencil, records the 

measurements. 

M18-M30: Figaro measures the imaginary line D-E, 

facing the audience. He moves a few inches at a time and 

adjusts the yardstick. 

M21: Susanna rises, walks to and sits in Chair Z 

which is on Platform I above the dressing table and imagi

nary mirror. 

M25: She puts the hat on and admires herself in the 

"mirror". 
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M30-M35: Figaro, now at Point E, again records the 

measurements, absorbed in his work. 

M36-M46: Figaro measures line E-F, facing the aud

ience, his back to Susanna 1 

M46: Susanna turns sideways in her chair to allow 

Figaro to see the hat. Figaro again takes the pencil and 

paper from his pocket and writes. 

M49; Figaro looks up at Susanna, then down again at 

his paper. 

M54: Susanna stands, still looking in the "mirror". 

M58: Figaro looks at Susanna. 

M59; Figaro walks directly toward Susanna, leaning 

the yardstick on the left side of Armchair X as he passes 

above it, then steps onto Platform I above Susanna and ad

mires her hat in the mirror. He must stand a little left of 

her so that the audience can see his face. 

M67, beat 1: Figaro puts his arms around Susanna's 

waist (she is still looking into the mirror), holds his pos

ition through the fermata. 

M6 7, beat 3: Susanna breaks away, steps to the 

floor just left of corner D; Figaro walks right, around the 

dressing table to the lower corner of Platform I (right of 

Susanna). 

M75, beat 2: Figaro steps to the floor. 
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M77, beat 1: Figaro, still behind Susanna, attempts 

to kiss her neck on the right side. She steps away, crosses 

below Chair X; he crosses above it. 
i 

M78, beat 1: He kisses her neck on the left; this 

time she allows it. 

M79: Figaro takes Susanna's left hand with his right 

and leads her to a point midway between E and F. 

M81, beat 2: He takes both of her hands in his, 

facing her. 

M82, beat 2: They pivot so that they exchange 

places, still holding hands. 

M85, beat 2: Putting their feet together, they 

whirl around several times, laughing. 

M88: They stop the whirl, narrowly avoiding a fall. 

Susanna ends in Chair X, Figaro at the left of it. 

Recitative 

MO: Susanna notices the yardstick leaning against 

the left side of Chair X. 

Ml: She picks it up, still sitting in the chair. 

M5, beat 4: Susanna stands, leaning the yardstick 

against the chair as before. 

Mil, beat 2: She takes several steps downstage, but 

not as far as Point E. 

M12, beat 3: Figaro follows, still left of Susanna. 

M15: Susanna moves to Point E. 
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Act I, No. 2 - Duet (Figaro, Susanna) 

Ml: Susanna returns to Chair X and sits in it. She 

removes her hat and sews additional flowers on it. Figaro 
i 

follows her, begins singing left of Chair X. 

M9: He crosses below. Armchair X to a point just 

right of D. 

M13: He steps toward Point D, gestures toward the 

"Countess1 Room," offstage right. • 

M14: He looks at Susanna. 

M15: He steps toward Susanna. 

M20: He crosses below the Armchair, back to just 

left of Chair X. 

M28: He walks toward Point F. 

M35: He arrives at Point F. 

M40-M43: He returns to Chair X. 

M42: Susanna stands, places her hat in Chair X. 

M47: She takes several steps toward Point F, cross

ing below Figaro. Figaro crosses above Chair X to right of 

it. 

M55: She arrives at Point F. 

M63: She faces the "Count's Room," stage left and 

pretends to see the Count coming toward her. 

M66: She backs toward Figaro, shrinking from the 

imaginary threatening Count. 



Figure 21. Platform arrangement for The Marriage of Figaro (Mozart): Act I, ^ 
No. 5 - Duet. 
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M70: Figaro starts toward Susanna, crossing below 

Chair X; he reaches her at measure 74, just left of Chair X. 

M75: Susanna crosses below Figaro and Chair X to 

the right side of it. 

M80, beat 2; Susanna turns toward Figaro. 

M82: Susanna turns away from Figaro. 

M85; She slowly walks to extreme right of stage. 

M92: She turns and walks quickly toward Figaro, 

reaching him about measure 96. 

M96; Figaro is plainly worried; he looks stage left 

at the "Count's Room." 

M105: Susanna picks up the hat and sits in Chair X. 

M112: Figaro crosses below Susanna to Point D. 

M120: Figaro walks to a point directly above Chair 

X, arriving about measure 125. 

M140: Susanna sews the remaining flowers, while 

Figaro continues to look worried, as the lights fade. 

Act I - Recitative (Marcellina and Susanna) 

Properties: A wedding hat 

Narration: [As Susanna prepares for her approaching 

marriage she encounters Marcellina, a considerably older wo

man who has loaned a sum of money to Figaro with the agree

ment that he will marry her if he is unable to repay the 

money at a certain date. We present now the duet from Act I 
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in which the two rivals, Marcellina and Susanna, exchange 

insults.] 

Ml: Marcellina enters from stage left as the cur

tain rises. She sings when she is about halfway to the 

doorframe and continues walking until she is directly below 

(in front of) it. 

M2: Susanna enters from stage left, carrying her 

wedding hat. 

M2, beat 3: Marcellina turns, catches sight of 

Susanna, then quickly turns away. Susanna stops about half

way to the doorframe. 

M13: Both women start to pass through the doorway. 

M14, beat 4: Marcellina makes a deep curtsey and 

remains down through the first measure of the duet introduc

tion. 

Act I, No. 5 - Duet (Marcellina, Susanna) 

M6, beats 3, 4: Marcellina curtseys. (Note: If the 

women curtsey after they have sung, their words are more 

easily heard by members of the audience.) 

M9, beats 3, 4: Susanna curtseys. 

M10, beats 3, 4: Marcellina curtseys. 

Mil, beats 2, 3, 4: Susanna curtseys. 

M12, beats 3, 4: Marcellina curtseys. 

M13, beats 2, 3, 4: Susanna curtseys; Marcellina 

crosses below Susanna. The relative position is now: S, M. 



Figure 22. Platform arrangement for The Marriage of Figaro (Mozart): Act III, ^ 
No. 16 - Duet. -j 
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M23, beats 3, 4: Marcellina curtseys. 

M25, beats 3, 4: Susanna curtseys. 

M27, beats 3 ? 4: Marcellina curtseys. 

M29, beats 3 ? 4: Susanna curtseys. 

M33, beat 1: Marcellina, angry, crosses below Su

sanna and walks downstage right. The position is now: M, S. 

M38: Marcellina turns again toward Susanna. 

M40: Marcellina curtseys. 

M4 2: Susanna curtseys. 

M45: Susanna curtseys. 

M47: Marcellina curtseys. 

M48; Susanna curtseys. 

M52: Marcellina, furious, crosses below Susanna and 

walks downstage left. The position is now: S, M. 

M70: Marcellina picks up her skirt (if her dress is 

long), marches below Susanna, turns sharply right and exits 

through the doorway while Susanna laughs. 

M73: The lights dim. 

Act III, Recitative (Count, Susanna) 

Property: A vial of smelling salts. 

Narration: [Susanna has informed the Countess of 

the Count's intentions and the two women have devised a plot 

against him. Susanna is to play along with the Count and 

agree to meet him secretly at night. The Countess, dis

guised as Susanna, will actually keep the appointed 
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rendezvous, much to the Count's embarrassment. In our next 

scene, from Act III, Susanna agrees to meet the Count in the 

garden.] 

Ml (Page 281, beginning on beat 2 of measure 2); 

The Count is standing at the right on Platform I. Susanna 

enters from stage left, walks to Platform I, but does not 

step onto it until the Count says "take it". 

M10; Susanna steps left to the floor, takes several 

steps stage left. 

M13, beat 4: Susanna turns and walks to Platform I. 

Act III, No. 16 - Duet (Count, Susanna) 

Ml: The Count takes Susanna's hand and she steps 

onto Platform I. 

M8, beats 2, 3, 4: Susanna crosses below the Countj 

both are still on Platform I and remain on it for the re

mainder of the duet (unless the director wishes to give them 

more space in which to move). The Count walks to extreme 

left on the Platform, looks stage left. Their relative pos

ition is now: S, C. 

M15: The Count turns toward Susanna, hopefully. 

M16, beat 3: Susanna turns away from him, coquet-

tishly. 

M19: The Count takes a step toward Susanna. 

M21: Susanna coyly turns away. 



A 

Figure 23. Platform arrangement for The Marriage of Figaro (Mozart): Act III, 
No. 20 - Duet and Chorus. o 
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M22: The Count walks to Susanna. 

M25: Susanna crosses below the Count, walks to ex

treme left on Platform I. Their position is now: C, S. 

M29: The Count is at extreme right, Susanna on 

left of Platform I. She sings her "aside" to the left. 

M36: The Count steps toward Susanna. 

M45: Susanna's first mistake is innocent. She 

crosses below him and they trade places. Their relative 

position is now: S, C. 

M51: This time she deliberately gives the wrong 

answer. Again she crosses below him. Their position is 

now: C, S. Both are on extreme sides of Platform I. She 

again addresses the audience in her "aside". 

M58: Both move toward center of Platform I, the 

Count a little behind Susanna. 

M71: The lights dim. 

Act III, Recitative (Countess, Susanna) 

Properties: Paper 
Quill pen 
Ink bottle 
Long pin 
Nosegays (small bouquets) 

Narration: [Later the Countess dictates a letter 

which Susanna will deliver as her own to the Count. In it a 

certain pine grove is named as a suitable meeting place for 

the rendezvous. The "Letter" duet from Act III.] 
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Ml; The Countess is standing at Point B. Susanna 

is on her left. 

Mil; Susanna crosses above the Countess and sits in 

the chair. 

Act III, No. 20 - The "Letter" Duet (Countess, Susanna) 

Ml; Susanna dips the quill pen and writes. 

M7: The Countess walks slowly toward Platform I, 

turning her head right to speak to Susanna. 

M9; The Countess stops, turns right. 

M12; She turns left and continues to Platform I. 

M18: The Countess again turns to speak to Susanna. 

Susanna looks up with an expression which indicates, "Have I 

heard correctly?" 

M22: The Countess slowly walks toward Susanna. 

M26; The Countess crosses below Susanna and the 

table to extreme stage right. 

M29: The Countess turns left toward Susanna. 

M31; The Countess walks toward Susanna, crossing 

below the table. Susanna leaves the letter on the table and 

walks left of it, stepping to the floor. The women meet at 

the left corner of the table, the Countess on the right. 

M37: The Countess turns right, picks up the letter. 

Both women walk several steps downstage, directly below the 
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table and read the letter as the Countess holds it in her 

left hand. 

M45: The Countess allows her left hand to drop 

freely, still holding the letter. The ladies look at each 

other, gleefully. 

M62: The Countess gives the letter to Susanna, who 

folds it. 

M64; The Countess gives Susanna a hat pin. 

M70: Susanna returns to the table to write on the 

outside of the letter. The Countess hears someone offstage 

left; she walks to the right corner of the table, then walks 

left toward Platform I as the girls of the chorus enter. 

Act III, No. 21 - Chorus 

M3: Susanna hides the note as the first chorus mem

bers enter from stage left. 

M9: The Countess steps onto Platform I to meet the 

first girls who are approaching. The girls surround the 

Platform on either side and in back. Two or three girls 

present flowers to the Countess, then step back. 

M13: Five or six girls step forward, present flow

ers to the Countess, then step back. Soon the Countess is 

unable to hold all of the flowers. She motions for Susanna 

to come. Susanna walks through the group of girls, steps 

onto Platform I and takes some of the flowers from the Count

ess. 
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Figure 24. Platform arrangement for The Marriage of Figaro (Mozart): Act III, to 
Finale. 
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M19: Another group of girls presents flowers to the 

Countess. 

M23 

M27 

M33 

A fourth group presents flowers. 

Chorus girls surround Platform I. 

The girls hold hands and circle Platform I, 

with small running steps, until the music stops. 

M36: The lights fade. 

Act III - Excerpts from the Finale 

Properties: Two handkerchiefs 
Several ribbons 

Narration; [in the final scene of Act III, while.a 

dance is in progress, Susanna manages to give the letter to 

the Count. He is delighted to read it, and invites his sub

jects to attend the double wedding that evening. Marcellina 

is to marry Dr. Bartolo and at last Figaro can marry Susanna. 

The Finale of Act III.] 

Ml: Platforms appear as in Figure 24. There are 

about twenty chorus members onstage in small groups, excited

ly waiting for the arrival of the Count and Countess. Two 

peasant "mothers" are between Points D and F making a last-

minute check of their daughters who are about to sing. They 

straighten their dresses, comb their hair, attach bows, etc. 

Each of the two girls has a handkerchief. Townspeople enter 

from upstage right, ascend Stairway II, walk the length of 
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Platform VII, step onto Platform VI and finally descend 

Stairway III. At this point some of them walk above Plat

form I to downstage right, and some walk toward downstage 

left. 

M12: The two "daughters" step onto Platform I, sing 

loudly without vibrato, as they nervously twist their hand

kerchiefs. A crowd of people listen to them downstage right 

and left. Other peasants continue to cross the platforms, 

etc. A few people sit on the floor below Platform I, watch

ing the daughters sing. 

M36: The girls have forgotten the words of the song 

and look frantically toward their mothers for help. Their • 

mothers, standing on either side, prompt them. 

M53: By this time the entire chorus is onstage. 

The soloists ascend Stairway II, two or three little girls, 

if available, appear first, holding Susanna's bridal hat and 

bouquets. Next, Figaro and Susanna, and finally, the Count 

and Countess appear, waving graciously to the crowd. They 

all walk slowly and stately. Someone offstage brings two 

chairs and places them on Platform I. The Countess sits in 

the right chair about measure 70. 

M72: A stately dance begins downstage right. Some 

of the people stand on Platforms VII and VI in order to see. 

Marcellina grasps Figaro's arm and they dance, Figaro, re

luctantly. While the Countess is receiving bouquets from 

the small girls right of Platform I, Susanna crosses above 
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Platform I, pulls the Count's sleeve (he steps to the left), 

and gives him the note. This must be obvious to the aud

ience. 

M85: Figaro is trying to discover what happened to 

Susanna, when she crosses below Platform I, and walks to 

him. Another member of the crowd dances with Marcellina and 

Figaro meets Susanna a little right of Platform I. The 

Count is downstage left. Both Susanna and Figaro watch him 

as he opens, reads, and refolds the letter. 

M115: The dance is over. The Count walks to and 

steps onto Platform I and sits in the empty chair. 

M126; The Count stands and helps the Countess to 

her feet. They step right onto the floor, turn left, cross 

below Platform I and move toward Stairway III. The subjects 

make way for them. Susanna and Figaro follow, also the 

"flower girls" and the two girls who sang together. 

M135: The Count and Countess slowly ascend Stairway 

III, waving to the crowd. (The townspeople are no longer on 

Platform VI.) 

M146: The Count and Countess step onto Platform VII, 

stop, wave to the crowd, then continue down Stairway II and 

offstage right. Members of the procession follow. 

M165: The lights dim. 



CHAPTER 7 

PRODUCTION III' - "LAUGHTER AND TEARS" 

This program - a series of opera scenes dealing with 

various human emotions - is less than one hour in length. 

The format appears in Figure 25. It offers fourteen solo 

singing roles for girls and only four for boys. Three of 

the scenes involve mixed chorus, and two, girls chorus; five 

selections are for solo voices only. 

The choral excerpts included in this program are not 

only more difficult vocally and musically than those in the 

two preceding chapters, but most of them also require more 

complex staging. The choruses from Orfeo and The Merry 

Wives, included in Chapter 6, and those from Representation, 

Alceste, Dido, and Down in the Valley of Chapter 5, may be 

staged, if necessary, without crowd movement. Members of 

the choir may simply stand on platforms or risers while 

soloists do the "acting" downstage. This tableau-like solu

tion is less satisfactory for the choral scenes from Porgy 

and Bess, Carmen, and The Elixir of Love, which are included 

in this program. Each of these excerpts demands consider

able action and movement from the crowd. Directors are 

again referred to Goldovsky's book, Bringing Opera to Life 

(especially Chapter Eight and pages 58 to 63), for valuable 
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PROGRAM 

ELATION: 
Porgy and Bess 

Act II - "0, I Can't Sit Down" 

INDIGNATION: 
Falstaff . . . *. 

Act I, Part 2 - Excerpt 

CONTENTION: 
Carmen 

Act I, No. 8 

FRUSTRATION: 

Excerpt 

SCEPTICISM: 
Porgy and Bess. 

Act II - "It Ain't Necessarily So" 

JEALOUSY: 
The Magic Flute 

Act I, No. 1 

GOSSIP: 

Act II, Scene IV 
. Donizetti 

OBSTINACY: 
No Song No Supper 

Act I, Scene IV, No. 7 

ANTICIPATION: 
Madame Butterfly 

Act II - The "Flower" Duet 

EXULTATION: 
Cavalleria Rusticana 

"Regina Coeli" Scene 

Figure 25. Format of the printed program for Pro
duction III: "Laughter and Tears". 
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Figure 26. Platform arrangement for Porgy and Bess (Gershwin): Act II -
"0, I Can't Sit Down." 
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assistance in directing the actions of a large crowd on the 

stage. 

The "Flower" duet from Madame Butterfly is the only 

scene which requires simple choreography and elaborate cos

tumes. Scenery, except for'an occasional (and optional) 

painted backdrop, is unnecessary. Sample narration is not 

supplied for this program. Directors may wish to write an 

original introduction for each scene, or they may prefer to 

give this assignment to capable students. 

Solos range from easy to moderately difficult; piano 

accompaniment throughout is suggested. 

GERSHWIN: Porgy and Bess 

Act II - "O, I Can't Sit Down" 

Properties: Lunch baskets 
Other picnic supplies 
Two trumpets 
One clarinet 
One French horn 
One snare drum 
One pair of cymbals 
(or other instruments) 

M7: The curtain opens. Members of the crowd are 

entering from either side of the stage in small groups, 

greeting neighbors, preparing for the picnic. 

M12: Most of the chorus members are onstage. 

M15: About six students holding and pretending to 

play instruments, enter upstage right, ascend Stairway III, 
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march (lifting knees high) on Platforms VII and VI and de

scend Stairway II (about measure 35), turn right, march 

above (behind) Platforms IV, V, and I, to extreme stage 

right, then downstage right of Platform I and left, crossing 

below Platforms I, IV and V to stage right. They ascend 

Stairway II (measure 70), cross Platforms VI and VII and 

exit offstage right (measure 100). A few members of the 

crowd march behind the band. 

M69: A few townspeople begin to clap in rhythm; 

gradually others join in, until by measure 81 nearly all are 

clapping. 

M84: The clapping stops as one boy turns a cart

wheel or walks on his hands, downstage center. Gymnastics 

cease at measure 93. 

M95: A few people ascend Stairway II and follow the 

route of the band, exiting offstage right. 

M100: Others ascend Stairway II and exit offstage 

right. By measure 103 there are only about twenty people 

onstage. 

M103: The lights dim quickly. 



II 

VI 
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IV 

Figure 27. Platform arrangement for Falstaff (Verdi): Act I, Part 2 -
Excerpt. 
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VERDI: Falstaff 

Act I, Part 2 - Excerpt 

Properties: Two letters 

M2: The curtain rises. Meg and Mrs. Quickly, in a 

hurry, are ascending Stairway II. 

M6: They step onto Platform VI and walk to the end 

of it. 

Mil: They descend Platform III: Alice and Anne enter 

from stage right and step onto Platform I. 

M15: Meg and Mrs. Quickly reach the floor, then 

turn right and continue toward Platform I. 

M17: The four ladies meet below Platform V. The 

relative position is now: An 

M18, beat 1. Alice and Meg half-embrace. 

M18, beat 4. Alice crosses below Meg to greet Mrs. 

M A1 
Quickly. The position is now: An ' ' Q 

M20: Alice turns right to address Meg, takes Meg's 

left arm in her right, and the two of them walk right to 

Platform I, crossing below Anne. 

M23: Ann walks to and greets Mrs. Quickly. The po

sition is now: M, A1 - - An, Q. 

. M31: Mrs. Quickly and Anne visit silently. 

M33: Anne and Mrs. Quickly turn toward and walk to 

Alice. 
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M49; Alice takes one step directly downstage, looks 

right and left to see if anyone else may be listening, then 

steps back. 

M51: She motions for the other ladies to come clos

er; they do. 

M81: Meg sits on the right of Platform VI facing 

the audience; Alice sits on the left of Platform V. Mrs. 

Quickly walks above the platforms and stands between the two 

seated ladies. Anne stands left of Alice. 

M101: Alice and Meg move together and sit in the 

center of the two platforms. Mrs. Quickly and Anne lean 

over their shoulders as the four ladies read. 

MHO: Mrs. Quickly and Anne walk to either end of 

Platforms IV and V. 

M114: Mrs. Quickly and Anne return to above the 

seated ladies and continue reading over their shoulders. 

The position is now: An' 1 1 ̂ jL m 

M116 (at the meter change): Alice stands and walks 

downstage left, clowning to the delight of the other three 

ladies who watch her performance as she reads. Anne and 

Mrs. Quickly walk left of Platform V to the front of it and 

sit to watch Alice. The position is now: M, An, Q, - - Al. 

M121: Alice returns to the left side of Platform V. 

M124: Mrs. Quickly stands abruptly and strikes her 

left palm with her right clenched fist (beat-1). 
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Figure 28. Platform arrangement for Carmen (Bizet): Act I, No. 8 - Chorus 
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M125; Meg stands abruptly using the same gesture. 

M126: Anne stands abruptly. 

M152: The four ladies walk downstage center where 

they remain to the end of the scene. 

M172, beat 4: The four determined ladies nod their 

heads once. Blackout. 

BIZET: Carmen 

Act I, No. 8 - Chorus 

Properties: None 

(Screams are heard offstage right just before the 

music begins.) 

• Ml: Zuniga and Don Jose are standing right of Plat

form I as the curtain rises. 

M5: A few girls run quickly up Stairway II, cross 

Platforms VII and VI and down Stairway III. 

M12: Don Jose attempts to ascend Stairway III, but 

cannot because the girls are running down it. He stands 

below and left of Stairway III. Some of the girls run stage 

right to Zuniga, others go to Don Jose. 

M27: By this time the girls have formed two groups, 

one downstage right (Sopranos II), the other downstage left 

(Sopranos I), clustered around the two men. 
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M38: Zuniga moves (with difficulty, because the 

girls obstruct his way), toward and steps onto the front 

corner of Platform I. 

M45; Don Jose, now ignored by the girls who have 

been addressing Zuniga, walks to the right corner of Plat

form I and steps onto it (measure 50). 

M52: Two bold girls grasp Zuniga's arm and pull 

him from Platform I, right of it. 

M59: Several girls pull Don Jose from Platform I to 

left of it. 

M92: The men manage to escape and return to Plat

form I. 

M101; Some of the girls make faces at those on the 

other side. 

MHO: Don Jose turns left, steps to the floor and 

walks to Stairway III, ascends, walks across the platforms 

and disappears upstage right into the "factory". The groups 

of girls come closer and and closer together, until by meas

ure 121 they are pressing Zuniga on either side. 

M122: Zuniga steps downstage.from the front corner 

of Platform I, and extends his arms right and left, like a 

policeman. The girls back a few steps to either side. 

M150: The groups inch forward again toward Zuniga. 

M174: Zuniga ends with his index fingers in his 

ears and his eyes shut tight. 

M176, beat 1: Blackout. 



Telephone is 
located here 

IV 

Figure 29. Platform arrangement for The Telephone (Menotti): Excerpts. ro 
o 
vo 
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MENOTTI: The Telephone 

Excerpts 

Properties: Box of chocolates 
Chair 
Table 
Piece of modern sculpture, wrapped 
Telephone 
Wrist watch (for Ben) 

Note; When numbering measures, notice carefully 

that there are no bars at the end of several scores. 

Ml: As the curtain rises, Lucy, standing downstage 

center, is opening the wrapped sculpture; Ben stands at her 

left. 

M5: The last of the wrapping paper is removed. 

M6: Lucy walks to the table, sets the sculpture on 

it, steps back to admire it, turns left, returns to Ben and 

kisses his right cheek on count 2 of measure 9. 

M10: Lucy turns again to admire the sculpture, 

while Ben nervously clears his throat. 

M14: As Ben walks toward Lucy, she crosses below 

him and sits on the left end of Platform V. 

M15: Ben follows and sits next to her on the right. 

M23: Lucy stands, walks to the phone and picks up 

the receiver. She'stands right of Platform IV. 

M30: Ben, realizing that this telephone conversa

tion is likely to be a long one, wanders to the table, opens 
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the box of chocolates and eats a piece, glancing at his 

wrist watch from time to time. 

M34, beat 4; Lucy coughs and crosses below Platform 

IV to sit in the chair. 

M38, beat 2, through M49, beat 1: Omit. 

M60: Lucy stands; Ben returns to his place on Plat

form V. 

M62, beat 2, through M76, beat 1: Omit. 

M77: Lucy replaces the receiver, crosses and sits 

on the left side of Platform V as before. Ben is sitting on 

the right. 

M84: Lucy stands, walks to the telephone, right of. 

Platform IV. Ben looks impatiently at his watch. 

M95: Lucy returns to Platform V. 

M102: Lucy crosses below Platform IV, sits in the 

chair, and dials. 

M110: Ben, trying to control himself, looks again 

at his watch. 

M118: Lucy returns to Platform V. 

M126, beat 1: Ben stands, turns right, puts 

clenched fists to his temples, as Lucy picks up the receiver. 

Blackout. 

1. For humorous possibilities, see Goldovsky's 
Bringing Opera to Life, pp. 160-161. 



Figure 30. Platform arrangement for Porgy and Bess (Gershwin): Act II -
"It Ain't Necessarily So." 
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GERSHWIN; Porqy and Bess 

Act II - "It Ain't Necessarily So" 

Ml; As the curtaips open chorus members are seen 

standing and sitting on and in front of Platforms II, III, 

and IV. Sporting Life, downstage right, begins strutting 

toward Platform I. 

M3; He stops downstage center (below Platform I). 

M5, beat 3: He continues to Platform V and sits on 

it (measure 7), facing downstage right. 

M15; Sporting Life stands, walks toward Platform I. 

M21: He suddenly jumps onto Platform I, frightening 

the people on stage right. He then alternately addresses 

the crowd on either side of the stage. 

M29: He steps from Platform I to the floor and wan

ders downstage right. 

M40; He wanders back toward Platform I. 

M47; He again jumps suddenly onto Platform I, 

frightening the people on stage left. 

M57; The crowd begins to close in around Platform I. 

A few people sit on the floor in front of the platform with 

their backs to the audience. 

M71. By this time the crowd is in place around Plat

form I. From this point to the end, Sporting Life remains 

on the platform, moving from one side to the other to ad

dress his almost hypnotized listeners. The lights fade (M88). 
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Figure 31. Platform arrangement for The Magic Flute (Mozart): Act I, No. 1. 
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MOZART: The Magic Flute 

Act I, No. 1 

Properties: Three silver javelins 
One "serpent" (see page 65) 

M2: The curtain opens. Tamino enters-up-stage left, 

ascends Stairway III, runs the length of Platform VI and 

descends Stairway II, pursued by the "serpent". 

M6 through M16; Omit. 

M17: Tamino runs above Platform I to stage right. 

M20: He runs in front of Platform II to stage left. 

M23: The Three Ladies ascend Stairway III and walk 

the length of Platform VI. 

M24 through M36: Omit. 

M37; Tamino runs to Platform I (still pursued by 

the "serpent"), and collapses in the center of it. Unno

ticed by the audience, he pulls the string so that the "ser

pent" continues to approach him. 

M40: The Ladies have reached Stairway II. Lady One 

steps onto the second stepj Lady Two stops on the first step; 

Lady Three remains on Platform VI. In this position they 

point their javelins toward the "serpent", and Tamino, un

noticed by the audience, "kills" it with a straight pin. 

The serpent collapses beside Tamino. 

M43: The Ladies triumphantly descend Stairway II, 

turn right and walk above Platform I, arriving about 
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measure 50. Their position is: LI, L2, L3. 

M50: The Ladies lay their javelins on the floor and 

Ladies Two and Three trade places. 

M63: Lady One walks to the right corner of Platform 

I, drops to her knees and looks at Tamino. 

M67: The Second Lady moves toward the left corner 

of Platform I, arriving at measure 71. She also drops to 

her knees and looks at Tamino. The Third Lady stands behind 

Platform I. 

M87: Lady Three walks right and the three Ladies 

meet in front of Platform I. Their position is now: L3, 

LI, L2. Lady One puts her arms behind Ladies Two and Three 

(around their waists) and the trio walks shoulder to shoul

der, slowly toward Stairway II. 

M104: Lady Two steps onto the first step of Stair

way II, and Lady Three crosses below the other ladies and is 

about to ascend, when the First Lady suddenly backs toward 

Platform I. 

M107: Lady Two walks quickly to Lady One. 

M109: Lady Three walks to the other ladies; their 

position is now: LI, L2, L3, and they are downstage center. 

M120: The Second Lady crosses below Lady One and 

walks to right stage. 

M121: Lady Three takes several steps toward stage 

left. 
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M123: The Second Lady takes a few more steps toward 

stage right. 

M125: The Third Lady walks stage left. 

M130: Ladies Two and Three return to Lady One. 

M151: Lady Three turns left and walks to the left 

corner of Platform I. Ladies One and Two turn right and 

walk to the right corner of Platform I. Lady One continues 

to the upper corner of the platform. Ladies One and Two 

imitate the "yearning heart" gestures of Lady Three. 

M159: Lady Three steps onto the left corner of 

Platform I. 

M160: Lady Two steps onto the right corner of Plat

form I. 

M161: Lady One steps onto the rear corner of Plat

form I.' 

M173: The Ladies step from Platform I to the floor; 

Ladies One and Two cross above Platform I and meet Lady 

Three (coming right of her), who is left of Tamino. Their 

position is now: L2, LI, L3. Lady One puts her arms around 

the waists of the other two, as before, and the three of 

them walk toward Stairway II. 

M179: Lady One steps up to the third step. 

M180: Lady Two steps up to the second step. 

M182: Lady Three steps up to the first step. 



Figure 32. Platform arrangement for No Song No Supper (Storace): Act I, i\j 
Scene IV, No. 7 - Duet. ^ 
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M182: Lady One steps onto Platform VI. The other 

ladies step up, maintaining their relative position on three 

different levels. 

M194-: Ladies Two and Three join Lady One on Plat

form VI. 

M200: The ladies descend Stairway III and exit 

(measure 204). Curtain. 

• • • • • 

STORACE: No Song No Supper 

Act I, Scene IV 

Properties: Two large sacks filled with various items. • 

Dialogue 

Dorothy is knitting as she rocks in the rocking 

chair. George enters from stage left, "kicks" the "door" 

open, walks through the doorway to the table. When he sets 

his sacks on the table, Dorothy turns to address him. 

George sits in the other chair. 

No. 7 - Duet: "I Think I'll Venture" 

Ml: Dorothy is still knitting as she rocks. George 

stands, walks above the table and begins taking individual 

items from the sacks, placing them on the table. 

M10: He turns to address his wife. 

M13: He takes other items from the sacks. 



Figure 33. Platform arrangement for The Elixir of Love (Donizetti): Act II, 
Scene IV, Excerpt. 
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M30: George walks to Dorothy. 

M35: George holds up his thumb on the fermata. 

Dorothy turns her chair so that she is facing almost direct

ly offstage right. 

M36: George turns his chair so that the two chairs 

are back to back, then sits in it, facing stage left. 

Dialogue 

George crosses above the table to meet Robin. They 

shake hands. Then Robin, crossing below George, walks to a 

position below (in front of) the table and turns left to 

speak with George. Robin crosses to address Dorothy. The 

position is now: D, R, G; they remain in this position 

until the blackout after George's last line. 

DONIZETTI: The Elixir of Love 

Act II, Scene IV - Excerpt 

Properties: None 

M3: The curtain rises. Giannetta stands downstage 

left, two or three girls on either side of her. It is ob

vious that she is telling them something startling. 

M13, beat 1: The girls "freeze" with their mouths 

open in disbelief and remain motionless until the music be

gins again in measure 14. 
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M43: Giannetta crosses below the girls on her right 

and walks in front of Platform T. 

M4 7: Giannetta turns left to quiet the others. 

M51: Giannetta steps onto the front corner of Plat

form I (all of the girls are on her left). 

M65: Giannetta sits on the left end of Platform IV, 

her legs left of it. 

M69: The girls tiptoe to either side of the stage 

to meet their friends who are entering. They spread the 

news. The girls then approach Platform I on both sides. 

M88: The "newcomers" tiptoe to either side of the 

stage to meet yet others who are entering. Again the news 

spreads. Giannetta now sits on Platform V, her feet touch

ing the top of Platform IV. 

M103: The girls on extreme right and left of the 

stage look offstage for possible newcomers, but there are 

none. 

M126-M127: The girls put their right forefingers to 

their lips and say "sh" on each chorus. Blackout. 



IV 

Figure 34. Platform arrangement for Madame Butterfly (Puccini): Act II, 
Part 1 - "Flower" Duet. 
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PUCCINI; Madame Butterfly 

Act II, Part 1 - "Flower" Duet 

Properties: At least three large vases 
Many flowers (some gladiolas - or some 

other type which can be seen from 
the auditorium; also smaller ones. 

A large bamboo tray 

M2: As the curtain rises, Butterfly is standing on 

Platform I, Suzuki, right of it. Butterfly motions toward 

the "garden" which is beyond Platforms IV and V. Many flow

ers are piled on the floor upstage center. 

M5: Suzuki shuffles below Platform I toward the 

other two platforms. 

M9: She stops next to Platform V, turns right to 

face Butterfly. 

M12: Suzuki moves between Platforms IV and V, then 

turns left (above Platform IV). 

M16: Butterfly steps left of Platform I to the 

floor, does not speak toward Suzuki^ instead she turns right 

and moves to the front corner of Platform I, visualizing 

imaginary blossoming trees before her. 

M22: Suzuki turns left and shuffles upstage center 

where she picks up the flowers. Butterfly turns left and 

moves downstage left, anticipating Pinkerton's arrival. 

M25: Suzuki moves directly downstage a few steps, 

"picks blossoms" from an imaginary tree. She is above and 

a little right of Platform IV. 
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M29: Suzuki shuffles above Platform IV, turns right 

and walks between the two platforms. Butterfly is downstage 

extreme left. 

M31: Butterfly turns right, sings "gather some 

others," then shuffles to Suzuki. 

M36: She takes the flowers from Suzuki, backs right 

and shuffles toward Platform I. 

M3 7: Suzuki moves above Platform V to left of it, 

picks other imaginary blossoms from a tree. Meanwhile, 

Butterfly is bent over Platform I arranging the flowers in 

a vase. 

M44: Butterfly stands, steps onto Platform I, and 

looks "through the window" at the right rear corner of the 

auditorium. 

M53: Butterfly shuffles downstage left, Suzuki 

(still in the garden), shuffles upstage right. 

M57-M70; This section requires choreography. But

terfly might dance downstage left, Suzuki upstage right 

until measure 65, when they each cross to the other side of 

the stage (Butterfly downstage right, Suzuki upstage left). 

M71: Suzuki moves between Platforms IV and V, down

stage center. Butterfly, who is right of Platform I, cross

es above it and meets Suzuki at its left corner. 

M74; The two women move downstage center, Butterfly 

on the right. 



Figure 35. Platform arrangement for Cavalleria Rusticana (Mascagni): 
"Regina Coeli" Scene. 
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M79: Butterfly strews flowers stage right; Suzuki, 

stage left. 

M87: They meet again downstage center; each takes a 

handful of blossoms and flings it at measure 90, beat 1. 

M91; Butterfly crosses below Suzuki to stage left. 

They continue to strew flowers, Butterfly stage left, Su

zuki, stage right. 

M107: The women meet above Platform I. 

M116: They kneel at the back edge of Platform I, 

Butterfly on the left, Suzuki on the right, and arrange the 

flowers in two other vases which were originally on Plat

forms IV and V. 

HI24: The lights dim. 

MASCAGNI: Cavalleria Rusticana 

"Reqina Coeli" Scene 

M4 through M7: Omit Alfio's words. 

M8: The curtain opens. Small groups of people are 

scattered about the stage, greeting each other on Easter 

morning. Others enter from either side and from between 

Platforms VI and VII.. 

Sixteen singers are arranged in formal rows on Plat

form VII, the front row kneeling. There is a space approxi

mately two feet wide in the center of these singers where. 
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the two stairways meet. The singers on Platform VII who are 

standing are arranged so that the tallest are in the center, 

the shortest on either side. These sixteen singers (four on 

each part - SATB) represent both the Cathedral Choir and the 

Cathedral itself. They wear dark colored robes and their 

faces are made up to look like mosaic stained glass windows. 

Small squares of gold, silver and red foil attached to the 

1 
upper half of the robes heighten the effect'.--- The two-foot 

space in the center represents the Cathedral door. From 

time to time until measure 35, a few members of the crowd 

ascend the stairs and pass through this "doorway". Members 

of the Cathedral Choir do not move during the scene. 

M30; The entire chorus is now onstage. They group 

themselves, some standing, some kneeling. Most are on or in 

front of Platforms IV and VI or downstage right facing the 

Cathedral. Some are above Platform I. A few stand with 

their backs to the audience (also facing the Cathedral) near 

Platform V and below Platform I. Santuzza stands at the 

right corner of Stairway III, talking to friends. 

M50: Those who were standing now kneel, not at 

once, but in groups. 

M56: Santuzza walks slowly downstage toward Plat

form I. 

1. See the cover and pages 5, 6, 13, 15, 18, and 19 
of Irene Corey's book, The Mask of Reality, for photographs 
of this striking effect. 
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M65, beat 1: She steps onto Platform I. 

M79: Santuzza walks downstage right and greets an 

acquaintance. 

M83: She walks again toward Platform I, arriving on 

it at count 1 of measure 85. 

M94: She steps from Platform I left and greets 

someone near Platform V. 

M101: She returns to Platform I and remains there 

to the end of the scene. 



APPENDIX A: MUSICAL NOTATION 

FOR FOUR EXCERPTS 
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i 
it== 

*—ft-t- =fe= I 
PLEASURE 

r? 1 1 1— l i t ,  ~i i 1 *=#1 
c —i—i=$

3B — 4 s» «->—u ft13 — J—• 

Fine robes and flow- ing gowns and rare, k°x- Or tic per- fumes, 

J 1 ^ #r. I + -1 

and j 
P 

rare per fumes ' 

& p£ if 
ilr:; Qf groat rn— nown the ntyl-ish man as- sutnes 

-3=- J3J3-

Rich wine and cost-ly 

Y/-O-

wm 

j—1 rH-rh -i- • • ) 1 • 1 . 1 
S£/ 1 

*=3= 
k* LJL^P t-9 -1-4, —fJU 

foods and worm ro-rn.m-tic nights; how blos-scd is tho man who knows tho^c sweet do-' 
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& 
20IJL 78 

lights 

pi=p t I' t> 

No, no, I won•t be- licve! Don't think you can do- ceivel Your 

¥ n rt 
r=pf 

imi -Q 0- m lA 

MH-t" f ¥ ' t J 

words are so ap~ poal- ing thev send our sen-ses reel- Lng, yet 

¥ if 

& j. 

3 |S3|m' l" ' 

they . are ab-so lute-ly false. Dies- sod is he who can re sist le;np-' ta-fcion. 

i 5^ ISEEg =U= 
T=T 

-o> I*#' 

J- l 1- J2~ fr kP #r i £J 
i i -e-

ih3 (J-I2C) 
PLEASURE AND COMPANY 

FS 
i 

Y~•— -S1—tP2 —jy—v —ir^ ^ 

'Plea- sure in- vit:- Lng, joy so ex- cit- imj; coun-sel we're giv- ing 

^^ A a_JrfL-%Jbfr •&- f ft—^ 

~o—o-*— 

p =6=3; 
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for gra- clous liv- ing. A- way, go I You must leave us. We shall not 

& 
f 

-o-tt" 

¥ m -0 e-

let you de- ceive us. Your songs so en- ter-tain- ing are on-ly a pass- ing fad 

i m & =FtJ i" i_i^ 

Plea-::ure at first is ap- peal- in'j, but af-ter the par- ty is o- vor, the end— 

m 
£ i 

i 

'ml J,-76> PLEASURE 

inco you are still condemning our 

SbdB g-^p-0-jib 
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& 
Wo'11 go a-Wciy4  ig-nor-iny 

f=F W 

beau-ty and our dan- ces We'll go a-way, 

2 
=& •0~ g=Apfc£=£: 

ig-nor-ing your morfc of-fen-sive 

*li i i iim 

your 

your 
in 2 (J-

moat.of-fen-sivo glan-ces Vie'11 

glan-cos vpur moM: i' r-fnn-s ive glan-cos. We'll go where they'll ad-

i o 
glan-cos. kV<_ __ 

J—i 3 4- j n ii*I _ _ : j  j  ^ ±  

S-P 
most of-fen-sive gldn ces,We'll go where they'll ad- mire 

in 1C 76) 
go where they'll ad-mit'e us, Where hundreds will de- sire 

Where 

1 
hundreds will de -sire 

n ni I J"] j 

V/here hundreds will de-sire 

in 2 
Where hun-dreds /e'll go they'll mro 

We'll go whore ^they'll ad- mire us, where 

i J-. J. i 

hundreds will de-

-J33S. 

us. We'11 go where they'll jd-njj.ro us, where hun-dreds will de-sire 

in a (.i-â  11371 
will do- sire us. 

fUTCKNKLLO 

J. J" X j. 
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mt (t:3&> 
1421 ,,0DY 

Uov/ ex-trerne, this is a-larm-ing! Why must you ban-ish Plea-- sure when 

149 SOUL 

she is so charm- - ing? will in quire of hea- ven which 

i I pEEEfeEffi pc 
^9 

m •M m PP 

b J t-
m 

3= 

al- ways on- sv/ers wise--:—- ly. Then w<2 will know pre-cisc- ly. 

m p 
tftt 

ii 
T?t 

=0= 45= 

i 

157] in4 (J - izo) ECHO 

wise man wcl-come sin, Docs the 
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sow* 
£ 

ECHO 

In seck-ing plea-sure does he In- bor vain- ly? (vain- ly) 

SOW. 

What 

VJE" 
=A 

7a 

f4rtr'fJ—f ~r'i— £H 
I | r-1, ^ L. e:H0. . E 

B7| SOUL 

ri-H—^ 
caus- es grief and 

-h~o : 

scr- row? is it 

—4—i -P-

EgEss=SFEEa 

Plea- sure (Plou- sure) 

~nl ' <3. 

U M=J 

Should we long for' lav-ish 

P7] ,H=1 

« n̂_) . 

pMi * 
i . I  V .  

r—r 

U i = 

-q 3f=|= 

1 j / j3 1 1 
V  Q  O  H f— L 5=2 fe: LJP 

Sr£ 
ECHO SOUL 

f 
,P=F=^S 
wealth or should we live ploin-ly? (Plain- ly) Should we de-sire the beau-bios of earth or 

PI 
si 

d & 

ECHO SOUL 

s 

Heav---en? (Heav-cn) Then he will die who de-sires plea- sure? Speak 
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in 2(^76) 
ECHO 178] our. 

-j—i—$ 

tru-ly! (Tru-Ly) Hoa von has nent the on-swerj I will re-vicw it, but brtef-

ad 
f 2T RF~ Si 

-J—J-

PP=F 
ly: Shun earth ly plea-2urc and scok for. the Heav'n-ly trea 

ipf % m mt %=0z 

m 
zSw1 

(J. = 76) 
RITORNELLO 

sure 
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ALCESTE 
Act IV, Scene I English adaptation 

by Lewis A. Phelps [Originally scored for two violins, harpsichord, and 
cello. Violins may play the upper two voices of the 
keyboard reduction in sections indicated below; cello 
may play the lowest line throughout.] 

Moderately animated 

lisiOo) 

LULLY 

VIOLINS N t% o Pirn 

fF11! ^7 

m 

m CHARON 

L f l u J  '  §1 W 
Vou have to cross .soon or late, you have to cross in "my 

jm 
VIOLINS TACIT 

/TS 

A ' 'H-J—^ 

mf i 
¥ & r 

w 
7> 

-4 :— 
If 

10'. f f v r f r 
*n 7 n P 1 r —9 - 9 < 

; 1 ' V LJ: 
row- boat, you have to 

A rJ i n-

cross 

f=t= 

L=asi— U 
soon or late, you have to 

r; J f t *  

Li—Ll.i i 
cross in my row— 

——t—F—?— 
Pf—9 g-^F 

fY<~ l ^ n O 

(4= 

I"1 
rr r h 

—1„ i 
—» J—* [ i U- J - j=J 

ll -
/ f 

boat. 

. VIOLINS 

Si—iS-irfV 
o» * 

A-fe—1 tJ,—f-|^= 
O 

l f 
itetarflip :?=tep== hr~\—r-0 .T-r-p— 

o 

ESEgi ti=S=l^y 
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CHARON 

pyxr * f (*•*—£| <-4 H ix—„ » 
f r • 

fKP 
/ You have to cross soon or 

VIOLINS TACIT 

^=====^=^====4===^ 

• 4 — , — I  = 3 -

late, you have to cross-in my 

u -n -4=i 

•—i—14-UJJ 
row- boat, You have to 

a 1 =&F\ 

? 
=» $ 

J ] 

J, = 0 *1 
* * 

^ lXXJ— f— 

cross soon or late, you have to cross in my row bont.. Old or 

young, it does-n't mot-ter we ig-nore power and Came The might-y king or the 

"37 

;hep-hcrd, I treat them both the The might-y king or the shep- herd I 
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f f T ~T I *—=Qi— — 
J* 0 0-

i 
treat them both the same—— You have to cross soon or late, you have to cross in my 

v O 4% -v »n iy a r̂ f /* 

i 3= 
T 

HP W 
row- boat, You have to crocs soon or late, you have to cross in my rcw- — — — 

m m 

m 3=' -r 

boat 

VIOLINS 

, Tho.^e who desire to cro; 

VCOLfNS TACII' 
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=f m 

mourn-ful poo-plc, 

-6 0 ft-

and piiy the fee that I've set 

i BE 3E 
T 

47 CHORUS CP SHADES i&a £"5= 
Mister Cha- ron. 
Lot us pass, Cha« 

or you must stay behind with a bitter ra- gret. 

please 

ron. 

ne fore you go a-board you all must pay the 

faf Mis-tor Cha- ron, 
•* [,ot us pass, Chn-

J«I YCJI^JU IN 
foe; For such a solemn task 1 must be paid, you 
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c 

/f ft fi-s—S i<* ' 

>3 int (J'S4) 

w—F—Err 
plCJCO lot u Jsr,. • 
ron, 1 

^5=== 

\ VI° 

-* & f5 ft 

"/ p 
Pay mc .. . 

•»» i J>J ] 
a:. r i ,  o 

t~T f 
for- ward 

rJ- J 
i? P 4* 

R 1 -J 
pay me, 

\-\ ^ * -HL 
ffr . (-—s= 

b ' 

«=f F= 

Ufrd 

:Ef=H=fL 

JT TT—0 = 

-i i^H— 

i f 

|ft=4=j= 

for- ward, pay me , » for- w/ird, 

;^=^===£M: 
I —4 

pay mc 

5 
J.  JJ  J f=^ 

fe 
i" ( 4-

for- ward 

^7=^= 
pay me, 

^5? «• ••--J-" iP —aU-, R-1 
for- ward, 

-J, 1 
tzf—) 

pay mc, 

[ ]) 1 1 
<T 1 

•tfi—r—»-R—F— 
—-T—P—1 

n». ~ -t i 

h 
i irj—r 

pi 1— 
=T rr-rk-* FT 

^—M—H 1 \>\ .H — ^ — « w  n  i : * - i l l  

for— ward P^Y for- ward P'*Y for— ward. 
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MAM. SHADK 

You cannot pass? you haven't paid! I never nvike cx-cep-ti.ons 
VIOLINS TACIT 

on- ly take a ti- ny space Have mor- cy, Sir, I 

You pay or qo ?omc other place. 

pray. Oh, please don't turn mo a- way 

There is no com-pasr.ton down here. There is 
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£ 
m, lO 
f A- las! Cha- ron, n- lac a-

m 
2 

noth- infj but mis- er-y and fear. 

tH—•* • . 
las! 

^ -A -tfu- p 
. —.. . ..— • •• —— • —.... 

t ¥-£-£=\ 
/ 
J A- las! Cha-

—1 ^—i \— 
ron, a- las a-

F=?A f jSl jSq 

—1 1—A—L 

las! Cry a- las 

r jW-f= 

*Ff 
 ̂ T" 

^—H—E 
r r 

R LJ-4=J 

"f" r 

i mm 
0 P-

=f=Q= 

i'hese are uso-loss tear: Noth-ing for noth-ing has al ways boon the 

—« S-

m f 

1' p—f 

u- ni-ver-snl law; cmp- ty pur-nes al-waya t:pea)c in vain and it's not 

SEE65S 

T? 
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m m m 
s 

nough to mere- ly pny. on earth! You pay throughout your life; af-ter death you pay a-

,.-1 ,<*• . g R S R ,1 Jr-J-i PpII 
J / P= 

91 SMALI. SHADE 
_<>J #_ 

A- las! Cha- ron, a- las a- las! 

a r LU 
gain. . 

VIOLINS TACIT 
S Ab-so-lute-ly use- less to 

f b f f 
p 

m 
-Q~' 

»/ 

m 
cry a- losl Cha- ronl You cry in vain. You pay throughout your 

jTEFNE !§=£; 1 ^1r—p-
m w 

98 i 
life; af-tor death you pay a- gain. 

J3 
/ 

"7»—*—p—? t±4?=g 
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THE BARBER OF SEVILLE 

English translation by 
Diran Akmajion. 

Act I, Part II 

TRIO PAISIELLO 

- x/Hl h * -* * j 9 j#-
=I%P 
] r ^ 

rSL—« » e 6— 
-r fe." Li ~£~ 

SVEGL1ATO 

f (yawning) 
Ah 

BARTOLO 

£ Did Ro-si •na have a caller? Did the barber come to 

E W I f-s£ 
• i-

TT 
=f^=w -~$~Y—|—m-

• • * * * * 

^ 
. , t  J - X H  

... , *— 

£ •  
r i 
A 

•J M 

-# 

i=y= 

"T * . im. 
T^XJiA Lr 

* — ZZ-A # » ±-

4d tt [k1^ J d-f= i- "-3 

atf-HP £ i 
Ah! Ah! to . 

m iii -e—o-
B P 
£1 

coe her? 

_b— 

VJac it Fi-cja-ro who came to see her? 

i Hi in 
Hi JJ3. 1 V a 0 p. 

w 
FFTFE 
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Ah! Ah! 

Dravo! bravo!That1sthe spirit. 

17 # 9 
m - * =& 

Will yo* i toll mo what's go-ing on? Vihat's go-ing 

F̂ -ffftrrp J—1 vjf ° e-U 

T f r r 
> i j 

—J <J J 0-X-c g * 

r f t f 
j—i_j—1— 

-iU-u— 

r rr r 
j 1 J .1 

—--LL-Lf 'r^-—<f rr L ,, j. ' ̂  

and your will • you toll what on< 
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B 

partner, where in he hid- ing 
the) 

to corne here will you n:>k him will you 

f J f-
5 29 

—j—1—£—UJ— 

as!< him to come 

#£%Epff^= 

Lf: 
here. 

-K <'• >— 
R«IWIMIIM »II 1 

—1— 

r'" u u 1^^ 
Fi-cja-ro has rc-itn-

—b * fJ {*-~$—&—p—^—1 
r-anj^fa 

*=!*=? 

—1— i—«<— 

^ f*-

ESd3==3=a 
JV t -— 
^—•—*—9 p— 

l_L 

He is 
(She) 

bursed- thein, arid no doubt he hns re-hoarsed them. 

GTOViriKTTO 

a-choo A-choo. 

here ho i.:» Do your snecniny in the 
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your snoozing in hhe morning! Will you morning, 

1 fM,J» .!*» * 9 ; : * £-
•n^-rn-fr •-• \ ) t-r f , f-f-i —9—a : # f 1-
/ TT* 7^; — 

tell me did you 

__^l i 'Z a 
notice was there 

f#Pfnrff=4=====f 

£ C Luaae 

someone to see Ro-

rrn i 
'n 'S ®^'' r £TIJA'1 * 

" r i Y f • 
J  ̂ J J 

n-E^i' 

r [ r r 
-j—}—i—J— 

A £ A jl 1 t ' * 

r f r r 
j J J j 

fv. s££JJ-4*"- •••<; ' ( f r—"T r r r 

B 

bo see Ro- si-na? was there someone 

-O 
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47, 

A-choo A-choo 

Ah! Ah! 

What the douce is go-ing What the deuco is go-ing on? 

G 

A-choo A-choo 

s 
Ah! Ah! 

B 

What the deuce is going What the deuce is going on? on? 
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"M !• h.,., 4 trt = 
-pjesajg 

A-

S 

a- a- c 

!1 ' 
TOO 

•f = 

'-^W 
A- o- a- < 

}J\ p—b-f-

T 7 f iH 
:hoo A-
y  • "• >S » J •• —r> 1 

/ J* • 
Ah! 

3 — 

_£I| Hp 

Ah I 

- I -

1—' 1 J 

Ah! ' 

,Hn 

on? 
^t-J LJ LT1 

What: the deuce is go-ing 

FT 0 

4^{Ui * — 

on? 

7» (> P tf t 4 ff f 

What the deuce is going 

lp w r f'y 1^1 1 tpJt—-Ji__ 

(•W^-T 
- 4 i 

fur f> r ft== 

=P=M 

-p 

^rtrtref 

— 

i-U-b oTLi LJ 

• 

==te===i 
31 -

-nJddc-J1 ilU lJ UJ 

3H^4 ^ 
choo A-

c rppa^fes 7 o fp1- r 

choo A-
>=*=< 
choo 

KM 
P t 

£ 1 
A- a- a-

Ah! 

r m&= _ * ,o.\ « f> 

'I 
Fi ga, 

on? is go- inc 

ft f 

3 on? 

r^rn . y-i— 

(^'Aefc—^ f f 
[rr'i T¥=T 

* 

t 0 # rtrt 
'? i * P n " 

tfrr 
\ ./Svsjf. ^ 

^4 % y=s= = ^k£r ̂ ̂  "I I =P 
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— — —Jk g—v * y 3~y 

f i 
A- a- a-

f 
A- a- a-

-) -J f-f pr, n  z *-<>-
Fi— - - ga-

vU,f 1 * C -

What? do 1-t.in-ue you wir 2 y-ing 

i
f
 

t-t [ f -+-
,  i  i  J « i  O U 

1} rf & t> 0 

r" i, 7 i 
L k i 
/ ?  ' •  .  f >  A  9  0 

T—1;—f—1-
1 i i,i 
_P_ ^ „ p-*. r - -| 1 — ' 1  1  f f  ih — -LluI 

# * • 0 1—•—» » f #—e *—#— f M^U=I 
W iat? What the de-vil 'arc vou 

-L4 t==l—i 1—1-
saying;you're not making an-y 

|f f 

J £-Z_v ' y T 

sense. Mo, no, no 

t . ff • 

p=f i i i 

f f ^ ' f r r i—£-1 

J :• |— 
5 

'I 

1—LMN= r 1 Erb^i Liu1 -C (J 0 

SVECLrlATO 

if he Are you osk-incj no. Wan Lt Fi-rja-ro who camo? \.jaa it Figaro who came? 
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BARTOLO 
5VEGLIATO 

m?-r f >. Fh 

GIOVTMETTO 

m 
come hore? Yes,I'm asking if he came hero. Did ho come hero? but he did not youromis-

hW**T-tr*V" pm 
m 

¥ 

f it j- H 

EARTOLO 

tak-en Who's mistaken?who' s mis-taken?I'm the boss and I ain right, and I am right, and I am 

xr ^ x: It ? •%- "P- a & ̂  -+~ » £~ * f~ 1r T" f T T~ ? 1 4£ 

sglP=Rg w 

CIOVINETTO 

if it's true 

Don't in-ter-rupt mo wlien I'm talking, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, 
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86 

there is no use Ln 

Then there is no use in talk-ing 

I Jo, there's nothing more to say 

J =—— 
{fpf—i—i—£ 

talk-ing 

f 1—p h -̂T f f r f f FTT-f r r 
P :̂\ V- LJ~ 

No, there•snothLnomore t :sav. Ta»:e voursneering,t^ko ycur 

riJ——s—i—-—i 
yav/ninc leave at once,be on your 

y j: J iM-j=5: 

i F ——-

4._i L 

•> o o 
q?4tz$-=£ P 

( •teiJ-J y - i V -1 .LlI 

L J „ J=J 
*1*1—-— !——-ir-t•?? •? * -? 7T -flj î U IfcTi 

s 
way a hun-dred thousand miles a- way a hundred thousand miles a- way 
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G 

Hod it not boon for Ro-si-na We'd havo left you long be-

s 
Had it not boon for Ro-si-ria We'd have left you lor/j be-

B 

Takcyoursneezing andyour yawning. 

A'-choo! /\-choo I tore. 

fore. Ah J Ah I 

B m 
=t 

Leave at once be on your way. 

s ̂  g p. a=-,t—a—A- i-j. .. EL 

Ad-d.l-o 

—O-

ad-di-o ad-

ESi 

i§g-
e 

i z 
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105 
G 

choo 
We'd have left you long be-fore a-

s 
We'd have left you long be-fore Ah! 

B 

Ad-di-o the door Let me show vou to 

choo We'd have left you long be-

Ah! V.'e'd have left you long be-Ah! 

d i-o Ad- di- >how you to the 

*• tt* ' 
Let me be on your way 
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G 

We*d have left you long be-fore We'd hove left you long be-fore fore. 

s 
fore. We'd have left you long be-fore We'd hnvc left you lony be-fore 

B 

. Let me to the door to the door phow youAto the . door 
a _ 0JL j.* 

door 

H 1 * 

1 
^ 1 ( f 
2ft you long be-

r ... . f . 

fore 

r-p 1 

1 

1 

left yo u long be- f 

+ 1 

ore. 

-f 

II 

S how y 

: 

1 
ou to th 

ftftrT 

e door. 

(44±=! 

SU ' 1 

Ud—L 

F ff f 

.fU- UjJ_- -

^ r-^— y L p V-fta— 

p -yi —\-Q-1 

f ft t 

T~1 I—C_ 

3fc_* 
\ sw =3=. 
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NO SONG NO SUPPER 

Act I, Scene IV 
Keyboard reduction by rTAD A 

T . •. nv« , olUnAvL 
Lewis A. Phelps. 

The inside of Crop's house 

Enter Crop, with a large basket hanging on a stick oyer his shoulder, which ap
pears heavy; he puts it on the table. 

Dorothy: So, George, you've come back; where have you been? 

Crop: Why about my business, and heartily tired I am. 

Dorothy: Well, but where have you been? 

Crop: Go and shut the door, which X perceive I've left open, and 1*11 tell you. 

Dorothy: Not I, indeed! I go shut the door! N6,'go and shut .the door yourself; why did 
you leave it open? 

Crop: Because my hands were full. 

Dorothy: So you want to give me the trouble to shut the door, because your hands were 
full? Indeed I shall not. 

Crop: Now, wife, go shut the door, and don't be obstinate. 

Dorothy: I obstinate.' upon my word! I obstinate indeed] I don*t choose to shut it, 
Sir, 

Crop: Well) then let it stand open. 

Dorothy: With all my heart, so it may. 

Crop: Now, why can't you go and shut it? 

Dorothy: I don't choose it, and there's the end of it. 

Crop: Come, 1*11 make a bargain with you, wife; whoever speaks the first word shall 
go and shut the door. 

Dorothy: Agreed. 

No. 7- Duet I THINK I'LL VENTURE TO SURMISE 

Allegretto 

am I h 
JJLHl •o 

u & fpf ftf? r s 
m =£ 
m TH71 
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F¥F== 
CROP 

h-^ i rq —f f j*—» f>— 
^—_—1 

. » /HW j-g p—f— 

f 7 fl 

/ I 

iJ t. , Pi 

ET—[i—LL. P 
:hink I'll von- turo 

FT r—I-U-

pf-t1 iT1 
to nur-miso, I 

*P f ft f-

!> f fflj7 hf fi 

d 7 ^ 

V 

k-fftW p-~H 

1 V f f TTHT 

)' r f *J 
1 1 IEL^^|=£M 4—H—L1-H—y—1—H 

rn 
i w * 

You think, no dcubt, you're wondrous wisejLvj 

m 

V.nov; who'll speak the first/ 

m ra tal 
wsm 

iS= 

i? r v 

as 
3pE m 

D 

1( 
T» 

1 

J » cr y y • ...n 9—| 

fore I 

#F= 

L- Lj 
11 Speak, I'll burst. 

—i p pp-i 
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CROP 

D 

when shall wo When r hold up my thumb, be- gin? when I hold up n.y 

D 

A-greed, a-greed— Nov/ tcike heed I 

C 

rec.!— Now, take herni ! 

t' I- lent mum J ;ni.un I 

toko hoedi 
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D ¥ 

¥ 

Si 

jjitim I .nu m! 

muml mum I mum! 

«T f" "£•;» P-n" p — -  P  H 3? 
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P 

Robin enters. 

Robin: 

Crop: 

Robin: 

Crop: 

Robin: 

Crop: 

Robin: 

Dorothy: 

Crop: 

Hal brother Crop, I'm heartily glad to see you. (Shakes hands with Crop, who 
seems pleased to see him.) I've a few friends hard by, who comc to beg a 
night's lodging of you. We have been cast away, and saved nothing but our 
lives. I have promised them a hearty welcome, my boy. (Looks at Crop for 
an answer.) What, are you deaf? Why, don't you know me? I never took you 
for one that would.bo dumb to a friend in distress. 'What the duvil's the 
matter? Have you lost your speech since I saw you? That's a damned bad job. 
(Crosses to Dorothy.) Pray, how Long has poor brother Crop boon on the doc
tor's list? What, a dumb wife too! Hov/ the devil shall I get an answer? 
(Yelling.) What's the matter with you both? He's as deaf as the mainmast. 
Can you hear or not? 

(Nods.) 

Can you speak? 

(Mods.) 

Will you speak? 

(Shakes his head.) 

If we had you aboard ship, we would send your tongue afloat; a good ducking 
at the yard arm, and a round dozen, would put your jawing tacks aboard, and 
be well employed on you: wouldn't it, mistress? 

(Very eagerly.) Aye! that it would — Oh! dear — I forgot. 

Ha! ha! ha! Now, Dorothy, go and shut the door. 
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Associated Music Publishers 
1 West 4 7th Street 
New York, New York 10036 

Boosey and Hawkes, Inc. 
30 West 57th Street 
New York, New York 10019 

Broude Brothers 
56 West 45th Street 
New York, New York 10036 

Chappell and Company, Inc. 
609 Fifth Avenue 
New York, New York 10017 

Faber Music, Ltd. 
(Agent: G. Schirmer) 

Franco Colombo, Inc. 
16 West 61st Street 
New York, New York 10023 

Gershwin Publishing Corporation 
(Agent: Chappell and Company, Inc 

International Music Company 
509 Fifth Avenue 
New York, New York 10017 
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Leeds Music Corporation 
322 West 48th Street 
New York, New York 10036 

Editions de L'oiseau Lyre 
Les Remparts, Monaco 

(Order from: Blackwells Music Shop 
39 Holywell Street 
Oxford, England) 

Novello and Company, Ltd. 
London, England 
(Agent: Franco Colombo) 

Oxford University Press, Inc. 
417 Fifth Avenue 
New York, New York 10016 

G. Ricordi and Company 
(Agent: Franco Colombo) 

G. Schirmer 
609 Fifth Avenue 
New York, New York 10017 

Schott Music Corporation 
(Agent: Associated Music Publishers) 
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